AKRAPOVIC CENNIK 2022-3
Obowiązuje od 14.07.2022

Kod
produktu

Informacja

System Homologacja

Opis

Segment

Marka Model

Cena w
Euro

RP OD RP DO

AKCESORIA
801528

Hoodie Akrapovič - Alpinestars S
(heavier fabric)

801746

Hoodie Akrapovič Black - Red
Men's S

801747

Hoodie Akrapovič Black - Red
Men's M

801748

Hoodie Akrapovič Black - Red
Men's L

801749

Hoodie Akrapovič Black - Red
Men's XL

801750

Hoodie Akrapovič Black - Red
Men's XXL

801710

Baseball Cap New – Universal

801711

Baseball Cap Flat - Universal

801615

Knited Black Cap

800475

Beanie cap

801076

801078

801079

801090

801442

801443

801444

801445

801605

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an Akrapovič and
Alpinestars embroided logos on the front and big Akrapovič
logo on the back. Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and 20% polyester. Available in XS, S, M, L, XL, and
XXL.
94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring
Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.
94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring
Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.
94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring
Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.
94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring
Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.
94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring
Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

100

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

86

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

86

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

86

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

86

Accessories

Clothing

Hoodie

€

86

A sporty and classic cap with a sandwich shield construction
and adjustment strap for a perfect fit. We embroidered the logo
Accessories
on the front and a discrete red scorpion on the back. It is made
of 100% cotton. One size fits all.

Clothing

Others

€

28

Clothing

Others

€

28

Clothing

Others

€

21

Clothing

Others

€

28

Baseball cap with a flat shield and adjustment strap for a
perfect fit. We embroidered the logo on the front and a discrete
Accessories
red scorpion on the back. It is made of 100% cotton. One size
fits all.
Heavy ribbed knit beanie, pull-on style. Made of 100% SoftAccessories
Touch Acrylic.
Stylish and sporty! This is a high quality fine knit cap made of
50% wool and 50% acryl for a perfect fit and comfort in chilly
Accessories
weather. Featuring a scorpion jacquard graphic and Akrapovic
patch on each side.

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of
sports and leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for
every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers protection against
various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to
wear.Featuring the Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Clothing

Others

€

25

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of
sports and leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for
every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers protection against
various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to
wear.Featuring the Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Clothing

Others

€

25

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of
sports and leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for
every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers protection against
various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to
wear.Featuring the Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Clothing

Others

€

23

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of
sports and leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for
every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric, combined with a Gore®
Windstopper® fleece fabric, that offers protection against
various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to
wear.Featuring the Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Clothing

Others

€

49

Men ‘s cargo pants - 46

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back
pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST
(cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
Accessories
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Clothing

Pants

€

66

Men ‘s cargo pants - 48

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back
pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST
(cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
Accessories
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Clothing

Pants

€

66

Men ‘s cargo pants - 50

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back
pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST
(cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
Accessories
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Clothing

Pants

€

66

Men ‘s cargo pants - 52

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back
pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST
(cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
Accessories
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Clothing

Pants

€

66

Men ‘s cargo pants - 54

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back
pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST
(cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
Accessories
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Clothing

Pants

€

66

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Accessories

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Buff Akrapovič Logos White

Buff Akrapovič Logos Black

Buff Akrapovič

Buff Cyclone Akrapovič

801634

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - S

801635

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - M

801636

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - L

801637

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - XL

801638

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - XXL

801639

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt - 3XL

801650

Women's Akrapovič Polo Shirt - S

801651

Women's Akrapovič Polo Shirt - M

801652

Women's Akrapovič Polo Shirt - L

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and
back of neck logo.

801653

Women's Akrapovič Polo Shirt - XL

801654

Women's Akrapovič Polo Shirt XXL

801514

Mens Poloshirt AkrapovičAlpinestars XS

801525

801206
801207
801208
801209
801210
801211
801212
801213
801219
801220
801221
801222
801223
801224

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič-Alpinestars
XS
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
S
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
M
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
L
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
XL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
XXL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
3XL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
4XL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Black
5XL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
S
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
M
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
L
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
XL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
XXL
T-shirt Men's Akrapovič Logo Grey
3XL

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovič chest and back
Accessories
of neck logo.
100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovič chest and back
Accessories
of neck logo.
Perfectly tailored black Polo T-shirt made of out 100%
polyester featuring the Akrapovič and Alpinestars logo
Accessories
embroided on the chest and back.
A fine jersey made of 60% cotton and 40% polyester featuring
the Akrapovič and Alpinestars logo printed on the chest and
back. Available in XS, S, M, L, XL, and XXL.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Clothing

Polo

€

40

Clothing

Polo

€

65

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

33

801758

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801759

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801760

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801761

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801762

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801763

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's BlueGrey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801767

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801768

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801769

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801770

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801771

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801772

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip Men's
Blue-Grey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801773

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801774

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801775

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801776

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801777

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801778

Lifestyle T-shirt Race Proven Men's
Grey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801752

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801753

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801754

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801755

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801756

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801757

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's Black
3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt men

€

37

801782

Lifestyle T-shirt Pure Performance
Women's Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

€

37

801764

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Women's
Blue-Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

€

37

801765

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Women's
Blue-Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

€

37

801766

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Women's
Blue-Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the
chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

€

37

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Grey S
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Grey M
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Grey L
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Grey XL
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Grey XXL
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Black S
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Black M
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Black L
T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Black XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.
100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

€

33

801225
801226
801227
801228
801229
801214
801215
801216
801217

W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval
W/O Approval

Accessories

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

Accessories

Clothing

T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women
T-Shirt
women

801218

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič Logo
Black XXL

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on
chest and back.

Accessories

Our MX motorcycle stands, used by factory teams at
motocross, enduro and supermoto World Championships, are
now also available to you. The stand is made from our
exclusive thin-wall titanium tubes, which is reflected in the
Accessories
unique racing look as well as very low weight and high
strength. The stand is fortified with two rubber crossbars with a
logo on top in order to ensure that the motorcycle remains
securely on the stand.

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

€

33

Others

Default

€

393

Others

Default

€

9

Others

Default

€

9

Others

Default

€

50

P-CM-SPDMX/1

MX Stand

801663

Keyholder - vertical new

801662

Keyholder - horizontal new

800594

Pen roler black

W/O Approval

801204

Umbrella Custom

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Others

Default

€

66

801205

Umbrella Make your own sound

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Others

Default

€

66

801534

Umbrella Corpo

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Others

Default

€

66

801157

Bag 250 x 380 x 90

W/O Approval

Accessories

POS Car

Default

€

2,3

801075

Bag 360 x 260 x 140

W/O Approval

Accessories

POS Car

Default

€

3,3

801457

Bag 450 x 120 x 385

Accessories

POS Car

Default

€

4,4

801457

Bag 450 x 120 x 385

Accessories

POS MC

Default

€

4,4

Accessories

POS MC

Default

€

11

Accessories

POS MC

Default

€

32

Accessories

POS MC

Default

€

3,3

Accessories

POS MC

Default

€

2,3

Atv

Yamaha

YXZ1000R

2016

2022

€

2 375

P-HF796

Counter Display Fitting kit MP3

W/O Approval

P-HF667

MC Road/Offroad exhaust fitting kit

W/O Approval

801075

Bag 360 x 260 x 140

W/O Approval

801157

Bag 250 x 380 x 90

W/O Approval

Be seen and attach your keys to this Akrapovič key holder—it’s
convenient for any pocket or bag. A special advantage of the
Accessories
Akrapovič key holder is its rubber material to keep your bike or
car from getting scratched.
Be seen and attach your keys to this Akrapovič key holder—it’s
convenient for any pocket or bag. A special advantage of the
Accessories
Akrapovič key holder is its rubber material to keep your bike or
car from getting scratched.
Want your handwriting to have a special flair with style? Use
this Akrapovič black roller pen for sophisticated impressions
Accessories
and signatures. It’s a special idea for a present for your
partners.

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black only.
Dimensions: 250 x 380 x 90 mm
Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 360 × 260 × 140 mm
Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 450 x 120 x 385 mm
Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 450 x 120 x 385 mm
With this fitting kit additional exhauts system can be mounted
on the counter display 801030.Exhaust system which can be
used:-Piaggio MP3: S-PI4SO3-HRSSBL , S-PI4SO3HRSSProducts fitted on the counter display are not included.
For modular standup promotional display P-CM-SPDM/13
pieces
Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 360 × 260 × 140 mm
Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers
and business partners. 100% paper, available in black only.
Dimensions: 250 x 380 x 90 mm

ATV

S-Y10E5-ALAGT

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Designed to take the Yamaha YXZ1000R “Side-by-Side”
machine to greater levels of performance and enjoyment.
Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium, reducing
weight from the stock system by over 50%, and finished with a
hand-crafted carbon-fibre end-cap. The power and torque are
increased for enhanced performance. The sound is improved to
deliver a louder, deeper, fuller, and distinctive Akrapovič tone,
with a sporty, racing sound as the revs rise. Designed with
durability in mind due to the tough conditions the system will
face. Performance exhaust systems also feature a new coating
for the silencer outer sleeve giving better scratch resistance
and easier cleaning.For perfect performance, throttle response
and durability special developed mapping from Dynojet has to
be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.FOR
CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.

Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Pay your Sportster the ultimate compliment with an Akrapovič
chrome Slip-On exhaust system. This classic, legendary HarleyDavidson design now comes with an aftermarket Akrapovič
exhaust system that offers more power, less weight, and a
unique sound and looks. Choose chrome or black heat
shields.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.The Slip-Ons feature an optional valve system
enabling you to adjust the sound level with a simple switch and
keep your hands clean!

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200C
Custom

2006

2013

€

1 044

EC Type Approval

In addition to the uniquely designed Slip-On exhaust systems
for the Harley-Davidson Sportster, Akrapovič has developed a
classic-design line of aftermarket mufflers with matching
header pipe shields. For all who appreciate fine European
craftsmanship, outstanding performance, and the unmistakable
deep resonant sound of Akrapovič, available in hard chrome
plating or durable black finish. You decide which model
perfectly fits your Sportster.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.Optional valve system is not
possible to use.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200C
Custom

2014

2016

€

836

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200C
Custom

2006

2013

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200L Low

2006

2011

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200N
Nightster

2007

2012

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
1200R
Roadster

2006

2008

€

539

CUSTOM

S-HDSPSO1-HC

S-HDSPSO3-HC

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

do wyczerpania zapasów

Valve system

Valve system

Valve system

Valve system

Slip-On

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

P-HDV1/1

S-HDRODR1BAVT

S-HDRODR1BAVTBL

S-HDRODR1BAVTBL

S-HDRODR1BAVT

S-HDRODR1BAVTBL

Valve system

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Valve system

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
883C

2006

2010

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
883L
SuperLow

2006

2013

€

539

Valve system

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
883N Iron

2009

2013

€

539

Valve system

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
883R
Roadster

2006

2013

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster
XL1200V
Seventy-Two

2012

2013

€

539

OP - Optional
part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound you want for
your ride. Switch is mounted on the left side on the bike and
can be activated while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use investment casted
housing with high-temperature graphitebearing.The PHSHD13VC or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with the S-HDSPSO2HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On exhaust systems.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster
XL1200X
Forty-Eight

2010

2013

€

539

RC - Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert, titanium muffler and
installation instructions.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet has to be used.Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidsonExhaust is not mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is
installed. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCDX
10th A. E.

2012

2012

€

1 286

RC - Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert, black-coated
titanium muffler and installation instructions.Exhaust is not
mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is installed.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidson THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCDX
10th A. E.

2012

2012

€

1 341

RC - Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert, black-coated
titanium muffler and installation instructions.Exhaust is not
mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is installed.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidson THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCDX
Night Rod

2009

2016

€

1 341

RC - Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert,titanium muffler and
installation instructions.Exhaust is not mountable if V-Rod MidControl-Kit is installed.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidson THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCDX
Night Rod

2009

2016

€

1 286

RC - Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert, black-coated
titanium muffler and installation instructions.If passenger
footrest should be still used please order optional fitting
kit.Exhaust is not mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidson THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCF
Muscle

2009

2016

€

1 341

Valve system

Valve system

Valve system

Open Line 10th A.E.

Open Line Nightrod

Open Line Nightrod

Open Line Nightrod

Open Line Muscle

Custom

HarleyDavidson

Sportster XL
883

2006

2008

€

539

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your HarleyDavidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system.Chose our
aftermarket Open Line exhaust system for optimum
performance, deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless steel header,
carbon heat shield, noise reduction insert,titanium muffler and
installation instructions.If passenger footrest should be still
used please order optional fitting kit.Exhaust is not mountable if
V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special developed mapping
from Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDa
vidson THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCF
Muscle

2009

2016

€

1 286

This fitting kit is needed if the passenger footrest is used.

Custom

HarleyDavidson

V-Rod
VRSCF
Muscle

2009

2016

€

102

SO - Slip-On

The result of taking design very seriously is a very stylishly
shaped black-coated muffler. Slip-Ons represent the first step
in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance. Installation is a snap.
In addition to design effects and improved power delivery, SlipEC Type Approval, ECE Ons also enhance the sound. Let your bike stand out with more
Type Approval
power, beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of SlipOns.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.Within the system code S-Y9SO4-HBBOSSBL, 2
different link pipes are included together with the muffler: LY9SO3SS for model SCR950 and L-Y9SO4SS for model
XV950.

Custom

Yamaha

SCR950

2017

2020

€

847

SO - Slip-On

The result of taking design very seriously is a very stylishly
shaped black-coated muffler. Slip-Ons represent the first step
in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance. Installation is a snap.
In addition to design effects and improved power delivery, SlipEC Type Approval, ECE Ons also enhance the sound. Let your bike stand out with more
Type Approval
power, beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of SlipOns.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.Within the system code S-Y9SO4-HBBOSSBL, 2
different link pipes are included together with the muffler: LY9SO3SS for model SCR950 and L-Y9SO4SS for model
XV950.

Custom

Yamaha

XV950/R/Ra
cer

2017

2020

€

847

Off-Road

Husqvarna

C 450 / SMR
450

2004

-

€

995

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R

2008

2009

€

987

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Fantic

XEF 250 /
Trail

2022

2022

€

1 389

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Fantic

XEF 450

2022

2022

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Fantic

XXF 250

2022

2022

€

1 389

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Fantic

XXF 450

2022

2022

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap. Performance exhaust systems also feature a new coating
for the silencer outer sleeve giving better scratch resistance
and easier cleaning.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2014

2015

€

1 396

SO - Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Akrapovič Slip-On system
is designed for recreational riders and delivers an outstanding
combination of performance, design, and durability plus the wellknown Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and genuine
affordability.Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2016

2017

€

872

RC - Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete high-quality
exhaust system made from stainless steel tubes and a titanium
muffler outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and attention to
detail. Its unique design yields the maximum output for each
specific motorcycle model while significantly reducing overall
weight for top performance. It’s identical to our top-range
Evolution Line exhaust system. The only difference is in the
material used.Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2016

2017

€

1 251

S-HDRODR1BAVT

Open Line Muscle

RC - Racing

P-X101

Passenger footrest fitting kit

OP - Optional
part

S-Y9SO4HBBOSSBL/1

S-Y9SO4HBBOSSBL/1

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

W/O Approval

OFF-ROAD
S-HU4MET1-MTT

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

S-H2MET5-QTA

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

S-Y2MET16CIBNTA

S-Y4MET15CIBNTA

S-Y2MET16CIBNTA

S-Y4MET15CIBNTA

S-H2MET8-QTA

S-H2SO5-QTA

S-H2MR9-QTA

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM Evolution 2>1 header dia
2×32/2×32
Titanium link pipe 45/52 & M-TTM1/5 full titanium muffler &
clamps P-MCTM2 & P-MCTM10
COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM
Evolution 1-1 titanium headers dia 38/38 with chamber &
M-Q00305TA titanium/titanium/carbon muffler with spark
arrester
P-SA002 & clamp TQ6 & P-HSK2M1 heat shield

S-H2MET9-QTA

S-H2MET12CIQTA

S-H2MET13FDHLTA

S-H4MR15-QTA

S-H4MR16-CIQTA

S-H4MR16-CIQTA

S-H4MET16FDHLTA

S-K2MET9-BNTA

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2016

2017

€

1 630

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium.Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap. The system comes with spark arresters to comply with
North American off-road regulations.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2018

2021

€

1 756

EV - Evolution

Tailor-made to fit the limited space available within the
motorcycle, this system combines performance and durability
for extreme conditions and the rigors of off-road racing.
Constructed from lightweight, high-grade, premium titanium
alloys, with different thickness in the sections to ensure perfect
protection and to reduce overall weight. A new profiled surface
influences the sound to meet the FIM noise limits for
competition, and it adds strength and durability to the muffler
while delivering a deep, full sound that embraces the balanced
pulse of the single-cylinder engine. The muffler is the largest
possible for the space available. This allows increased sound
silencing, which mitigates the impact on the natural
environment while also facilitating improved flow for the exhaust
gases to make their way from the combustion chamber with as
few restrictions as possible. The added strength created by the
design aids durability and provides enhanced resilience in the
most demanding conditions. It offers a heightened response
through the entire rev range and an optimum feeling when the
throttle is opened, giving the rider great appreciation of control.
Power and torque levels have been increased with an extra 0.5
kW (0.7 HP) at 4,750 rpm and 1.1 Nm at 4,770 rpm being
recorded on the in-house dyno in back-to-back tests with a
standard stock exhaust system. The Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust has a special technique for imprinting the logo on the
surface for greater durability and a titanium header with an
integrated resonance chamber for optimum performance and
sound, which is covered with a newly designed titanium heat
shield. It is a simple plug-and-play operation to install, with no
remapping needed.Exhaust system fits also on Honda CRF
300RX 2022, but remapping is needed in this case.FOR
CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 250 R /
RX

2022

2022

€

1 712

RC - Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete high-quality
exhaust system made from stainless steel tubes and a titanium
muffler outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and attention to
detail. Its unique design yields the maximum output for each
specific motorcycle model while significantly reducing overall
weight for top performance. It’s identical to our top-range
Evolution Line exhaust system. The only difference is in the
material used.Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 450 R /
RX

2015

2016

€

1 251

RC - Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Racing Line is a complete
system constructed from stainless steel with a titanium muffler
outer sleeve. The headers are also made from high-grade
stainless steel, whilst our legendary attention to detail is shown
in the perfectly finished imprinted titanium end-cap. Providing
improved performance, this full system offers a complete
exhaust upgrade with a reduction in weight over stock. Finished
with a scratch-resistant coating for increased durability. Meets
FIM noise limits.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 450 R /
RX

2017

2019

€

1 251

RC - Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Racing Line is a complete
system constructed from stainless steel with a titanium muffler
outer sleeve. The headers are also made from high-grade
stainless steel, whilst our legendary attention to detail is shown
in the perfectly finished imprinted titanium end-cap. Providing
improved performance, this full system offers a complete
exhaust upgrade with a reduction in weight over stock. Finished
with a scratch-resistant coating for increased durability. Meets
FIM noise limits.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 450 R /
RX

2020

2020

€

1 251

EV - Evolution

Tailor-made to fit the limited space available within the
motorcycle, this system combines performance and durability
for extreme conditions and the rigors of off-road
racing. Constructed from lightweight, high-grade, premium
titanium alloys, with different thickness in the sections to
ensure perfect protection and to reduce overall weight, the
system is 26.5% lighter than the stock exhaust. A new profiled
surface influences the sound to meet the FIM noise limits for
competition, and it adds strength and durability to the muffler
while delivering a deep, full sound that embraces the balanced
pulse of the single-cylinder engine. The muffler is the largest
possible for the space available. This allows increased sound
silencing, which mitigates the impact on the natural
environment while also facilitating improved flow for the exhaust
gases to make their way from the combustion chamber with as
few restrictions as possible. The added strength created by the
design aids durability and provides enhanced resilience in the
most demanding conditions. It offers a heightened response
through the entire rev range and an optimum feeling when the
throttle is opened, giving the rider great appreciation of control.
Power and torque levels have been increased with an extra 2.1
kW (2.8 HP) at 9,750 rpm and 1.8 Nm at 9,460 rpm being
recorded on the in-house dyno in back-to-back tests with a
standard stock exhaust system. The Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust has a special technique for imprinting the logo on the
surface for greater durability and a titanium header with an
integrated resonance chamber for optimum performance and
sound, which is covered with a newly designed titanium heat
shield. It is a simple plug-and-play operation to install, with no
remapping needed.FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION
USE ONLY. NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.

Off-Road

Honda

CRF 450 R /
RX

2021

2022

€

1 712

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 / XC

2021

2022

€

1 304

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete highquality exhaust system made from stainless steel tubes and
atitanium muffler outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the maximum output
for each specific motorcycle model while significantly reducing
overall weight for top performance. It’s identical to our toprange Evolution Line exhaust system. The only difference is in
the material used. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 / XC

2021

2022

€

1 054

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 F

2006

2007

€

86

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 F

2009

2016

€

1 304

RC - Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete highquality exhaust system made from stainless steel tubes and
atitanium muffler outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the maximum output
for each specific motorcycle model while significantly reducing
overall weight for top performance. It’s identical to our toprange Evolution Line exhaust system. The only difference is in
the material used. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 F

2017

2020

€

1 054

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 250 F

2017

2020

€

1 304

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 450 / XC

2021

2022

€

1 308

Off-Road

Kawasaki

KX 450 F

2019

2020

€

1 308

S-K2MR9-BNTA

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

P-HSK2M1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-K2MET8-BNTA

S-K2MR9-BNTA

S-K2MET9-BNTA

S-K4MET8-BNTA

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

S-K4MET8-BNTA

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

S-S2SO5-BNTA

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Akrapovič Slip-On system
is designed for recreational riders and delivers an outstanding
combination of performance, design, and durability plus the wellknown Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and genuine
affordability.Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits,
feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Suzuki

RM-Z 250

2010

2018

€

684

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Suzuki

RM-Z 250

2018

2022

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.Derived from the worldchampionship RM-Z450WS exhaust, the Evolution Line is
constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium, which saves
over 20% in weight compared to a stock system, enhancing
handling. It is coated in a durable finish for increased scratch
resistance and easier cleaning. It has improved throttle
response and the unique Akrapovič sound – which is within
FIM limits – and is easy to install. The system comes with a
spark arrester to comply with North American off-road
regulations.

Off-Road

Suzuki

RM-Z 450

2018

2022

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 250 F

2015

2018

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 250 F

2019

2020

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 250 F

2019

2022

€

1 389

S-S2MET6-BNTA

S-S4MET11-BNTA

S-Y2MET14CIBNTA

S-Y2MET15CIBNTA

S-Y2MET16CIBNTA

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-Y4SO14CIBNTA

S-Y4MET14CIBNTA

S-Y4MET15CIBNTA

S-Y2MET12-BNTA

S-Y2MET14CIBNTA

S-Y2MET15CIBNTA

S-Y2MET16CIBNTA

S-Y2MET14CIBNTA

S-Y4SO14CIBNTA

S-Y4MET14CIBNTA

S-Y4MET15CIBNTA

Slip-On Line (Titanium) WR 450 F

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and delivers an outstanding combination of performance,
design, and durability plus the well-known Akrapovič quality,
ease of installation, and genuine affordability.Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and titanium end cap.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 450 F

2016

2019

€

684

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 450 F

2018

2019

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

WR 450 F

2020

2022

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Our 2013 exhaust systems meet new
FIM 2013 noise limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 250 F /
FX

2010

2013

€

878

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 250 F /
FX

2014

2018

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 250 F /
FX

2019

2020

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 250 F /
FX

2019

2022

€

1 389

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the
Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and tested by our top
factory teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 250 FX

2015

2016

€

1 377

SO - Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Akrapovič Slip-On system
is designed for recreational riders and delivers an outstanding
combination of performance, design, and durability plus the wellknown Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and genuine
affordability.Exhaust systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 450 F

2014

2017

€

684

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 450 F

2018

2019

€

1 377

EV - Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION USE ONLY. NOT
INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship of the Akrapovič
exhaust system range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorcycle racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight for optimized overall handling of the motorcycle. It is
made entirely of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket and titanium end
cap.

Off-Road

Yamaha

YZ 450 F

2020

2022

€

1 377

Others

Others

Default

€

33

€

73

€

13

INNE
P-CMSP

Spring Hook

XX - Other

W/O Approval

Every second counts when changing the exhaust system
during a pit stop. That's why the spring hook is an
indispensable tool for every team. If you decide to replace the
exhaust system on your two-wheeler yourself, you've simply
got to have our metal spring hook with a rubber handle for the
best grip. It's the best tool for changing your system quickly,
easily, and safely.

P-X94/1

Saddle bag lift kit (30mm) FLSTC

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

Optional saddle bag lift kit can be used for model FLSTC
Heritage Softail Classic.

Others

HarleyDavidson

Softail
FLSTC
Heritage
Classic

To keep the exhaust system dry during washing, use the
Akrapovič wash plug. This part, which is indispensable for
maintaining the exhaust system, is suitable for all silencers with
22 to 55 mm outlet innerdiameter.

Others

Others

Default

Others
Others
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material

Yamaha
Yamaha
Leather
goods
Leather
goods

WR 450 F
YZ 450 F

P-GUV007

Wash Plug

XX - Other

W/O Approval

V-TUV010
V-TUV010

Optional Noise Damper
Optional Noise Damper

XX - Other
XX - Other

W/O Approval
W/O Approval

800939

Leather Zip Notebook (M) red

W/O Approval

800940

Leather Zip Notebook (M) black

W/O Approval

Elegant red leather zip notebook is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233 x 163 mm.
Elegant black leather zip notebook is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233 x 163 mm.

2007

2016

€
€

60
60

Default

€

121

Default

€

121

2004
2003

2005
2005

800941

Leather Zip Notebook (S) red

W/O Approval

Small and elegant red leather zip notebook is branded with
imprinted Akrapovičlogo. Dimensions: 165 x 120 mm.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

88

800942

Leather Zip Notebook (S) black

W/O Approval

Small and elegant black leather zip notebook is branded with
imprintedAkrapovič logo. Dimensions: 167 x 123 mm.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

88

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

24

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

24

Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material

Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Default

€

24

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

33

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

33

USB Key pocket is there to protect your USB Key and always
have it around,chained on your keys. Dimensions: 80 x 35 mm.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

22

Make others business cards valuable the way you store
it.Dimensions: 110 x 80 mm.
Make others business cards valuable the way you store
it.Dimensions: 110 x 80 mm.
Keep your car keys in this fashionable leather accessory.
Available in black.

Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material

Leather
goods
Leather
goods
Leather
goods

Default

€

49

Default

€

49

Default

€

52

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

43

800943

Leather Pencile sleeve - red

W/O Approval

800944

Leather Pencile sleeve - black

W/O Approval

800946

Leather Crayons case - black

W/O Approval

800947

Square Leather Keychain - red

W/O Approval

800948

Square Leather Keychain - black

W/O Approval

800949

Travel Luggage Tag - red

W/O Approval

800950

Travel Luggage Tag - black

W/O Approval

800951

Round Leather Keychain - red

W/O Approval

800952

Round Leather Keychain - black

W/O Approval

800953

Leather Loop Keychain - red

W/O Approval

800966

Leather Zip Keychain - red

W/O Approval

800956

Leather Zip Keychain - black

W/O Approval

800958

USB Key pocket - black

W/O Approval

800959

Business Card Holder - red

W/O Approval

800960

Business Card Holder - black

W/O Approval

801740

Leather Car Key Case - black

Elegant red leather pencile sleeve is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo. The leather sleeve comes without a
pencile. Dimensions: 153 x 33 mm.
Elegant black leather pencile sleeve is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič. The leather sleeve comes without a
pencile. Dimensions: 153 x 33 mm.
Elegant black leather crayons case is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič.Dimensions: 110 x 35 mm.
Red leather square keychain is fashionable accessory for your
s et of keys.Dimensions: 55 x 55 mm.
Black leather square keychain is fashionable accessory for
your set of keys.Dimensions: 55 x 55 mm.
Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag. Dimensions:
190 x 65 mm.
Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag. Dimensions:
190 x 65 mm.
Red leather round keychain is fashionable accessory for your
se t of keys.Dimensions: D 60 mm.
Black leather round keychain is fashionable accessory for your
set of keys.Dimensions: D 60 mm.
Red leather loop keychain is fashionable accessory for your set
of keys.Dimensions: 110 x 20 mm.
Red leather zip keychain is fashionable accessory for your set
of keys. In zippedpocket you can keep your change or credit
card. Dimensions: 115 x 60 mm.
Black leather zip keychain is fashionable accessory for your set
of keys. In zippedpocket you can keep your change or credit
card. Dimensions: 115 x 60 mm.

801724

Leather Pencil Case - yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is
branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

801725

Leather Pencil Case - red

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is
branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

43

801726

Leather Pencil Case - black

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is
branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

43

801727

Leather Headphones Case - yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep
your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

33

801728

Leather Headphones Case - red

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep
your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

33

801729

Leather Headphones Case - black

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep
your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

33

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

40

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

40

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

40

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is
designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.
Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is
designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.
Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is
designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

801730

Leather Memo Notepad - yellow

801731

Leather Memo Notepad - red

801732

Leather Memo Notepad - black

801733

Leather Desk Valet - yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great
as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

80

801734

Leather Desk Valet - red

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great
as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

80

801735

Leather Desk Valet - black

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great
as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Leather
goods

Default

€

80

801852

BMW Car Exhaust Flyer 2019

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for the
BMW cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This useful flyer
(21 × 15 cm folded, 63 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded, ideal
for giveaways or dealer use.

Promotional
Material

Literature
Car

Default

€

0,5

801894

Mercedes-AMG Car Exhaust Flyer
2020

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for
Mercedes-AMG cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This
useful flyer (21 × 15 cm folded, 42 × 15 cm unfolded) comes
folded, ideal for giveaways or dealer use.

Promotional
Material

Literature
Car

Default

€

0,5

Promotional
Material

Literature
Car

Default

€

0,5

Promotional
Material

Magazine

Default

€

2,4

Promotional
Material

Magazine

Default

€

2,4

Promotional
Material

Magazine

Default

€

2,4

Promotional
Material

Magazine

Default

€

2,4

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

52

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

18

Hardcover notebook with lined pages. Enriched with
illustrations of exhaust systems.Dimensions: 13 x 21 cm.

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

28

Your photos, texts, or video shots can easily be stored on this
Akrapovič-branded USB key (16 GB). It's small, easy to use,
compatible with all hardware, and comfortable to carry in any
pocket,45x48 mm.

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

15

801919

BMW Car Exhaust Flyer 2021

801900

Akrapovič Lifestyle Magazine, Issue
28/29-EN, May 2021

801901

Akrapovič Lifestyle Magazine, Issue
28/29-DE, May 2021

801949

Akrapovič Lifestyle Magazine, Issue
31-EN, December 2021

801950

Akrapovič Lifestyle Magazine, Issue
31-DE, December 2021

801915

Bottle

801914

USB Key Rubber 3.0 64GB

801547

801607

Notebook

USB Key Rubber 16GB 45x48

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for BMW
cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This useful flyer (21 ×
15 cm folded, 42 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded, ideal for
giveaways or dealer use.
For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more
about Akrapovič.Digital
version: www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine
For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more
about Akrapovič.Digital
version: www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine
For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more
about Akrapovič.Digital version:
www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine
For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more
about Akrapovič.Digital version:
www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine
This 0,5 liter glass water bottle is meant for users with an
active lifestyle who wish to drink water while taking care of their
health and the environment. The Akrapovič designed sleeve
protects the already robust bottle in the event of falls and
bumps. Made in EU.
Your photos, texts, or video shots can easily be stored on this
Akrapovič-branded USB key (64 GB). It's small, easy to use,
compatible with all hardware, and comfortable to carry in any
pocket, 69,5x20 mm.

XX - Other

W/O Approval

800613

Lanyard

W/O Approval

Stop worrying where your keys or phone are—just put them on
your Akrapovič lanyard and never hunt for them again! This
lanyard is made from strong material and it's washable.

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

8,7

800621

Pencil graphite

W/O Approval

Draw sketches of your upgraded bike or car and write notes
with this fashionable Akrapovič pencil. It will never run out of
ink and it’s light to carry around in your bag or pocket. To erase
notes written with the Akrapovič pencil, just use an eraser.

Promotional
Material

Others

Default

€

3,2

800623

Badge

W/O Approval

You can express your Akrapovič brand loyalty with this
Akrapovič badge. Just pin it to your clothes and show that you
appreciate the pure power of Akrapovič.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

2,8

W/O Approval

Elegant copper pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used
on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

W/O Approval

Elegant brass pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used on
T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

W/O Approval

Elegant silver pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used on
T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

W/O Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with swelling
Akrapovič sign. Can beused on T-shirts and other clothing.
Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

11

Promotional
Material

800903

800904

Copper pin - medium

Brass pin - medium

800905

Silver pin - medium

800983

Copper/silver/brass pin set medium

800900

Copper pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant copper pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be
used on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

800901

Brass pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant brass pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used
on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

800902

Silver pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant silver pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used
on T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

11

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

Pins/Badges

Default

€

4,1

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

11

800982

Copper/silver/brass pin set - large

W/O Approval

800906

Cut copper pin

W/O Approval

800907

Cut brass pin

W/O Approval

800908

Cut silver pin

W/O Approval

800909

Cut red pin

W/O Approval

800984

Cut copper/silver/brass pin set

W/O Approval

800910

Copper sign badge

W/O Approval

800911

800912

Brass sign badge

Silver sign badge

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

10

W/O Approval

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

10

W/O Approval

Silver sign badge with two screws in backside for proper fixing
on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17 mm.

Promotional
Material

Pins/Badges

Default

€

10

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

94

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

33

The bottom part of the stand is combined with the custom
upper part to create a complete promotional stand. This unique
base is made from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which lends
the presentation of the exhaust system additional grace and an
air of quality. The bottom part of the system can be combined
with different upper parts, expanding your options for using
different promotional stands. All you need to do to put it
together is add the upper part and an exhaust system. 77 cm
diameter.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

365

Alternate cable for the US market. Lenght: 3 m.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

13

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

2 989

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

153

W/O Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated Akrapovič sign
intended for external and internal use for branding purposes at
Akrapovič retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is made of
PMMA plastic, available with a power charger and basic
connection cable suitable for EU standards or with an alternate
cable for the U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising board is certified
(CE, IP67).You can view product’s Declaration of Conformity
(DoC) at:
http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor_Sign/CECertific
ation.pdfBoard Dimension: (L) 1,000 x (W) 287 x (D) 20
mmWeight: 4,5 KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C.
Country of origin: China.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

397

W/O Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully
modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down
takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium
and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and resistance
to breakage. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 200
cm Length: 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

398

W/O Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter, which can be used
as a trade-show accessory or promotion stand, provides a
reception point, workspace, and place to showcase flyers and
brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic and aluminium,
and the base, shelf, and counter are made of wood. Fast and
simple assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter just takes
a few minutes to set up and break down. Packaging included.
Dimensions: Height: 94 cm Diameter: 87 cm × 49 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

438

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

492

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

412

Pull Up Banner MC and Car

W/O Approval

800360

Flag * size 140 × 52

W/O Approval

P-CM-CTBASE

Car tree base (77cm)

W/O Approval

801538

Cable US

W/O Approval

Akrapovic Tent

801587

Self standing beach flag set - small

801415

801431

801430

LED Advertising Board

Lam Wall

Promotional Counter

Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material
Promotional
Material

Brass sign badge with two screws in backside for proper fixing
on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17 mm.

801158

801441

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with embossed
Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing.
Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.
Copper pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts
and other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.
Brass pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and
other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.
Silver pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and
other clothing. Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.
Red pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and
ot her clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.
Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with cut Akrapovič
sign. Can be usedon T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions:
16 x 14 mm.
Copper sign badge with two screws in backside for proper
fixing on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17
mm.

W/O Approval

801439

Self-standing flag set with tent flag
kit

W/O Approval

801440

Self-standing flag set

W/O Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Applicable for all segments. Banner with the
Akrapovič logo, Pure Power slogan, and website
address.Dimensions: 85 × 215 cm
Akrapovič flag. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events. Pin onto
walls or connect it to a pole to wave. Very versatile to attach
and resistant to all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140
× 52 cm

Expotent foldable tents – easy to build and with weather
protection for any kind of event. This foldable tent guarantees
you additional attention at fairs and events due to its huge
printable advertising space.The tent is combined with
numerous accessories - wheel-sets, printed sidewalls,
connecting bars, weight-plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent
and sidewalls.It can be assembled in 15 minutes. Dimension:
4,5 X 3 m
Self-standing beach flag, 2.5 metres tall. Comes with a crossshaped base, a tote bag, and a counterweight sandbag. For
indoor or outdoor use.

The big advantage of Akrapovič
flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong
Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole is adjustable
from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the
pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn 360°.The
set includes accessories of a flag stand, holder for the tent-leg
and a sturdy carry bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the
Akrapovič professional tent.
The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the robust “telescopic”
Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
the pole is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At
the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to
turn 360°.

801433

Easy Lock Floor Tiles

801603

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor Sticker 40
x 11,5 cm

P-CM-CTBASE4

Car tree base (115cm) - new

W/O Approval

Default

€

13

XX - Other

The bottom part of the stand is combined with the custom
upper part to create a complete promotional stand. This unique
base is made from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which lends
the presentation of the exhaust system additional grace and an
air of quality. The bottom part of the system can be combined
with different upper parts, expanding your options for using
different promotional stands. All you need to do to put it
together is add the upper part and an exhaust system. 115 cm
diameter.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

1 063

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed
especially to display the front end of Evolution Line (Titanium)
system for the BMW M2. This stand, made of black steel
tubing, really shows off the exhaust system. This unique way of
presenting the exhaust system is sure to attract attention
because it offers a really close-up view of the system. All you
need to do to put it together is add the bottom part - P-CMCTBASE4. The stand comes with a label with the name and
hard facts of the system.&nbsp;Products fitted on the tree are
not included.The system that fits on the tree is the further part
of ME-BM/T/8H - Evolution Line (Titanium), the following
codes:Muffler: M-BM/T/10HTailpipes:2x TP-CT/40/1&nbsp;2x
TP-CT/40/2Clamps:2X P-R672X P-R102Optionally you can
add the diffuser:DI-BM/CA/3/M or DI-BM/CA/3/G

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

531

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

13

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

29

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

518

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

126

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

106

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed
especially to display the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system for the
McLaren 540C/570S/570S SPIDER / 570GT. This stand,
made of black steel tubing, really shows off the exhaust
system. This unique way of presenting the exhaust system is
sure to attract attention because it offers a really close-up view
of the system. All you need to do to put it together is add the
bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with a label
with the name and hard facts of the system. Products fitted on
the tree are not included.System code that fits to a tree:SMC/TI/3 - Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

598

Akrapovič Logo Sticker - Front
Adhesive 40 x 11,5 cm 

XX - Other

801602

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor Sticker
120 x 34,5 cm

801814

Pull Up Banner CAR&MOTO

863

POS Car

801604

LAM Wall Graphics CAR – GTR
tailpipe

€

Promotional
Material

XX - Other

801827

Default

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor
use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 40 x
11,5 cm.

Car tree BMW M2

LAM Wall CAR – GTR tailpipe

POS Car

XX - Other

P-CM-CT20

801822

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited to produce a
professional appearance and are an ideal solution for mobile
floors for fairs and events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to
clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor tiles are lightPromotional
weight, easy to transport or to store and easy to install due to
Material
an ingenious snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to cover the surface
size of 4,5 m X 3 m with edge profiles and corner pieces

XX - Other

Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal Akrapovič
logotype, for applying on the inside of the window of a store.
Dimension: 40 x 11,5 cm.
Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor
use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 120 x
34,5 cm.
Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with
Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion
system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall
setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel
parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.
Printed graphics with Nissan GTR tail pipe design. To be used
with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further information and
set-up possibilites.
Akrapovič CAR&amp;MOTO pull up banner with the end cap
and tail pipe design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under
product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.

P-CM-CT21

Car tree McLaren 540C/570S/570
GT

801921

LAM Wall Graphics CAR - Audi RS
6 / RS 7

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Audi RS 6 / RS 7.
Must be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with
existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes
801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

126

801922

LAM Wall Graphics CAR - Corvette
C8

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Corvette C8.To be
used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM
Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

126

801923

LAM Wall Graphics CAR - F8
Tributo

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8
Tributo.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with
existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes
801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

126

801927

LAM Wall Graphics CORPO - ZX10RR & F8 Tributo

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR
and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo.To be used with
LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM Wall
constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

126

801928

Pull Up Banner CAR - Audi RS 6 /
RS 7

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

106

801929

Pull Up Banner CAR - Corvette C8

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

106

801930

Pull Up Banner CAR - F8 Tributo

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

106

801934

Pull Up Banner CORPO - ZX-10RR
& F8 Tributo

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki
ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor events without wind. &#65279;Comes
with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

106

P-MF865

Brand case Car

XX - Other

We have created a unique Brand Case to support a host of car
marketing activities such as recruiting dealers, presenting to
the media, for sales presentations and for use at customer and
other events. The Brand Case is a very high quality
presentation tool and comes fully equipped and ready to use
with the following features:• Externally and internally branded.•
Easy to transport, fits in airplane overhead bins in most airlines,
has wheels and extendable handle for easy pulling.• Extremely
rugged heavy duty material to take extensive knocks.• Includes
a range of our car components to demonstrate our technical
features and quality of design and manufacture.• Includes a
secret compartment suitable for our FlyerThis code contains
the full brand case.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

1 129

P-MF867

Brand case Car - Internal

XX - Other

This code contains only the interior foam and components, and
can fit into existing brand case boxes. You should only order
this code if you already have a brand case.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

784

XX - Other

Akrapovič pull up banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of Audi RS 6 /
RS 7. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cm
Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of Corvette
C8. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind.
Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200
cm
Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of F8
Tributo. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cm

This counter display is designed for displaying two different
sample tail pipe sets, which are included in the box. Use the
counter display to showcase the same quality materials and
attractive design as the real systems.Please note: The sample
tail pipe sets are for display use only and cannot be mounted
on any vehicle.The counter display should be secured to the
exhibition surface using double-sided tape (included in the box)
or, if possible, two self-tapping screws.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

790

P-CM-CDC/2

Counter Display with BMW M3/M4
sample tail pipe sets

801978

LAM Wall construction

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully
modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down
takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium
and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and resistance
to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

438

P-CM-CDC/1

Counter Display with sample tail
pipe set and carbon diffuser (high
gloss) - new

This counter display is designed for displaying the sample tail
pipe set and diffuser, which are included in the box. Use the
counter display to showcase the same quality materials and
attractive design as the real systems.Please note: The sample
tail pipe set and diffuser are for display use only and cannot be
mounted on any vehicle.The counter display should be secured
to the exhibition surface using double-sided tape (included in
the box) or, if possible, two self-tapping screws.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

498

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed
especially to display the Slip-On Line (Titanium) systems for
the Toyota Supra (A90) and BMW Z4 M40i (G29). This stand,
made of black steel tubing, really shows off the exhaust
system. This unique way of presenting the exhaust system is
sure to attract attention because it offers a really close-up view
of the system. All you need to do to put it together is add the
bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with two
labels (Toyota Supra or BMW Z4) with the name and hard
facts of the system.Products fitted on the tree are not
included.System codes that fits to a tree:BMW Z4 M40i
(G29): S-BM/T/9H - Slip-On Line (Titanium)Toyota Supra
(A90): S-TY/T/1H - Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

598

XX - Other

XX - Other

W/O Approval

P-CM-CT22

Car tree Toyota Supra / BMW Z4
M40i

P-CMLPSSETCAR2

Car graphics set for Large POS
Stand - new

Change the old graphic set on your Large POS stand with new
one to make a stand refreshed and even more attractive. The
set includes two back and two front magnet stickers and
graphic panels.For first orders of complete Large POS stand
please see the list of items you need and how to order under
description of Large POS Stand.

Promotional
Material

POS Car

Default

€

166

P-CMLPSSETMOTO2

Moto graphics set for Large POS
Stand - new

Change the old graphic set on your Large POS stand with new
one to make a stand refreshed and even more attractive. The
set includes two back and two front magnet stickers and
graphic panels.For first orders of complete Large POS stand
please see the list of items you need and how to order under
description of Large POS Stand.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

166

801978

LAM Wall construction

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully
modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down
takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium
and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and resistance
to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

438

801934

Pull Up Banner CORPO - ZX-10RR
& F8 Tributo

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki
ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor events without wind. &#65279;Comes
with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801931

Pull Up Banner MOTO - ZX-10RR

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801932

Pull Up Banner MOTO - Z H2

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801933

Pull Up Banner MOTO - Tenere 700

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801927

LAM Wall Graphics CORPO - ZX10RR & F8 Tributo

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR
and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo.To be used with
LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM Wall
constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

801924

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO - ZX10RR

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX10RR.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with
existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes
801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

801925

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO - Z H2

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki Z H2.To be
used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM
Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

801926

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO Tenere 700

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Yamaha Tenere
700.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with
existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes
801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

801814

Pull Up Banner CAR&MOTO

Akrapovič CAR&amp;MOTO pull up banner with the end cap
and tail pipe design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under
product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801815

Pull Up Banner MOTO - hexagonal

Akrapovič pull up banner with a hexagonal muffler shape
design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind. Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100
x 200 cmSee manual (under product documents) for further
information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

LAM Wall MOTO - hexagonal

Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with
Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion
system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall
setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel
parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

518

801821

LAM Wall MOTO - GP mesh

Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with
Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion
system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall
setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel
parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

518

801812

Pull Up Banner 6 Reasons Why MOTO

Akrapovič 6 Reasons Why pull up banner. Suitable for indoor
and outdoor events without wind. The banner gives 6
highlighted benefits of Akrapovič.Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under
product documents) for further information and set-up
possibilites.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

106

801820

XX - Other

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki
ZX-10RR. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cm
Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki Z
H2. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.&#65279;Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm
Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Yamaha
Tenere 700. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cm

801825

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO hexagonal

801826

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO - GP
mesh

801602

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor Sticker
120 x 34,5 cm

801604

Akrapovič Logo Sticker - Front
Adhesive 40 x 11,5 cm 

801603

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor Sticker 40
x 11,5 cm

Printed graphics with hexagonal muffler shape design. To be
used with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for further
information and set-up possibilites.
Printed graphics with GP muffler shape design. To be used
with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further information and
set-up possibilites.
Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor
use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 120 x
34,5 cm.
Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal Akrapovič
logotype, for applying on the inside of the window of a store.
Dimension: 40 x 11,5 cm.
Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor
use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 40 x
11,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

126

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

29

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

13

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

13

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited to produce a
professional appearance and are an ideal solution for mobile
floors for fairs and events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to
clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor tiles are lightPromotional
weight, easy to transport or to store and easy to install due to
Material
an ingenious snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to cover the surface
size of 4,5 m X 3 m with edge profiles and corner pieces

POS MC

Default

€

863

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

412

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

492

W/O Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter, which can be used
as a trade-show accessory or promotion stand, provides a
reception point, workspace, and place to showcase flyers and
brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic and aluminium,
and the base, shelf, and counter are made of wood. Fast and
simple assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter just takes
a few minutes to set up and break down. Packaging included.
Dimensions: Height: 94 cm Diameter: 87 cm × 49 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

438

W/O Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully
modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down
takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium
and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and resistance
to breakage. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 200
cm Length: 200 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

398

W/O Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated Akrapovič sign
intended for external and internal use for branding purposes at
Akrapovič retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is made of
PMMA plastic, available with a power charger and basic
connection cable suitable for EU standards or with an alternate
cable for the U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising board is certified
(CE, IP67).You can view product’s Declaration of Conformity
(DoC) at:
http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor_Sign/CECertific
ation.pdfBoard Dimension: (L) 1,000 x (W) 287 x (D) 20
mmWeight: 4,5 KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C.
Country of origin: China.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

397

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

153

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

2 989

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

216

XX - Other

XX - Other

XX - Other

801433

Easy Lock Floor Tiles

W/O Approval

801440

Self-standing flag set

W/O Approval

801439

Self-standing flag set with tent flag
kit

W/O Approval

801430

801431

Promotional Counter

Lam Wall

The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the robust “telescopic”
Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
the pole is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At
the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to
turn 360°.
The big advantage of Akrapovič
flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong
Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole is adjustable
from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the
pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn 360°.The
set includes accessories of a flag stand, holder for the tent-leg
and a sturdy carry bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the
Akrapovič professional tent.

801415

LED Advertising Board

801587

Self standing beach flag set - small

801441

Akrapovic Tent

W/O Approval

P-CM-CDM

Counter Display with sample muffler

W/O Approval

801538

Cable US

W/O Approval

Alternate cable for the US market. Lenght: 3 m.

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

13

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

159

Self-standing beach flag, 2.5 metres tall. Comes with a crossshaped base, a tote bag, and a counterweight sandbag. For
indoor or outdoor use.
Expotent foldable tents – easy to build and with weather
protection for any kind of event. This foldable tent guarantees
you additional attention at fairs and events due to its huge
printable advertising space.The tent is combined with
numerous accessories - wheel-sets, printed sidewalls,
connecting bars, weight-plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent
and sidewalls.It can be assembled in 15 minutes. Dimension:
4,5 X 3 m
This counter display is designed for displaying the sample
muffler, which is included in the box. The sample muffler
features a titanium outer sleeve and carbon-fibre end cap,
made to showcase the same quality materials and attractive
design as the real systems.Please note: The sample muffler is
for display use only and cannot be mounted on any
motorcycle.The Counter Display should be secured to the
exhibition surface using double sided tape (included in the box)
or even two self-tapping screws if possible.Height:600
mmWidth: 350 mmDepth: 310 mm

P-CM-SPDM/1

Modular standup promotional
display

W/O Approval

Please notice: Modular standup promotional display: P-CMSPDM/1 now includes MC Road/Offroad exhaust fitting kit: PHF667.Is made from 52 mm stainless steel tubes and offers
two possibilities of displaying our exhaust systems – either 2
muffles at the same time, by using a lower configuration (for
placement on a table) or 3 mufflers, if the rack is placed on the
floor.The rack also contains plates a promotional flyer holder.

800360

Flag * size 140 × 52

W/O Approval

Akrapovič flag. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events. Pin onto
walls or connect it to a pole to wave. Very versatile to attach
and resistant to all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140
× 52 cm

Promotional
Material

POS MC

Default

€

33

This Counter display is designed for displaying the majority of
Akrapovič exhaust mufflers in the Motorcycle segment.
Display comes without exhaust system.The Counter Display
should be secured to the exhibition surface using double sided
tape (included in the box) oreven two self-tapping screws if
possible.Below some exhaust system are listed which can be
used:-Ducati Multistrada: S-D12SO1-HAPT-BMW S1000RR:
S-B10SO1-HASZ-BMW RnineT: S-B12SO13-HCZT -BMW
C650 Sport: S-B6SO2-HZSS-BMW C650 GT: S-B6SO1HZSS-Piaggio BEVERLY: S-PI3SO6-HRSS-YAMAHA XPromotional
MAX125: S-Y125SO4-HRSS-HONDA CBR250R:S-H25SO1Material
ZC or S-H25SO1-HRSS-HONDA CBR500R: S-H5SO2-HRSS
or S-H5SO2-HRC-KAWASAKI KX250F:S-K2SO6-BNTAKAWASAKI NINJA 300:S-K3SO1-ZC or S-K3SO1-ZTKAWASAKI Z800: S-K8SO2-HRC or S-K8SO2-HRTKAWASAKI Z800e: S-K8SO1-HRC or S-K8SO1-HRT-SUZUKI
RM-Z250: S-S2SO4-DTA-HONDA INTEGRA: S-H7SO1-HTHONDA CROSSTOURER: S-H12SO3-HRTAdditional fitting
kits for other models are optional available.Height:600
mmWidth: 350 mmDepth: 200 mm

POS MC

Default

€

117

POS MC

Default

€

94

801030

Counter Display

W/O Approval

801158

Pull Up Banner MC and Car

W/O Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Applicable for all segments. Banner with the
Akrapovič logo, Pure Power slogan, and website
address.Dimensions: 85 × 215 cm

ROAD

Promotional
Material

S-Y9R15-HAPT

S-B10E1-RT

S-H25SO1-HRSS

Racing Line (Titanium)

do wyczerpania zapasów

Slip-On Line (SS)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine performance combined
with pure racing sound output. An increment by 1.5 Kw (2.0
EC Type Approval, ECE
HP) and 1.3 Nm was recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno
Type Approval
with back-to-back tests of the Yamaha with a Racing Line
(Titanium) exhaust and a Yamaha MT-09 with a standard stock
exhaust system. A combination of racing materials like highgrade titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
system a racing touch.Catalytic converter is included within the
system.Exhaust system is compatible with side cases and
central stand.

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2021

2021

€ 1 816

EVOLUTION
LINE

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.The rich selection of Evolution exhaust systems for the
BMW S 1000 RR will satisfy all needs and tastes. The systems
have carbon fiber or titanium muffler outer sleeves, carbon fiber
end caps, and various muffler types.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

2 345

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.Theᙦend cap is made of
carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the Slip-On exhaust system EC Type
approved.Exhaust system can't be mounted on Honda CBR
250 R 2014-2015 model sold in Japan.

Road

Honda

CBR 250 R

2011

2016

€

497

Road

Honda

CBF 600

2004

2006

€

522

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC TYPE APPROVAL
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium.
M-Z01502T titanium/carbon/carbon muffler & clamp TZ9 &
fitting ring P-R12 & graphite gasket P-G24

SS-H6SO7-HT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

S-H6SO12-ZT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Road

Honda

CB 600 F
HORNET

2007

2009

€

598

S-H6SO5-C

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Link pipe & M-TCLR2/1 titanium/carbon muffler & clamp CL8

Road

Honda

CBR 600RR

2003

2004

€

615

SLIP-ON LINE

SP - Series SS link pipe D45 / 65 - L/R & MS-S00101
SS/titanium outer sleeve/SS mufflers L/R with noise dampers VTUV001 L/R & muffler clamps CT2 & graphite gasket P-G20

Road

Honda

CBF 1000

2008

2011

€

1 013

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2008

2011

€

1 464

SS-H10SO5-ST

do wyczerpania zapasów

S-H10R6L-TT/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

Alternative combination of matching components to suit
specific visual or performance needs Slip-on EC type approved
silencer combined with Racing headers.

S-H10EFT7TL-TC

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM - KIT
Evolution 4-2-1 titanium headers dia 4×38/4×42
Titanium collector dia 4×42/2×45 & Titanium link pipe 2×45/52
& M-T00805C titanium/carbon/carbon muffler & clamp CT1

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2008

-

€

1 972

Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2016

€

768

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.

Road

Kawasaki

Z750 /
Z750R

2004

2006

€

547

ZX-9R

1998

2001

€

461

S-K6SO6-ZT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SS-K7SO1-HC

do wyczerpania zapasów

Slip-On

S-K9BO1-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

The Akrapovic SLIP-ON system fits elegantly into the lines of
the Kawasaki; they look like they were made for each other.
We mentioned that the main purpose of this system is to
improve the look of the bike. If we want to fulfill this criterion,
the workmanship has to be first-rate. With our system, this is
apparent even to the untutored eye.

Road

Kawasaki

S-K9SO2-C

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Link pipe & M-TCR1 titanium/carbon muffler & clamp C4

Road

Kawasaki

ZX-9R

2000

2001

€

558

S-K10SO2-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Link pipe & M-TTE2 full titanium muffler & clamp T2

Road

Kawasaki

ZX-10R

2004

2005

€

564

SLIP-ON LINE

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC TYPE APPROVAL
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2006

2007

€

1 198

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2017

2019

€

1 112

S-K10BO1-HZC

do wyczerpania zapasów

EC Type Approval

S-K6R8-HEGEH

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

SS-S6SO2-HT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

SP Series (TÜV approved / Street legal)
Link pipe & MS-H15T (e1 0568) SS/titanium/SS muffler
with noise damper P-TUV009
& clamp T1 & hanging bracket P-X17 & spring bracket P-S6B

Road

Suzuki

GSF 650
Bandit N/S

2005

2006

€

493

Our sporty and lightweight SLIP-ON system offer a great
balance between price and performance and represent the first
step in the exhaust system tuning process. The change will
also be visual as our HEXAGONAL muffler perfectly fit the
exterior line of the Gladius and add a clean racing image.The
muffler outer sleeve is made of titanium or carbon-fiber, which
gives a special hi-tech touch to our SLIP-ON system. We offer
the EC Type approval version with removable noise damper.

Road

Suzuki

Gladius

2009

2013

€

640

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2005

2006

€

552

Road

Kawasaki

KLV 1000

2004

2006

€

999

S-S6SO7-HZT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

S-S10SO2-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

SS-S10SO1-HT

do wyczerpania zapasów

Slip-On

EC TYPE APPROVAL

EC Type Approval

Link pipe & M-TTE2 full titanium muffler & clamp T2
& servo motor rotation limiter P-X16
Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium.

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is designed for riders who are
looking for a base-level exhaust system modification. It is an
excellent combination of performance, production quality and
affordability.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1300
Hayabusa

1999

2006

€

850

EVOLUTION
LINE

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM
Racing 4-2-1 SS headers 4×35/4×42,3 with crossover tubes
SS collector 4×42,3/2×45
SS link pipe 2×45/48/60 with lambda connector
M-Z00305T titanium/titanium outer sleeve/carbon muffler
& clamp TZ3 & servo motor rotation limiter P-X16

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2005

2006

€

1 357

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM Racing 4-2-1-2 SS headers
35/42 with crossover tubes & SS front collector 4×42/2×45 &
SS rear collector 2×45/48/2×42 with lambda connector & SS
link pipes L/R 42/53 & M-Z01105T titanium/titanium/carbon
mufflers L/R with noise
dampers V-TUV002 & V-TUV002L & clamps TQ3& servo
motor rotation limiter P-X16 & special SS bracket P-X44

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2007

2008

€

1 961

Road

Suzuki

GSX 1300 R
Hayabusa

1999

2007

€

1 183

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2005

2006

€

1 944

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2007

2008

€

2 616

S-S13BO1-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

S-S10R5L-ZT

do wyczerpania zapasów

S-S10R6-ZT/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

S-S13R1-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

S-S10RFT5TL-RT

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

S-S10RFT6T-ZT/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

W/O APPROVAL

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEMEvolution 4-2-1 hid. titanium
headers 4×35/4×42,3 with crossover tubes Titanium collector
4×42,3/2×45
Titanium link pipe 2×45/48/60 with lambda connector MR00305C titanium/carbon outer sleeve/titanium muffler & clamp
CR12 & P-MBS10R3/A1 bracket & servo motor rotation limiter
P-X16
COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM Evolution 4-2-1-2 titanium
headers 35/42 with crossover tubes & Titanium front collector
4×42/2×45
& Titanium rear collector 2×45/48/2×42 with lambda connector
& Titanium link pipes L/R 42/53 & M-Z01105C
titanium/carbon/carbon mufflers L/R with noise dampers VTUV002 & V-TUV002L & clamps CQ3 & servo motor rotation
limiter P-X16 & special SS bracket P-X44

S-S10RFT8T-ZT

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2009

2009

€

2 223

S-S6RFT7TL-XT

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R
600/750

2008

2010

€

1 959

S-Y6SO2-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Link pipe & M-TTR1 full titanium muffler & clamp T4

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R6

1998

2003

€

546

S-Y10SO5-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

Link pipe & M-TCE1 full titanium muffler & clamp C4

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2002

2003

€

552

S-Y10SO6-DTT

do wyczerpania zapasów

SLIP-ON LINE

M-Y10SO6-DTT/1 titanium/titanium/carbon mufflers L/R
& clamps TD12 L/R

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2004

2006

€

1 081

S-Y13S2-T

do wyczerpania zapasów

SUPERSPOR
T

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM
SP 4-2-1 headers & M-TTR1 full titanium muffler & clamp T3
& 2× special adapters for a higher mounted muffler position

Road

Yamaha

XJR
1200/1300

2002

2006

€

1 012

S-Y10R6L-DTT/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM Racing 4-2-2 SS headers
4×35/4×42,3 SS collector 4×42,3/2×45 SS link pipe
2×45/50/60/2×50 with lambda connector & M-Y10R6 DTT/1
titanium/titanium/carbon mufflers L/R & clamps TD12 L/R

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2004

2006

€

1 840

S-Y10R6LHDTC/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM (TÜV approved/Street legal)
Racing 4-2-2 SS headers 4×35/4×42,3 SS collector
4×42,3/2×45 SS link pipe 2×45/50/60/2×50 with lambda
connector & M-Y10R6H-DTC/1 (e1*0474*)
titanium/carbon/carbon mufflers L/R with noise dampers VTUV054 & V-TUV054L & clamps CD12 L/R

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2004

2006

€

1 902

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2009

2014

€

2 401

S-Y10R11-ZC

do wyczerpania zapasów

RACING LINE

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.

S-Y10RFT10-ZC/1

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

Alternative combination of matching components to suit
specific visual or performance needs.Evolution headers with
EC type approved silencer.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2009

2014

€

2 826

S-Y10RFT10-ZT/2

do wyczerpania zapasów

EVOLUTION
LINE

COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEM - KIT Evolution line 4-2-1-2
titanium headers dia 4×D38/42,3 with crossover tubes and
titanium collectors 4×42/45, titanium link pipe
2×D45/52/60/2×50 with lambda connector & M-Z03505T
titanium/titanium outer sleeve/carbon end cap mufflers &
clamps TZ19 & heat shields P-HSY10R2, P-HSY10R3D/A1

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R1

2009

2011

€

2 375

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.Exhaust system is compatible with Suzuki side cases and
central stand.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom
1000

2014

2019

€

924

Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.Exhaust system can't be
mounted with side cases. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom 650

2004

2016

€

921

SO - Slip-On

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust systems are a
perfect match for this great Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first
step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a
great balance between price and performance. Installation is a
snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped mufflers
and carbon fibre end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.

Road

Aprilia

Dorsoduro
750

2008

2016

€

1 373

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RS 660

2021

2022

€

1 284

S-S10SO14-HAFT

S-S65SO3-RC

S-A7SO2-HDT

S-A6R3-APLC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

S-A6R4-HAPC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

P-MBA6R1

Muffler Bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

P-HSA10R1/A1

Heat shield (SS)

P-MBA10AL3/A2

Muffler bracket (Aluminium)

S-A10SO6-ZC

S-A10E8-RC

S-A10SO7-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) RSV4

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part
OP - Optional
part

2021

2022

€

2 272

Road

Aprilia

RS 660

2021

2022

€

94

Aprilia

RSV 1000

2007

2009

€

91

Aprilia

RSV4

2009

2014

€

154

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger foot rest please order optional aluminium
bracket. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2009

2014

€

1 158

EV - Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for installation.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2015

2016

€

3 138

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
EC Type Approval, ECE
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
Type Approval
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger foot rest please order optional carbon
bracket.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2015

2016

€

1 204

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger foot rest please order optional
&#65279;carbon bracket.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2015

2016

€

1 069

P-MBA10R7

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

RS 660

Road

SO - Slip-On

S-A10SO9-RC

Aprilia

Road

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Evolution Line (Carbon)

The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with S-A6R2-HAPC - Racing Line (Carbon) and S-A6R1-APLC
- Racing Line (Carbon) exhaust systems when the passenger
foot-pegs are removed.

Road

If passenger footrest are removed this optional aluminium
muffler bracket is needed.

S-A10SO8-RC

S-A10E8-RC

Designed to optimize power and torque from the 660 cc paralleltwin powerplant, this system meets EC/ECE type approval,
making it fully Euro 5 compliant. With the catalytic converter
located in the front part of the pre-muffler, to ensure the system
fully complies with the regulation, the system has a plug-andplay installation with no remapping needed. Constructed from
high-quality carbon fibre, lightweight titanium, and high-grade
stainless steel, the system has been created using race-proven
materials. Designed to emphasize the racing look of the
EC Type Approval, ECE
machine, the system is 0.4 kg lighter than standard stock.
Type Approval
Testing on the Akrapovič in-house dyno, in back-to-back runs
of bikes equipped with a Racing Line (Carbon) exhaust and
standard stock exhaust system, recorded an increase of 2.4 hp
at 11,200 rpm and a gain of 3.6 Nm of torque at 4,550 rpm,
which gives the rider a pronounced throttle response. Its deep,
full, and sporty sound, with its throbbing parallel-twin
pulsations, offers the feeling of riding a bigger capacity bike,
making the Akrapovič Racing Line (Carbon) for the Aprilia RS
660 the ideal exhaust for this middleweight sports bike.

W/O Approval
W/O Approval

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2015

2022

€

201

EV - Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for installation.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.Notice:
when installing the evolution system on 2019 model year,
check engine light may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2017

2020

€

3 138

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger foot rest please order optional
&#65279;carbon bracket.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.Notice:
when installing the slip-on system on 2019 model year, check
engine light may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2017

2020

€

1 101

W/O Approval

S-A10E9-RC

S-A10SO13-RC

EV - Evolution

The combination of race-proven, lightweight materials,
exceptional production quality, perfect design, amazing sound,
and top performance makes this exhaust a must-have for
discerning riders that demand the best. It is constructed with a
carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve and end cap, with a fully
titanium link pipe and inner muffler structure, matched to highgrade titanium alloy for the headers and collectors, resulting in
a full system that is 44% lighter than stock. Developed for use
on closed-course competition circuits, this racing
track–oriented system requires mandatory remapping and
removal of the passenger footrest. It delivers increases of
power and torque of 4.0 kW (5.4 hp) at 13,000 rpm and 3.8
Nm at 7,700 rpm when measured in back-to-back comparisons
against an Aprilia RSV4 with a standard stock system on the inhouse dyno. This race-developed system delivers a distinctive
deep, sporty sound, perfectly endorsing the Akrapovič
character.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2021

2022

€

3 138

SO - Slip-On

Race-proven materials and sporty design have led to an
exhaust that is the perfect introduction to the exhaust tuning
process. The carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve and end cap are
stylishly shaped for a visual impact, and the use of lightweight
titanium for the link pipe and inner structure means this system
weighs in at 3.5 kg lighter than stock, for an impressive
savings of 62.4%. This exhaust has been developed for use on
closed-course competition circuits, and it delivers track
performance to match that demand. Power is increased by 3.6
kW (4.9 hp) at 13,000 rpm and torque up by 4.5 Nm at 7,600
rpm when compared in back-to-back tests on the Akrapovič
dyno with an Aprilia RSV4 with a standard stock exhaust. To
match the performance and style, the Slip-On Line (Carbon)
system serves up a deep and vivid sound, full of Akrapovič
character, to totally encapsulate the Aprilia engine.To obtain
optimum performance, throttle response, and durability,
remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2021

2022

€

1 101

Designed for use on closed-course competition circuits, this
lightweight titanium link pipe with resonator lowers the static
noise level at 5,500 rpm to 100 dB when installed with the
muffler and headers from the Evolution Line (Carbon) exhaust
system. This track day–orientated product, which complements
the Evolution Line (Carbon) without compromising power and
torque gains, requires mandatory remapping when installed.
Weighing 3.0 kg less – 37.2% lighter than standard stock
when combined with the Evolution Line (Carbon) system
muffler and headers – and offering a great sporty sound, this is
an option for all serious track-day aficionados and racers
alike.Static noise level of the Evolution Line (Carbon) with Track
Day Link Pipe (Titanium): 100.4 dB at 5,500 rpmStatic noise
level of the Evolution Line (Carbon): 103.2 dB at 5,500
rpmStatic noise level of the Evolution Line (Carbon) without
noise insert: 105.5 dB at 5,500 rpmTHIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

RSV4

2021

2022

€

408

W/O Approval

Protects the wiring from mud.

Road

Aprilia

SHIVER 750
/ GT

2008

2016

€

33

EC Type Approval

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust systems are a
perfect match for this great Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first
step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a
great balance between price and performance. Installation is a
snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped mufflers
and carbon fibre end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.

Road

Aprilia

SHIVER 750
/ GT

2010

2016

€

1 373

SO - Slip-On

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust systems are a
perfect match for this great Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first
step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a
great balance between price and performance. Installation is a
EC Type Approval, ECE
snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped mufflers
Type Approval
and carbon fibre end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.

Road

Aprilia

SHIVER 900

2017

2020

€

1 414

SO - Slip-On

Utilizing the latest muffler design shape as featured in the
Adventure range of exhausts, this system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium for the muffler outer sleeve with
a stainless-steel link pipe and muffler inner structure, creating a
weight reduction of 1.9 kg (36.5%) over the stock system. The
exhaust also features a hand-made carbon-fibre end cap and
carbon-fibre heatshield, which offers added protection to the
rider’s gear. These provide a perfect look to the exhaust, which
is then finished off with an attractive monochrome Akrapovič
sticker. Power gains of 0.9 kW (1.2 hp) and torque gains of 2.1
EC Type Approval, ECE
Nm, both at 4,800 rpm, have been achieved when tested on
Type Approval
the Akrapovič dyno and compared to an Aprilia Tuareg 660 with
a standard stock system, delivering increased performance,
perfect throttle response, and rideability. With a deep, sporty,
and vivid sound, this exhaust is EC/ECE type-approved and
needs no remapping – it is just an easy plug-and-play
installation.This exhaust can be further upgraded with an
Optional Header (SS) for those in search of higher performance
and the unique sound experience of an Akrapovič
exhaust. Installation of the Optional Header (SS) makes the
EC/ECE type-approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) invalid.

Road

Aprilia

Tuareg 660

2022

2022

€

954

Optional Header (SS)

Aimed at owners looking for increased performance and weight
reduction, these high-grade stainless-steel headers have a
larger tube diameter than standard and, unlike the standard
version, there is no catalytic converter. Developed for use on
closed-course competition circuits only, this racetrack-oriented
part reduces weight by 2.9 kg (56.8%) over the stock headers.
When tested on the Akrapovič dyno in combination with a SlipOn Line (Titanium) and compared to an Aprilia Tuareg 660 with
a standard stock system, it produced an additional 4.2 kW (5.7
hp) of power at 9,500 rpm and a torque gain 4.9 Nm at 4,800
rpm, while offering a deep racing sound. No remapping is
needed for this plug-and-play upgrade.When installed it
renders the EC/ECE type-approval of Slip-On Line (Titanium)
invalid.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

Tuareg 660

2022

2022

€

720

Racing Line (Carbon)

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

Tuono 660

2021

2022

€

1 284

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

L-A10E11/TD

Track Day Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

P-HF346

Mudguard

OP - Optional
part

S-A7SO3-HDT

S-A9SO1-HDT/1

S-A6SO1-HGJT

E-A6R1

S-A6R3-APLC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

RC - Racing

Road

Aprilia

Tuono 660

2021

2022

€

2 272

The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with S-A6R2-HAPC - Racing Line (Carbon) and S-A6R1-APLC
- Racing Line (Carbon) exhaust systems when the passenger
foot-pegs are removed.

Road

Aprilia

Tuono 660

2021

2022

€

94

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre mufflers and end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger footrest please order optional aluminium
bracket. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2011

2016

€

1 158

If passenger footrest are removed this optional aluminium
muffler bracket is needed.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2011

2016

€

154

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.Passenger
footrest for mounting needed. If you want mount the Slip-On
without passenger foot rest please order optional
&#65279;carbon bracket.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.Notice:
when installing the slip-on system on 2019 model year, check
engine light may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2017

2020

€

1 101

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for installation.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.Notice:
when installing the evolution system on 2019 model year,
check engine light may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2017

2020

€

3 138

S-A6R4-HAPC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

P-MBA6R1

Muffler Bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

S-A10SO6-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) Tuono V4

SO - Slip-On

P-MBA10AL3/A2

Muffler bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

S-A10SO9-RC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

S-A10E8-RC

Evolution Line (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

P-MBA10R7

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-A10E9-RC

L-A10E11/TD

S-A10SO13-RC

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Track Day Link Pipe (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Designed to optimize power and torque from the 660 cc paralleltwin powerplant, this system meets EC/ECE type approval,
making it fully Euro 5 compliant. With the catalytic converter
located in the front part of the pre-muffler, to ensure the system
fully complies with the regulation, the system has a plug-andplay installation with no remapping needed. Constructed from
high-quality carbon fibre, lightweight titanium, and high-grade
stainless steel, the system has been created using race-proven
materials. Designed to emphasize the racing look of the
EC Type Approval, ECE
machine, the system is 0.4 kg lighter than standard stock.
Type Approval
Testing on the Akrapovič in-house dyno, in back-to-back runs
of bikes equipped with a Racing Line (Carbon) exhaust and
standard stock exhaust system, recorded an increase of 2.4 hp
at 11,200 rpm and a gain of 3.6 Nm of torque at 4,550 rpm,
which gives the rider a pronounced throttle response. Its deep,
full, and sporty sound, with its throbbing parallel-twin
pulsations, offers the feeling of riding a bigger capacity bike,
making the Akrapovič Racing Line (Carbon) for the Aprilia RS
660 the ideal exhaust for this middleweight sports bike.

W/O Approval

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2017

2022

€

201

EV - Evolution

The combination of race-proven, lightweight materials,
exceptional production quality, perfect design, amazing sound,
and top performance makes this exhaust a must-have for
discerning riders that demand the best. It is constructed with a
carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve and end cap, with a fully
titanium link pipe and inner muffler structure, matched to highgrade titanium alloy for the headers and collectors, resulting in
a full system that is 44% lighter than stock. Developed for use
on closed-course competition circuits, this racing
track–oriented system requires mandatory remapping and
removal of the passenger footrest. It delivers increases of
power and torque of 4.0 kW (5.4 hp) at 13,000 rpm and 3.8
Nm at 7,700 rpm when measured in back-to-back comparisons
against an Aprilia RSV4 with a standard stock system on the inhouse dyno. This race-developed system delivers a distinctive
deep, sporty sound, perfectly endorsing the Akrapovič
character.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2021

2022

€

3 138

OP - Optional
part

Designed for use on closed-course competition circuits, this
lightweight titanium link pipe with resonator lowers the static
noise level at 5,500 rpm to 100 dB when installed with the
muffler and headers from the Evolution Line (Carbon) exhaust
system. This track day–orientated product, which complements
the Evolution Line (Carbon) without compromising power and
torque gains, requires mandatory remapping when installed.
Weighing 3.0 kg less – 37.2% lighter than standard stock
when combined with the Evolution Line (Carbon) system
muffler and headers – and offering a great sporty sound, this is
an option for all serious track-day aficionados and racers
alike.Static noise level of the Evolution Line (Carbon) with Track
Day Link Pipe (Titanium): 100.4 dB at 5,500 rpmStatic noise
level of the Evolution Line (Carbon): 103.2 dB at 5,500
rpmStatic noise level of the Evolution Line (Carbon) without
noise insert: 105.5 dB at 5,500 rpmTHIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2021

2022

€

408

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great Aprilia. Installation is
a snap. The visual change comes with stylishly shaped carbon
fibre muffler and end cap. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance the Aprilia
sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability
remmaping is mandatory. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Aprilia

TUONO V4

2021

2022

€

1 101

W/O Approval

S-B8SO6-HZAABL

S-B8SO6-HZAABL

S-B8SO8HFBFCTBL

S-B8SO6-HZAABL

S-B8SO6-HZAABL

S-B8SO4-HRT

S-B8SO7-HZAABL

S-B8SO4-HRT

S-B8SO7-HZAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 700

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 700

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium) GT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The
muffler outer sleeve is made of titanium, while the end cap is
made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven&nbsp;materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 650 GS

2008

2012

€

1 129

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The
muffler outer sleeve is made of titanium, while the end cap is
made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven&nbsp;materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 700 GS

2013

2017

€

1 129

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from premium-quality stainless steel, this exhaust
has a lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve and is beautifully
completed with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap. It is refined
and sporty looking, with a black coating and an engraved
Akrapovič logo within an all-new relief imprint, all designed to
EC Type Approval, ECE
provide a classy and eye-catching finish. It reduces weight by
Type Approval
over 38% from the stock system, improving handling on all
terrains. The deeper, sportier Akrapovič tone is seamlessly
matched to the torquey twin-cylinder engine. It is easy to fit,
with no remapping needed, EC- and ECE-compliant, and fully
compatible with BMW's side cases.

Road

BMW

F 750 GS

2018

2022

€

1 100

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 GS

2008

2017

€

1 129

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2013

2017

€

1 129

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 GT

2013

2016

€

975

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The
muffler outer sleeve is made of titanium, while the end cap is
made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven&nbsp;materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 GT

2013

2019

€

1 129

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 R

2009

2016

€

975

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The
muffler outer sleeve is made of titanium, while the end cap is
made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven&nbsp;materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

F 800 R

2009

2019

€

1 129

Road

BMW

F 850 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2018

2022

€

1 100

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-B8SO8HFBFCTBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from premium-quality stainless steel, this exhaust
has a lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve and is beautifully
completed with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap. It is refined
and sporty looking, with a black coating and an engraved
Akrapovič logo within an all-new relief imprint, all designed to
EC Type Approval, ECE
provide a classy and eye-catching finish. It reduces weight by
Type Approval
over 38% from the stock system, improving handling on all
terrains. The deeper, sportier Akrapovič tone is seamlessly
matched to the torquey twin-cylinder engine. It is easy to fit,
with no remapping needed, EC- and ECE-compliant, and fully
compatible with BMW's side cases.

V-TUV227

Optional noise dumper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-B9SO2-APC (Slip-On Line
Carbon)..

Road

BMW

F 900 R

2020

2022

€

60

SO - Slip-On

Constructed with a lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve,
stainless-steel link pipe, and pre-muffler, and finished with a
handmade carbon-fibre endcap, the exhaust offers an
enormous 21.6% weight savings over the standard stock
version. Through innovative design it fully integrates into the
lines of the bike with a small and compact build for a powerful
visual effect. Its full and vivid sound is a deep, sporty rumble,
EC Type Approval, ECE
making the twin-cylinder powerplant pulse with a harmonious
Type Approval
rhythm, all within the confines of a Euro 5 engine. A perfect
throttle response offers the feel of performance. Fully EC/ECE
type approved, it is a simple plug-and-play installation with no
remapping needed. Fully compatible with BMW side cases and
the central stand, the entire Akrapovič system can be further
upgraded by adding an optional handmade carbon-fibre
heatshield.

Road

BMW

F 900 R

2020

2022

€

1 599

S-B9SO1-HAPLT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-B9SO2-APC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and titanium end cap. Race-proven
materials. Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases
and central stand.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSB9SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra replaces stock heat shield while adding a further
touch of prestige to the BMW F900R/XR.

Road

BMW

F 900 R

2020

2022

€

105

P-HSB9SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra replaces stock heat shield while adding a further
touch of prestige to the BMW F900R/XR.

Road

BMW

F 900 XR

2020

2022

€

105

V-TUV227

Optional noise dumper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-B9SO2-APC (Slip-On Line
Carbon)..

Road

BMW

F 900 XR

2020

2022

€

60

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and titanium end cap. Race-proven
materials. Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases
and central stand.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

F 900 XR

2020

2022

€

1 152

SO - Slip-On

Constructed with a lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve,
stainless-steel link pipe, and pre-muffler, and finished with a
handmade carbon-fibre endcap, the exhaust offers an
enormous 21.6% weight savings over the standard stock
version. Through innovative design it fully integrates into the
lines of the bike with a small and compact build for a powerful
visual effect. Its full and vivid sound is a deep, sporty rumble,
EC Type Approval, ECE
making the twin-cylinder powerplant pulse with a harmonious
Type Approval
rhythm, all within the confines of a Euro 5 engine. A perfect
throttle response offers the feel of performance. Fully EC/ECE
type approved, it is a simple plug-and-play installation with no
remapping needed. Fully compatible with BMW side cases and
the central stand, the entire Akrapovič system can be further
upgraded by adding an optional handmade carbon-fibre
heatshield.

Road

BMW

F 900 XR

2020

2022

€

1 599

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

This system is constructed from stainless steel for the muffler
outer sleeve, with a stainless-steel header and carbonfibre endcap, all designed for stunning good looks and to
decrease weight from stock. The enhanced sound delivers
a sportier tone, and power and torque are increased across the
rev range. No remapping is required with simple and easy
installation.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Road

BMW

G 310 GS

2017

2022

€

1 217

S-B9SO2-APC

S-B9SO1-HAPLT

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Road

BMW

F 900 R

2020

2022

€

1 152

S-B3R2-HRSS

Racing Line (SS)

P-HSB3R2

Heat shield (Carbon)

XX - Other

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

BMW

G 310 GS

2017

2022

€

124

P-HSB3R1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

BMW

G 310 GS

2017

2022

€

124

Road

BMW

G 310 GS

2017

2022

€

704

S-B3R1-RC/1

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

Built using race-proven materials, the Racing Line gives the
bike a striking appearance. The muffler outer sleeve is
constructed from carbon fibre, with a stainless-steel header
and finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap and
muffler clamp, all creating a greater saving in weight from the
stock system. The system delivers extra power and torque all
through the range, with a big increase at the lower end, along
with enhanced sound for a more sporty and aggressive tone. It
is easy to install and no remapping is necessary.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSB3R1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

BMW

G 310 R

2017

2022

€

124

Road

BMW

G 310 R

2017

2022

€

704

S-B3R1-RC/1

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

Built using race-proven materials, the Racing Line gives the
bike a striking appearance. The muffler outer sleeve is
constructed from carbon fibre, with a stainless-steel header
and finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap and
muffler clamp, all creating a greater saving in weight from the
stock system. The system delivers extra power and torque all
through the range, with a big increase at the lower end, along
with enhanced sound for a more sporty and aggressive tone. It
is easy to install and no remapping is necessary.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSB3R2

Heat shield (Carbon)

XX - Other

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

BMW

G 310 R

2017

2022

€

124

RC - Racing

This system is constructed from stainless steel for the muffler
outer sleeve, with a stainless-steel header and carbonfibre endcap, all designed for stunning good looks and to
EC Type Approval, ECE
decrease weight from stock. The enhanced sound delivers
Type Approval
a sportier tone, and power and torque are increased across the
rev range. No remapping is required with simple and easy
installation.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Road

BMW

G 310 R

2017

2022

€

1 217

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.Catalytic converter fits on following
exhaust systems S-B12R2-HRC, S-B12R2-HRT, SB12RFT2TL-HRC and S-B12RFT2TL-HRT.

Road

BMW

K 1200 R

2005

2008

€

159

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

K 1200 R

2005

2008

€

1 930

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

K 1200 R

2005

2008

€

750

S-B3R2-HRSS

P-KAT-006/3

S-B13R1-RC

SS-B12SO1-HC

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon) K 1300 R

Slip-On Line (Carbon) K 1200 R

EC Type Approval

SS-B12SO1-HC

S-B13R1-RC

P-KAT-006/3

S-B13R1-RC

S-B13R1-RC

S-B16SO3HRAATBL

S-B16SO2-HZAAT

S-B16SO4-HZAAT

S-B11SO1-HT

Slip-On Line (Carbon) K 1200 S

Racing Line (Carbon) K 1300 S

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon) K 1300 R

Racing Line (Carbon) K 1300 S

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

K 1200 S

2005

2008

€

750

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

K 1200 S

2005

2008

€

1 930

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.Catalytic converter fits on following
exhaust systems S-B12R2-HRC, S-B12R2-HRT, SB12RFT2TL-HRC and S-B12RFT2TL-HRT.

Road

BMW

K 1200 S

2005

2008

€

159

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

K 1300 R

2009

2015

€

1 930

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

K 1300 S

2009

2015

€

1 930

SO - Slip-On

Ride in style with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system for this
top-of-the-line BMW touring motorcycle. You will recognize this
system by its unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using top-quality materials such as titanium and carbon fibre for
EC Type Approval, ECE
the outlet caps and heat shields. Special black mufflers
Type Approval
dramatically change its visual appearance. In order to make
long trips enjoyable sound experiences as well, Akrapovič
engineers have introduced further sound enhancements to this
fine six-cylinder engine with this Slip-On system. Exhaust
system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

K 1600 B /
Grand
America

2017

2020

€

2 528

SO - Slip-On

Ride in style with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system for this
top-of-the-line BMW touring motorcycle. You will recognize this
system by its unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using top-quality materials such as titanium and carbon fibre for
EC Type Approval, ECE
the outlet caps. In order to make long trips enjoyable sound
Type Approval
experiences as well, Akrapovič engineers have introduced
further sound enhancements to this fine six-cylinder engine
with this Slip-On system. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

K 1600
GT/GTL

2011

2020

€

2 682

SO - Slip-On

Ride in style with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system for this
top-of-the-line BMW touring motorcycle. You will recognize this
system by its unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using top-quality materials such as titanium and carbon fibre for
EC Type Approval, ECE
the outlet caps. In order to make long trips enjoyable sound
Type Approval
experiences as well, Akrapovič engineers have introduced
further sound enhancements to this fine six-cylinder engine
with this Slip-On system.Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

K 1600
GT/GTL

2021

2022

€

2 484

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium. Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

R 1150 GS

1999

2004

€

759

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium. Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

R 1150 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2001

2006

€

759

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

S-B11SO1-HT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-B12R2

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2004

2009

€

836

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2004

2009

€

962

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2010

2012

€

1 134

S-B12SO2-HLTT

S-B12SO9-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) R 1200 GS

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-B12R3

S-B12SO10-HAAT

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2010

2012

€

836

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.The exhaust
system is compliant with EURO3 regulations.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2016

€

1 222

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.The exhaust
system is compliant with EURO3 regulations.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2016

€

1 229

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

1 175

OEM BMW end cap that can be mounted on R1200GS 20132017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as BMW
accessory). Akrapovic system codes S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

154

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

1 314

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

1 361

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

422

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

91

S-B12SO10HAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-B12E1

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

V-EC252

OEM BMW End Cap (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

S-B12SO16-HAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

S-B12SO16HAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-RKS484BO380B

OEM BMW Sleeve Kit

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

P-RPCK153

OEM BMW Repack Kit

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS

2013

2018

€

872

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2004

2009

€

962

E-B12R4

OEM BMW Sleeve Kit that can be mounted on R1200GS 2013
- 2017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as BMW
accessory). Akrapovic system code S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.
OEM BMW Repack Kit that can be mounted on R1200GS
2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as
BMW accessory). Akrapovic system codes S-B12SO10HBOTB and S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

S-B12SO2-HLTT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) R 1200 GS
/ ADVENTURE

SO - Slip-On

E-B12R2

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2004

2009

€

836

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2010

2013

€

1 134

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2010

2013

€

836

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2013

2018

€

91

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2013

2018

€

422

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2013

2018

€

154

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2016

€

1 229

EC Type Approval

S-B12SO9-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-B12R3

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

P-RPCK153

OEM BMW Repack Kit

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

P-RKS484BO380B

OEM BMW Sleeve Kit

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

V-EC252

OEM BMW End Cap (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

S-B12SO10HAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

OEM BMW Repack Kit that can be mounted on R1200GS
2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as
BMW accessory). Akrapovic system codes S-B12SO10HBOTB and S-B12SO15-HBOTB.
OEM BMW Sleeve Kit that can be mounted on R1200GS 2013
- 2017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as BMW
accessory). Akrapovic system code S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.
OEM BMW end cap that can be mounted on R1200GS 20132017 exhaust which is sold through BMW network (as BMW
accessory). Akrapovic system codes S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.
Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.The exhaust
system is compliant with EURO3 regulations.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2016

€

1 222

S-B12SO10-HAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-B12R4

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2018

€

872

E-B12E1

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2018

€

1 175

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2018

€

1 361

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.

Road

BMW

R 1200 GS
ADVENTUR
E

2014

2018

€

1 314

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations.

Road

BMW

R 1200 R

2015

2016

€

1 109

E-B12E2

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič
sound.&nbsp;&nbsp;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 R

2015

2018

€

1 175

E-B12R6

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 R

2015

2018

€

836

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique
EC Type Approval, ECE Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed SlipType Approval
On exhaust systems. The result of taking design very seriously
is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve
is made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre. Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible
with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1200 R

2015

2018

€

1 220

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations.

Road

BMW

R 1200 RS

2015

2016

€

1 109

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 RS

2015

2018

€

836

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič
sound.&nbsp;&nbsp;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1200 RS

2015

2018

€

1 175

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique
EC Type Approval, ECE Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed SlipType Approval
On exhaust systems. The result of taking design very seriously
is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve
is made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre. Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible
with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1200 RS

2015

2018

€

1 220

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system with a
titanium muffler outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.&nbsp;Race-proven&nbsp;materials.Exhaust system is
compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1200 RT

2014

2018

€

1 203

S-B12SO16HAABL

S-B12SO16-HAAT

S-B12SO14-HLGT

S-B12SO19HLGBL

S-B12SO14-HLGT

E-B12R6

E-B12E2

S-B12SO19HLGBL

S-B12SO18-HLGT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.The exhaust
system is compliant with EURO3 regulations.

S-B12SO23-HAAT

S-B12SO23HAATBL

CB-B12T1D

CB-B12T1U

E-B12R7/1

E-B12H1T/1

E-B12H1SS/1

E-B12E4/1

E-B12E4/1

E-B12H1SS/1

E-B12H1T/1

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.It comes with carbon fiber heatshield.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 230

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials. Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.It comes with carbon fiber heatshield.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 298

XX - Other

Fitment notice: The Lower Protection Bar Set fits also on BMW
R 1250 GS Adventure model.This is the first product of its kind
in the Akrapovič range. It is constructed from sandblasted,
lightweight titanium, fully utilizing the company’s expertise in
the field of titanium technology. It is designed from scratch and
offers an approximately 40% weight savings over comparable
steel versions, high strength, and corrosion resistance. These
bars are precision TIG welded, equipped with laser-cut and
finely machined 8 mm flanges to provide a perfect fit and
strength. They fit perfectly with the bike’s existing components
and offer the possibility of attaching extra bags and fog lights or
spotlights to the bar. They weigh just 3.88 kg and have no
restriction on the lean angle. Fully evaluated through numerous
tests and deformation analyses, the highly stable construction
is partly fixed to the chassis to distribute any impact through
the bars. The product is finished with an engraved logo labelled
Titanium to emphasize this product’s important characteristic.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 900

XX - Other

Fitment notice: The Upper Protection Bar Set do not fit on
BMW R 1250 GS Adventure model.Constructed from
sandblasted, lightweight titanium, this is the first product of its
kind in the Akrapovič range, and it fully uses the company’s
expertise in titanium technology. It is designed from scratch
and offers an approximately 40% weight savings over
comparable steel versions, high strength, and corrosion
resistance. These bars are precision TIG welded, equipped
with laser-cut and finely machined 8 mm flanges to provide a
perfect fit and strength. They fit perfectly with the bike’s
existing components and offer the possibility of attaching extra
bags and fog lights or spotlights to the bar. The product weighs
just 2.38 kg. Fully evaluated through numerous tests and
deformation analyses, the highly stable construction is partly
fixed to the chassis to distribute any impact through the bars.
The bars are finished with an engraved logo prominently
labelled Titanium to emphasize this product’s important
characteristic.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 347

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12R7/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 298

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 924

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type
Type Approval
approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring exhaust
valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional headers fit
also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 566

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12E4/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 GS /
ADVENTUR
E

2019

2022

€

1 588

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12E4/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 R

2019

2022

€

1 588

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type
Type Approval
approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring exhaust
valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional headers fit
also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 R

2019

2022

€

1 566

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. EC/ECE
type approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 R

2019

2022

€

1 924

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Lower Protection Bar Set (Titanium)

Upper Protection Bar Set (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (Titanium)

E-B12R7/1

S-B12SO22HALAGTBL

S-B12SO22HALAGTBL

E-B12R7/1

E-B12H1T/1

E-B12H1SS/1

E-B12E4/1

E-B12E4/1

E-B12H1SS/1

E-B12H1T/1

E-B12R7/1

S-B12SO21HALAGT

E-B12E3

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12R7/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 R

2019

2022

€

1 298

SO - Slip-On

The result of taking design very seriously is a very stylishly
shaped black-coated muffler. Slip-Ons represent the first step
in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a great
EC Type Approval, ECE balance between price and performance. Installation is a snap.
Type Approval
In addition to design effects and improved power delivery, SlipOns also enhance the sound. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič
sound.Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1250 R

2019

2022

€

1 223

SO - Slip-On

The result of taking design very seriously is a very stylishly
shaped black-coated muffler. Slip-Ons represent the first step
in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a great
EC Type Approval, ECE balance between price and performance. Installation is a snap.
Type Approval
In addition to design effects and improved power delivery, SlipOns also enhance the sound. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič
sound.Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RS

2019

2022

€

1 223

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12R7/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RS

2019

2022

€

1 298

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. EC/ECE
type approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RS

2019

2022

€

1 924

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type
Type Approval
approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring exhaust
valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional headers fit
also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RS

2019

2022

€

1 566

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12E4/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RS

2019

2022

€

1 588

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12E4/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RT

2019

2022

€

1 588

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type
Type Approval
approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring exhaust
valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional headers fit
also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RT

2019

2022

€

1 566

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
EC Type Approval, ECE
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved, with integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RT

2019

2022

€

1 924

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. When installing optional headers
E-B12R7/1, remapping the ECU is recommended in order to
prevent »check engine light« warning signal and achieve
optimized performance and throttle response.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RT

2019

2022

€

1 298

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

R 1250 RT

2019

2022

€

1 223

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2016

€

1 157

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.The exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.

E-B12R5

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-B12SO5T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

L-B12SO6T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

L-B12SO9T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
system.When installing the L-B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the
Type Approval
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2020

€

580

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2020

€

258

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.The slip-on is available with two different link pipes for
either high or low mount of the system. You can choose
from:Low mount position: L-B12SO8T (for 2017-2020 model
EC Type Approval, ECE
years) and L-B12SO10 (for 2021 model year)Fitment notice for
Type Approval
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion passenger frame is
removed. An additional aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8 564 071) must
be mounted, and covers for the main frame’s threaded
fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw connections on
the main frame.High mount position: L-B12SO9T (for 20172020 model years) and L-B12SO11 (for 2021 model
year)When installing the L-B12SO9T or L-B12SO11 &#65279;
link pipe, the passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2022

€

1 002

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2017

2020

€

836

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2017

2020

€

1 157

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2021

2022

€

1 335

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2021

2022

€

895

Road

BMW

R NINET

2021

2022

€

258

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO11 link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET

2021

2022

€

580

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2017

2020

€

1 157

S-B12SO13HCZBL

L-B12SO8T

S-B12SO17HBRBL

E-B12R5

E-B12E3

E-B12E5

E-B12R8

Link Pipe (Titanium)

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fittment notice: In case of removing the pillion
passenger frame, additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW's accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8 536
136) must me mounted.
Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO6T link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.The link pipe cannot
be mounted on a BMW R nineT that is equipped with an
emissions canister.

L-B12SO10

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

L-B12SO11

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2016

€

905

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2016

€

836

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2016

€

258

Road

BMW

R NINET

2014

2016

€

602

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-B12R5

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2017

2020

€

836

L-B12SO9T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
system.When installing the L-B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the
Type Approval
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2017

2020

€

580

E-B12E3

L-B12SO8T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2017

2020

€

258

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2017

2022

€

1 002

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2021

2022

€

580

S-B12SO17HBRBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.The slip-on is available with two different link pipes for
either high or low mount of the system. You can choose
from:Low mount position: L-B12SO8T (for 2017-2020 model
EC Type Approval, ECE
years) and L-B12SO10 (for 2021 model year)Fitment notice for
Type Approval
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion passenger frame is
removed. An additional aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8 564 071) must
be mounted, and covers for the main frame’s threaded
fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw connections on
the main frame.High mount position: L-B12SO9T (for 20172020 model years) and L-B12SO11 (for 2021 model
year)When installing the L-B12SO9T or L-B12SO11 &#65279;
link pipe, the passenger footpegs have to be removed.

L-B12SO11

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2021

2022

€

258

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2021

2022

€

895

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Pure

2021

2022

€

1 335

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2017

2020

€

1 157

E-B12R5

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2017

2020

€

836

L-B12SO9T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
system.When installing the L-B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the
Type Approval
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2017

2020

€

580

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2017

2020

€

258

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed SlipOn exhaust systems. The result of taking design very seriously
is a beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. RaceType Approval
proven materials.The slip-on is available with two different link
pipes for either high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-B12SO8T (for 2017-2020
model years) and L-B12SO10 (for 2021 model year)High
mount position: L-B12SO9T (for 2017-2020 model years) and LB12SO11 (for 2021 model year)When installing the LB12SO9T or L-B12SO11&#65279; link pipes, the passenger
footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2017

2022

€

2 056

E-B12E5

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2021

2022

€

1 335

E-B12R8

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2021

2022

€

895

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2021

2022

€

258

Road

BMW

R NINET
Racer

2021

2022

€

580

L-B12SO10

E-B12R8

E-B12E5

E-B12E3

L-B12SO8T

S-B12SO17HBRBL

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO11 link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.

L-B12SO10

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

L-B12SO11

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO11 link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

L-B12SO8T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

L-B12SO9T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
system.When installing the L-B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the
Type Approval
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2017

2020

€

580

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2017

2020

€

836

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2017

2020

€

1 157

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2017

2022

€

1 002

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2021

2022

€

580

E-B12R5

E-B12E3

Optional Header (Titanium)

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2017

2020

€

258

S-B12SO17HBRBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.The slip-on is available with two different link pipes for
either high or low mount of the system. You can choose
from:Low mount position: L-B12SO8T (for 2017-2020 model
EC Type Approval, ECE
years) and L-B12SO10 (for 2021 model year)Fitment notice for
Type Approval
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion passenger frame is
removed. An additional aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8 564 071) must
be mounted, and covers for the main frame’s threaded
fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw connections on
the main frame.High mount position: L-B12SO9T (for 20172020 model years) and L-B12SO11 (for 2021 model
year)When installing the L-B12SO9T or L-B12SO11 &#65279;
link pipe, the passenger footpegs have to be removed.

L-B12SO11

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2021

2022

€

258

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2021

2022

€

895

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Scrambler

2021

2022

€

1 335

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2017

2020

€

258

L-B12SO10

E-B12R8

E-B12E5

Optional Header (Titanium)

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO11 link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

L-B12SO8T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

E-B12E3

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2017

2020

€

1 157

E-B12R5

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2017

2020

€

836

L-B12SO9T

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
system.When installing the L-B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the
Type Approval
passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2017

2020

€

580

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.The slip-on is available with two different link pipes for
either high or low mount of the system. You can choose
from:Low mount position: L-B12SO8T (for 2017-2020 model
EC Type Approval, ECE
years) and L-B12SO10 (for 2021 model year)Fitment notice for
Type Approval
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion passenger frame is
removed. An additional aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8 564 071) must
be mounted, and covers for the main frame’s threaded
fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw connections on
the main frame.High mount position: L-B12SO9T (for 20172020 model years) and L-B12SO11 (for 2021 model
year)When installing the L-B12SO9T or L-B12SO11 &#65279;
link pipe, the passenger footpegs have to be removed.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2017

2022

€

1 002

S-B12SO17HBRBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

E-B12E5

E-B12R8

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed for
mounting.Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2021

2022

€

1 335

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is needed
for mounting. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2021

2022

€

895

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2021

2022

€

258

Road

BMW

R NINET
Urban G/S

2021

2022

€

580

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2014

2016

€

814

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2014

2016

€

1 139

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.For perfect performance, throttle response and durability
special developed mapping from Dynojet has to be used.
Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2014

2016

€

1 930

L-B12SO10

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Titanium made link pipe for low installed muffler of exhaust
system.Fitment notice for BMW R NineT Scrambler: The lowpositioned slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if the
pillion passenger frame is removed. An additional aluminium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler holder from BMW’s accessories range (BMW product
Type Approval
code 77 11 8 564 071) must be mounted, and covers for the
main frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW product code 77 25 8
536 857) are also recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections on the main frame.

L-B12SO11

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-B10SO3-HBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

S-B10SO1-HASZ

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

S-B10R2-RC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

P-MBB10R1/2

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-B10SO9-CUBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Titanium made link pipe for high installed muffler of exhaust
system.When installing the L-B12SO11 link pipe, the
passenger footpegs have to be removed.
Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance.Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.

EC Type Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket is needed.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2014

2016

€

248

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price
and performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding
more power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2017

2020

€

876

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2017

2020

€

1 166

W/O Approval

E-B10R5

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.Optional
headers fit also with standard (first fit) Akrapovič silencer.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is mandatory. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSB10E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Evolution / Racing Line exhaust with
this perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.
This optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the BMW
S 1000 RR.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

140

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

877

S-B10SO11-CBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction. In combination with optional headers the
noise level is 112,7 dB at 6500 rpm.The product is developed
and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

V-TUV111

Optional noise damper

XX - Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-B10E10-APLT - Evolution
Line (Titanium) and S-B10R5-APLT - Racing Line (Titanium).
The noise level is reduced by 4 dB (104,8 dB) when the
optional noise dumper is installed.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

62

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, remapping is recommended.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

2 054

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, special developed mapping is
recommended.The product is developed and tested on EU
vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

1 238

E-B10E8

E-B10R7

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

S-B10E10-APLT

S-B10R5-APLT

EV - Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorsport racing. It is
simply the finest performance exhaust system available. Each
model is unique and dedicated to maximizing the performance
of an engine, while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. It is made entirely of titanium.
The unique shape of the muffler, with its embossed imprint that
run all the way along the exhaust and blend in seamlessly with
the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap, takes design to new
levels.For perfect performance, throttle response and durability,
ECU remapping is recommended.On the product image, the
system is shown together with optional carbon heat shield PHSB10E3. Carbon fibre muffler bracket (needed for mounting if
passenger footrests are removed) is already included within the
system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

2 842

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output. The unique shape of the muffler, with its embossed
imprint that run all the way along the exhaust and blend in
seamlessly with the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap, takes
design to new levels.For perfect performance, throttle response
and durability, ECU remapping is recommended.On the
product image, the system is shown together with optional
carbon heat shield P-HSB10E3. Carbon fibre muffler bracket
(needed for mounting if passenger footrests are removed) is
already included within the system.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

2 146

SO - Slip-On

This updated design uses race-proven materials in the
construction of the system, with a high-grade lightweight
titanium link pipe, titanium inner muffler structure, and new
style of end cap all matched to a carbon-fibre outer muffler
sleeve, which has created an exhaust that is over 23% lighter
than the standard stock version. A full and intense sound is
emitted when the machine is idling, offering a deep, full tone
EC Type Approval, ECE with a distinctive Akrapovič character when on the move.The
Type Approval
Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Carbon) exhaust upgrade is achievable
through a combination of two choices of optional headers –
titanium and stainless steel – which are available with an
optional noise insert for those who want to combine the system
with the headers. This EC/ECE-approved and Euro5-compliant
product has a simple plug-and-play installation process with no
remapping necessary.Installing the available optional headers
invalidates the EC/ECE type-approval certificate.

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

1 083

Road

BMW

S 1000 R

2021

2022

€

62

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

248

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

1 988

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

1 139

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

1 166

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance.Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2010

2014

€

1 671

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2016

€

1 185

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

S-B10SO16-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

V-TUV326

Optional Noise Damper

P-MBB10R1/2

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

S-B10R1-RC

S-B10SO1-HASZ

E-B10R1

S-B10SO3-HBT

Racing Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part
OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

EC Type Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on Slip-On Line (Carbon) SB10SO16-HZC.
If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket is needed.

S-B10SO2-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

E-B10R4

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2016

€

1 166

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorsport racing. It is
simply the finest performance exhaust system available. Each
model is unique and dedicated to maximizing the performance
of an engine, while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. It is made entirely of
titanium.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2018

€

2 794

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2018

€

1 988

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2018

€

201

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2015

2018

€

60

S-B10E5-CZT

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

S-B10R3-CZT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

P-MBB10R3/1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

V-TUV108

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part
XX - Other

W/O Approval
W/O Approval

The product is developed and tested on EU vehicle
specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by
marketplace and different vehicle specification.
If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket is needed.

S-B10SO6HDVDZT

S-B10SO6HDVDZBL

S-B10SO8-CUBT

E-B10R6

E-B10E7

E-B10R7

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

SO - Slip-On

The first step in exhaust tuning, this ultra-lightweight exhaust is
made from high-grade titanium and finished with a beautifully
hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap. Using the latest muffler
design technology, the good looks of the bike are further
enhanced with this exhaust. Power and torque levels are
improved and throttle response is increased for a more
EC Type Approval, ECE
enjoyable and responsive ride. Sound is enhanced to deliver a
Type Approval
deeper, sportier tone. It is EC/ECE type approved and meets
all of the latest Euro 4 regulations. Simple plug-and-play makes
installation easy and it needs no remapping. The product is
developed and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU
fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and different
vehicle specification.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2017

2018

€

1 377

SO - Slip-On

The first step in exhaust tuning, this ultra-lightweight exhaust is
made from high-grade titanium and finished with a beautifully
hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap. Using the latest
muffler design technology, the good looks of the bike are
further enhanced with this exhaust. Power and torque levels
are improved and throttle response is increased for a more
EC Type Approval, ECE
enjoyable and responsive ride. Sound is enhanced to deliver a
Type Approval
deeper, sportier tone. It is EC/ECE type approved and meets
all of the latest Euro 4 regulations. Simple plug-and-play makes
installation easy and it needs no remapping. The product is
developed and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU
fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and different
vehicle specification.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2017

2018

€

1 460

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.The product is developed and tested on EU
vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2017

2018

€

868

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, ECU remapping
is mandatory.The product is developed and tested on EU
vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2017

2018

€

1 166

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2017

2018

€

2 182

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, special developed mapping is
recommended.The product is developed and tested on EU
vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

1 238

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

2 054

E-B10E8

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW
accessory Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, remapping is recommended.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

V-TUV111

Optional noise damper

XX - Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-B10E10-APLT - Evolution
Line (Titanium) and S-B10R5-APLT - Racing Line (Titanium).
The noise level is reduced by 4 dB (104,8 dB) when the
optional noise dumper is installed.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

62

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction. In combination with optional headers the
noise level is 112,7 dB at 6500 rpm.The product is developed
and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

877

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

1 025

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

201

S-B10SO11-CBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-B10SO10-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.If passenger footrests are
removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket is needed.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-MBB10E1/1

Muffler Bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with SlipOn Line (Carbon) (S-B10SO10-ZC) exhaust system when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

P-HSB10E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

P-X228

Optional muffler bracket for racing
subframe

OP - Optional
part

S-B10R5-APLT

S-B10E10-APLT

S-B10SO4-HZDFT

E-B10R5

Racing Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Finish off the look of the Evolution / Racing Line exhaust with
this perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.
This optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the BMW
S 1000 RR.
Optional aluminium bracket bracket is mandatory for mounting
the Evolution Line (Titanium) - S-B10E9-APLT, Racing Line
(Titanium)-S-B10R4-APLT and Slip-On Line (Carbon) SB10SO10-ZC on motorcycles equipped with racing subframe,
produced and distributed by Alpha Racing - product code 46
DA0 0202.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

140

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

108

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output. The unique shape of the muffler, with its embossed
imprint that run all the way along the exhaust and blend in
seamlessly with the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap, takes
design to new levels.For perfect performance, throttle response
and durability, ECU remapping is recommended.On the
product image, the system is shown together with optional
carbon heat shield P-HSB10E3. Carbon fibre muffler bracket
(needed for mounting if passenger footrests are removed) is
already included within the system.The product is developed
and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

2 146

EV - Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorsport racing. It is
simply the finest performance exhaust system available. Each
model is unique and dedicated to maximizing the performance
of an engine, while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. It is made entirely of titanium.
The unique shape of the muffler, with its embossed imprint that
run all the way along the exhaust and blend in seamlessly with
the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap, takes design to new
levels.For perfect performance, throttle response and durability,
ECU remapping is recommended.On the product image, the
system is shown together with optional carbon heat shield PHSB10E3. Carbon fibre muffler bracket (needed for mounting if
passenger footrests are removed) is already included within the
system.The product is developed and tested on EU vehicle
specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by
marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 RR

2019

2022

€

2 842

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system for the BMW S
1000 XR represents the first step in tuning and gives a great
balance between price and performance. The Slip-On Line
changes the nature of the bike by adding more power,
removing weight, delivering improved performance and giving
the machine an unmistakable Akrapovič sound. The newlyEC Type Approval, ECE
designed exhaust muffler is shaped to fit seamlessly with the
Type Approval
bike’s lines, making the result a beautifully crafted, eyecatching system. The outer sleeve is made of titanium, which is
complemented by a carbon-fibre heat-shield and end cap, all
developed out of Akrapovič’s involvement with race-proven
technology.The exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2015

2016

€

1 380

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2015

2019

€

1 166

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system for the BMW S
1000 XR represents the first step in tuning and gives a great
balance between price and performance. The Slip-On Line
changes the nature of the bike by adding more power,
removing weight, delivering improved performance and giving
the machine an unmistakable Akrapovič sound. The newlyEC Type Approval, ECE
designed exhaust muffler is shaped to fit seamlessly with the
Type Approval
bike’s lines, making the result a beautifully crafted, eyecatching system. The outer sleeve is made of titanium, which is
complemented by a carbon-fibre heat-shield and end cap, all
developed out of Akrapovič’s involvement with race-proven
technology.Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2015

2019

€

1 394

S-B10SO7-HZDFT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV049/1

Optional noise damper

XX - Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-B10SO13-HZC (Slip-On
Line Carbon).

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2020

2022

€

62

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.&#65279;For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability,
remapping is recommended.Optional headers fit also with
Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2020

2022

€

2 054

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, special
developed mapping is recommended.Optional headers fit also
with Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2020

2022

€

1 298

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is compatible
with BMW side cases.

Road

BMW

S 1000 XR

2020

2022

€

1 082

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

1098 /
1098S

2007

2008

€

1 559

E-B10E9

E-B10R8

S-B10SO13-HZC

S-D10SO3-ZC

Optional Header (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon) 1098 / 1098S

S-D10SO3-ZC

S-D10SO3-ZC

S-D10SO3-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) 1098R

Slip-On Line (Carbon) 1198 / 1198S

Slip-On Line (Carbon) 848

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

1098R

2008

2009

€

1 559

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

1198 /
1198S

2009

2011

€

1 559

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

848

2008

2010

€

1 559

Road

Ducati

848 EVO

2011

2014

€

1 559

S-D10SO3-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) 848 EVO

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-D8SO2

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Hypermotard

2013

2018

€

222

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose mandatory link pipe
or the Evolution header.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Hypermotard

2013

2018

€

790

S-D9SO8-RT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSD8E2

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-D9SO15-HCBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSD8E2

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Ducati

Hypermotard

2013

2018

€

104

Constructed using high-grade titanium, the type-approved SlipOn Line exhaust will provide a solid power gain across the rev
range. The use of race-inspired materials will also reduce
EC Type Approval, ECE
weight, leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability.
Type Approval
Using specially designed mufflers, with their origins in the
racing world with Grand Prix–inspired twin conical pipes this
exhaust really means business.Fitment notice: This product fits
also on Ducati Hypermotard 950 RVE model.

Road

Ducati

Hypermotard
950 / 950 SP

2019

2022

€

1 080

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Ducati

Hyperstrada

2013

2018

€

104

Road

Ducati

Hyperstrada

2013

2018

€

790

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

S-D9SO8-RT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose mandatory link pipe
or the Evolution header.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-D8SO2

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Hyperstrada

2013

2018

€

222

OP - Optional
part

The optional heatshield adds a unique touch to the overall look
of the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust. Constructed
from handmade, forged, carbon fibre – a material and process
rarely seen in the motorcycle sector – this beautifully designed
product replaces the standard aluminium version, which can
still be fitted with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) if desired. It also
creates a perfect visual conclusion to the individually designed
exhaust system.

Road

Ducati

Monster

2021

2022

€

166

This product features two short mufflers, designed to
emphasize the bike’s twin-engine configuration. The outer
sleeves and collector are constructed from lightweight titanium,
which are sandblasted for an optimal finish and visual appeal.
The remaining parts are fabricated from high-grade stainless
steel. This Euro 5 EC/ECE type-approved exhaust is a simple
plug-and-play installation with no remapping involved. Serving
up a deep and dynamic sound to highlight the bike’s engine,
the power is increased by 1.6 kW (2.2 hp) at 8,800 rpm, with
torque rising by 3.5 Nm at 3,100 rpm (when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno in comparison to a Monster using a standard
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust).An optional handmade, forged, carbon-fibre
Type Approval
heatshield is available to provide an exclusive finishing touch to
the exhaust. Designed to replace the stock aluminium version –
which can still be fitted with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line
(Titanium) – this heatshield is a very rare product in the
motorcycle world. An optional link pipe made from stainless
steel is also available, designed to raise power and torque
levels, reduce weight, and increase gas flow. The Akrapovič
Slip-On Line (Titanium) Exhaust System and Heat Shield
(Carbon) for the Ducati Monster and Monster + has been
awarded the highly prestigious 2022 Red Dot Award for
Product Design.Installation of the optional link pipe (SS) makes
EC/ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) invalid.

Road

Ducati

Monster

2021

2022

€

1 381

P-HSD9SO3

S-D9SO17-HCQT

Heat Shield (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

L-D9SO1

S-D10SO7-HZC

Optional Link Pipe/Collector (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Built from high-grade stainless steel, the newly developed
optional link pipe is aimed at riders looking for better
performance and weight reduction. Its design removes the
stock pre-muffler – where the stock catalytic converter is
located – allowing less restricted gas flow to aid performance in
the mid and high rev range. When combined with a Slip-On
Line (Titanium), the pairing enhances power by 2.8 kW (3.8
hp) at 8,600 rpm and torque rises by 3.3 Nm at 7,100 rpm
(when tested on the Akrapovič dyno in comparison to a
Monster using a standard stock exhaust), while serving up a
deep, racing sound. Weight is reduced by 3.8 kg, which is a
saving of 80% against the stock version. Developed for use on
closed-course tracks and racetracks only, remapping of the
ECU is recommended to get the optimum performance from
this race-derived accessory.Installation of the optional link pipe
(SS) makes EC/ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) invalid.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster

2021

2022

€

326

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.EC typeapproval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1100/1100S

2009

2010

€

1 465

Road

Ducati

Monster
1100/1100S

2009

2010

€

335

P-KAT-025/1

Catalytic converter Set

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

P-HSD12E1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200 R

2017

2020

€

119

OP - Optional
part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200 R

2017

2020

€

222

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose additional mandatory
needed link pipe L-D12SO2 (as shown on the product image)
or the Evolution header E-D12E1/1. Fittment notice: Evolution
header does not fit on Monster 1200 R model. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200 R

2017

2020

€

809

Available headers from the finest titanium offer an upgrade to a
full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Stock heat shield or optional available Carbon heat
shield can be used. Stock valve system will be removed.Let
your bike stand out with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2014

2016

€

1 050

Link pipe made in stainless steel with catalytic converter.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2014

2016

€

467

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2014

2016

€

222

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose additonal one of the
mandatory needed 2 link pipes (with or without catalytic
converter) or the Evolution header.EC type-approval is valid
only when link pipe with catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2014

2016

€

786

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2014

2020

€

119

OP - Optional
part

Available headers from the finest titanium offer an upgrade to a
full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Stock heat shield or optional available Carbon heat
shield can be used. Stock valve system will be removed. Let
your bike stand out with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.Evolution header does not fit on
Monster 1200 R model. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2017

2020

€

1 050

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2017

2020

€

809

L-D12SO2

S-D12SO8-RTBL

Link Pipe (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

E-D12E1/1

Evolution Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

L-D12SO1H

Link pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

L-D12SO2

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

S-D8SO2-HRBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSD12E1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

E-D12E1/1

Evolution Header (Titanium)

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

W/O Approval

S-D12SO8-RTBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose additional mandatory
needed link pipe L-D12SO2 (as shown on the product image)
or the Evolution header E-D12E1/1. Fittment notice: Evolution
header does not fit on Monster 1200 R model. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-D12SO2

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
1200/1200S

2017

2020

€

222

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Ducati

Monster 696

2008

2014

€

335

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.EC typeapproval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Ducati

Monster 696

2008

2014

€

1 465

P-KAT-025/1

S-D10SO7-HZC

Catalytic converter Set

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

S-D10SO7-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.EC typeapproval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Ducati

Monster
796/795

2010

2014

€

1 465

Road

Ducati

Monster
796/795

2010

2014

€

335

P-KAT-025/1

Catalytic converter Set

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

P-HSD12E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
for both Slip-On Line exhaust systems to replace the stock
version. It will add to the overall appearance of the exhaust and
the bike.

Road

Ducati

Monster
797/797+/65
9

2017

2020

€

103

SO - Slip-On

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-muffler, this
beautifully shaped exhaust is perfectly matched to the
character of the engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm range, improved
torque, and reduced weight, this exhaust is sure to take the
Monster 797 to the next performance level. The unique exhaust
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical pipes, imparts a
powerful classic appearance, and the outer sleeves are coated
black for a sporty, uncompromising look. Specially designed
removable noise-reduction inserts have been created to give
the bike a dual character and offer a choice between two
different soundtracks for the machine. With the inserts in
place, the exhaust system is suitable for everyday use, but
when removed the sound levels rise, making it perfect for
special occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster
797/797+/65
9

2017

2020

€

1 066

Road

Ducati

Monster 821

2014

2016

€

786

S-D8SO4CUBTBL/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-D8SO2-HRBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose additonal one of the
mandatory needed 2 link pipes (with or without catalytic
converter) or the Evolution header.EC type-approval is valid
only when link pipe with catalytic converter is installed.

L-D12SO1H

Link pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

L-D12SO2

P-HSD12E1

E-D12E1/1

S-D12SO8-RTBL

S-D12SO9-HAPT

Evolution Header (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Ducati

Monster 821

2014

2016

€

467

Road

Ducati

Monster 821

2014

2020

€

222

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Ducati

Monster 821

2014

2020

€

119

OP - Optional
part

Road

Ducati

Monster 821

2017

2020

€

1 050

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.With the muffler please choose additional mandatory
needed link pipe L-D12SO2 (as shown on the product image)
or the Evolution header E-D12E1/1. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Monster 821

2017

2020

€

809

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed from race-proven
materials using lightweight titanium and finished with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides that unique
EC Type Approval, ECE
Akrapovič sound. It reduces weight from the stock system,
Type Approval
leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has a
simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and ECEcompliant.Exhaust system is compatible with Ducati side
cases. This product can be fitted on Multistrada 1260 Pikes
Peak version.Compatible with optional header E-D12E6.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

1 092

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust, this optional
header offers a significant improvement in performance across
the entire rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-grade
titanium – with parts produced in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry
– the addition of this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to make the most of the
Ducati Multistrada’s engine character on any ride.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

1 404

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

60

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

1 314

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO13-HHX2C - SlipOn Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium)
and S-Y10SO14-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium).

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

96

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust, this optional
header offers a significant improvement in performance across
the entire rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-grade
titanium – with parts produced in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry
– the addition of this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to make the most of the
Ducati Multistrada’s engine character on any ride. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200

2015

2017

€

1 463

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV227

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

S-D12SO7-HHX2T

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV169Y

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

Optional Header (Titanium)

Road

Available headers from the finest titanium offer an upgrade to a
full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Stock heat shield or optional available Carbon heat
shield can be used. Stock valve system will be removed. Let
your bike stand out with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-D12E6

E-D12E4

Link pipe made in stainless steel with catalytic converter.
Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic converter. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-HAPT - Slip-On
Line (Titanium) and it is recommended if used with E-D12E6 Optional Header (Titanium).
Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič concept system
first seen at the 2014 Intermot show in Cologne, the first
titanium version of the innovative Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system is constructed using high-grade titanium, providing a
EC Type Approval, ECE
huge weight saving over stock. Beautifully finished with a
Type Approval
carbon-fibre heatshield and end-cap, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases.Compatible with optional header ED12E4.
W/O Approval

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 Enduro

2017

2018

€

996

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-HAPT - Slip-On
Line (Titanium) and it is recommended if used with E-D12E6 Optional Header (Titanium).

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

60

OP - Optional
part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust, this optional
header offers a significant improvement in performance across
the entire rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-grade
titanium – with parts produced in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry
– the addition of this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to make the most of the
Ducati Multistrada’s engine character on any ride.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

1 404

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed from race-proven
materials using lightweight titanium and finished with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides that unique
EC Type Approval, ECE
Akrapovič sound. It reduces weight from the stock system,
Type Approval
leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has a
simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and ECEcompliant.Exhaust system is compatible with Ducati side
cases. This product can be fitted on Multistrada 1260 Pikes
Peak version.Compatible with optional header E-D12E6.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

1 092

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust, this optional
header offers a significant improvement in performance across
the entire rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-grade
titanium – with parts produced in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry
– the addition of this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to make the most of the
Ducati Multistrada’s engine character on any ride. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

1 463

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO13-HHX2C - SlipOn Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium)
and S-Y10SO14-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium).

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

96

SO - Slip-On

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič concept system
first seen at the 2014 Intermot show in Cologne, the first
titanium version of the innovative Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system is constructed using high-grade titanium, providing a
EC Type Approval, ECE
huge weight saving over stock. Beautifully finished with a
Type Approval
carbon-fibre heatshield and end-cap, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases.Compatible with optional header ED12E4.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1200 S

2015

2017

€

1 314

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed from race-proven
materials using lightweight titanium and finished with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides that unique
EC Type Approval, ECE
Akrapovič sound. It reduces weight from the stock system,
Type Approval
leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has a
simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and ECEcompliant.Exhaust system is compatible with Ducati side
cases. This product can be fitted on Multistrada 1260 Pikes
Peak version.Compatible with optional header E-D12E6.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1260 / 1260
S

2018

2020

€

1 092

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1260 / 1260
S

2018

2020

€

1 404

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1260 / 1260
S

2018

2020

€

60

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. The Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
EC Type Approval, ECE made entirely from titanium, a race-proven material. Beautifully
Type Approval
finished with a carbon-fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases and central stand.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
1260 Enduro

2019

2020

€

996

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. The Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
EC Type Approval, ECE made entirely from titanium, a race-proven material. Beautifully
Type Approval
finished with a carbon-fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases and central stand.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
950 / 950 S

2017

2020

€

996

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. The Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
EC Type Approval, ECE made entirely from titanium, a race-proven material. Beautifully
Type Approval
finished with a carbon-fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases and central stand.

Road

Ducati

Multistrada
950 / 950 S

2021

2022

€

991

SO - Slip-On

Constructed using high-grade titanium, the type-approved SlipOn Line exhaust will provide a solid power gain across the rev
range. The use of race-inspired materials will also reduce
EC Type Approval, ECE
weight, leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability.
Type Approval
Using specially designed mufflers, with their origins in the
racing world with Grand Prix–inspired twin conical pipes, and
carbon fiber heat shields, this exhaust really means business.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
1100

2018

2020

€

1 165

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
1100

2018

2020

€

302

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
1100

2018

2021

€

103

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
1100

2021

2022

€

1 295

S-D9SO10-HIFFT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV227

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

E-D12E6

S-D12SO9-HAPT

Optional Header (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

E-D12E4

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV169Y

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

S-D12SO7-HHX2T

S-D12SO9-HAPT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. The Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
EC Type Approval, ECE made entirely from titanium, a race-proven material. Beautifully
Type Approval
finished with a carbon-fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more rewarding sound,
while meeting EC-ECE type approval.Exhaust system can be
fitted with Ducati side cases and central stand.

W/O Approval

E-D12E6

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust, this optional
header offers a significant improvement in performance across
the entire rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-grade
titanium – with parts produced in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry
– the addition of this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to make the most of the
Ducati Multistrada’s engine character on any ride.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

V-TUV227

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-HAPT - Slip-On
Line (Titanium) and it is recommended if used with E-D12E6 Optional Header (Titanium).

S-D9SO10-HIFFT

S-D9SO10-HIFFT

S-D9SO18-HIFFT

S-D11SO4HBFGT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

L-D11SO3

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

P-HSD12E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-D11SO13HBFGT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Made of austenitic stainless steel, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust. It
delivers an increase in power and torque, and creates an
improved linear curve across the entire rev range, coupled with
weight savings.On the product image link pipe is shown
together with the slip-on system.When installing optional link
pipe L-D11SO3, »check engine light« warning signal might
appear. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.
A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
for both Slip-On Line exhaust systems to replace the stock
W/O Approval
version. It will add to the overall appearance of the exhaust and
the bike.
Constructed using high-grade titanium, the type-approved SlipOn Line exhaust will provide a solid power gain across the rev
range. The use of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability.
EC Type Approval, ECE
Using specially designed mufflers, with their origins in the
Type Approval
racing world with Grand Prix–inspired twin conical pipes, and
carbon fiber heat shields, this exhaust really means
business.This exhaust system fits also on Ducati Scrambler
1100 Dark Pro.

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-muffler, this
beautifully shaped exhaust is perfectly matched to the
character of the engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm range, improved
torque, and reduced weight, this exhaust is sure to take the
Scrambler to the next performance level. The unique exhaust
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical pipes, imparts a
powerful classic appearance, and the outer sleeves are coated
black for a sporty, uncompromising look. Specially designed
removable noise-reduction inserts have been created to give
the bike a dual character and offer a choice between two
different soundtracks for the machine. With the inserts in
place, the exhaust system is suitable for everyday use, but
when removed the sound levels rise, making it perfect for
special occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Café Racer

2017

2020

€

1 066

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
for both Slip-On Line exhaust systems to replace the stock
version. It will add to the overall appearance of the exhaust and
the bike.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Café Racer

2017

2020

€

103

OP - Optional
part

Optional headers are available for the Slip-On Line, created to
turn the exhausts into complete exhaust systems.
Manufactured from high-grade titanium, these superbly finished
headers have larger tubes to improve airflow and increase
performance to even greater levels, as well as impressively
reducing weight in comparison to stock items. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Café Racer

2017

2020

€

842

Optional headers are available for the Slip-On Line, created to
turn the exhausts into complete exhaust systems.
Manufactured from high-grade titanium, these superbly finished
headers have larger tubes to improve airflow and increase
performance to even greater levels, as well as impressively
reducing weight in comparison to stock items. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Icon/Urban
Enduro/Clas
sic/Full
Throttle

2015

2020

€

842

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
for both Slip-On Line exhaust systems to replace the stock
version. It will add to the overall appearance of the exhaust and
the bike.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Icon/Urban
Enduro/Clas
sic/Full
Throttle

2015

2020

€

103

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Icon/Urban
Enduro/Clas
sic/Full
Throttle

2015

2020

€

1 066

Ducati

Scrambler
Urban
Motard/Night
shift/Icon/Ico
n
Dark/Desert
Sled

2021

2022

€

103

Ducati

Scrambler
Urban
Motard/Night
shift/Icon/Ico
n
Dark/Desert
Sled

2021

2022

€

1 035

2021

2022

€

849

2021

2022

€

1 094

S-D8SO4CUBTBL/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSD12E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

E-D12E5

Optional Header (Titanium)

E-D12E5

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

P-HSD12E3

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-D8SO4CUBTBL/1

P-HSD12E3

S-D8SO6-ISSSBL

E-D8E2

S-HD12SO1-HAFT

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-muffler, this
beautifully shaped exhaust is perfectly matched to the
character of the engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm range, improved
torque, and reduced weight, this exhaust is sure to take the
Scrambler to the next performance level. The unique exhaust
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical pipes, imparts a
powerful classic appearance, and the outer sleeves are coated
black for a sporty, uncompromising look. Specially designed
removable noise-reduction inserts have been created to give
the bike a dual character and offer a choice between two
different soundtracks for the machine. With the inserts in
place, the exhaust system is suitable for everyday use, but
when removed the sound levels rise, making it perfect for
special occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
for both Slip-On Line exhaust systems to replace the stock
version. It will add to the overall appearance of the exhaust and
the bike.

Slip-On Line (SS)

Optional Header (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

Road

SO - Slip-On

Featuring a completely new design, this system has a double
conical muffler and link pipe that perfectly integrate with the
bike’s style. Constructed from high-grade stainless steel with
black-coated mufflers, the exhaust is finished with a laserengraved Akrapovič logo. Weighing just 3.8 kg, 55.8% lighter
than the standard stock system, it has been developed for use
on closed-course competition circuits only.Its racetrackoriented design increases power by 1.6 kW (2.2 hp) at 8,600
rpm and torque by 3.0 Nm at 4,500 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno and compared to a Scrambler with a standard
stock exhaust, and it serves up a deep, sporty, and vivid
sound. A simple plug and play installation with no remapping
required, the system fits on the Urban Motard, Nightshift, Icon,
Icon Dark, and Desert Sled versions of the Ducati Scrambler.
The exhaust can be further enhanced with the addition of
optional headers, and an optional carbon-fibre heatshield is also
available.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

OP - Optional
part

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, providing a
weight reduction of 1.3 kg (53.4%) over the stock version,
these headers have been designed with a bigger tube diameter
than standard to provide power and torque gains in the mid and
high rev range. When combined with the Slip-On Line (SS)
exhaust, the addition of the headers results in increases of 2.3
kW (3.1 hp) at 4,640 rpm and 5.6 Nm at 4,400 rpm when
tested on the Akrapovič dyno in comparison to a Scrambler
using a standard setup. Developed for use on closed-course
competition circuits only, this racetrack-oriented part produces
an even deeper and sportier sound when combined with a SlipOn Line (SS) exhaust. The plug-and-play installation means no
remapping is necessary, and the headers fit the Urban Motard,
Nightshift, Icon, Icon Dark, and Desert Sled versions of the
Ducati Scrambler.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Ducati

Scrambler
Urban
Motard/Night
shift/Icon/Ico
n
Dark/Desert
Sled

SO - Slip-On

Created to fit seamlessly within the lines of the bike and
utilizing a design used on Akrapovič products for the Adventure
bike sector, this highly durable exhaust has a sandblasted highgrade titanium muffler outer sleeve with a stainless-steel link
pipe. The handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heat shield
perfectly follow the profile of the muffler. With a weight saving
of 11.6% (0.5 kg) over stock, this system offers a deep and full
V-twin sound. Performance is enhanced with a power increase
of 1.3 kW (1.7 hp) at 2,300 rpm and a rise in the torque level of
EC Type Approval, ECE 5.6 Nm at 2,700 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič in-house
Type Approval
dyno against a Pan America 1250 with a standard stock
exhaust. This EC/ECE type-approved exhaust also complies
with the latest Euro 5 standards and needs no remapping to
the ECU in its simple plug-and-play installation.The Slip-On
Line (Titanium) is compatible with the Harley-Davidson Pan
America 1250 Special version and with the original HarleyDavidson side cases, saddlebags, and centre stand.An optional
link pipe made from stainless steel is also available, designed
to raise power and torque levels, reduce weight, and increase
gas flow.

Road

HarleyDavidson

Pan America
1250

Road

This product was developed to be used with the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) for the Harley-Davidson Pan America 1250 and is
intended for use on racetracks and closed courses only.
Fabricated from high-grade stainless steel, the fitting of the
optional link pipe removes the stock pre-muffler, benefitting
from a weight reduction of an impressive 76.5% (1.9 kg) over
the stock version. When installed with the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust, performance is increased by 2.7 kW (3.7
hp) at 9,000 rpm and torque is boosted by 6.8 Nm at 2,900
rpm when tested on the Akrapovič in-house dyno against a bike
with a standard stock exhaust. It serves up a deep racing tone,
perfectly in keeping with the V-twin engine. No remapping of
the ECU is required during installation.EC/ECE type approval
of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is not valid if the optional
link pipe is attached.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

HarleyDavidson

W/O Approval

The noise damper is suitable for all riders that want to lower
noise emissions.

Road

HarleyDavidson

W/O Approval

The noise damper is suitable for all riders that want to lower
noise emissions.

Road

HarleyDavidson

W/O Approval

The noise damper is suitable for all riders that want to lower
noise emissions.

Road

HarleyDavidson

W/O Approval

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.
Cannot be used in combination with the optional link pipe LH10SO5L/1.

Road

Honda

OP - Optional
part

Stainless steel link pipe for muffler of exhaust
system.Akrapovič Slip-On with optional link pipe for Honda
CB1000R must be used in combination with ECU fuel mapping
enrichment, otherwise you risk severe engine damage!For
Dynojet Power Commander users: PC III USB mappings for
HONDA CB1000R available on PC III USB mappings available
for HONDA CB1000Rwww.powercommander.com:M135-504
(with DB killer)M135-505 (without DB killer) THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same race-proven material.WARNING!The Akrapovič Slip-On
EC type approval with optional link pipe for the Honda
CB1000R must be used in combination with ECU fuel mapping
enrichment to avoid the risk of severe engine damage.For
Dynojet Power Commander users: PC III USB mappings are
available for the HONDA CB1000R at
www.powercommander.comM135-504 (with DB killer)M135505 (without DB killer)

L-HD12SO1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV103

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV103

V-TUV103

P-HSH10R3

L-H10SO5L/1

S-H10SO7T-HTC

E-H10R7

S-H10SO20HAPLT

S-H10SO21-ASZT

S-H3SO7-APC

S-H5SO2-HRC

S-H5SO2-HRC

S-H5SO4-HRC/1

S-H5SO3-HRSS

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (SS) F

Pan America
1250

2021

2022

€

283

2012

2012

€

60

2009

2016

€

60

2009

2016

€

60

CB 1000 R

2008

2016

€

181

Honda

CB 1000 R

2008

2016

€

359

Road

Honda

CB 1000 R

2008

2016

€

975

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line muffler to a
full, complete system. It is made from perfectly welded
stainless-steel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved through the entire rpm range. When mounting the
optional headers to the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type approval is no
longer valid. For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/ , where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 1000 R

2018

2022

€

879

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed from race-proven
materials using lightweight titanium and finished with a handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
EC Type Approval, ECE
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides that unique
Type Approval
Akrapovič sound. It reduces weight by over 54% from the stock
system, leading to improved handling and manoeuvrability. It
has a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and
ECE-compliant.

Road

Honda

CB 1000 R

2018

2022

€

971

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with a carbonfibre endcap, this exhaust is aimed directly at markets where
EC-ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an increase in
power and torque with a weight savings. Designed with a short
conical muffler, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 1000 R

2018

2022

€

864

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 300 R

2018

2020

€

666

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB
400/500F

2013

2015

€

707

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB
400/500X

2013

2016

€

707

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB
400/500X

2016

2022

€

721

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
EC Type Approval, ECE
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
Type Approval
unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB 500 F

2016

2018

€

668

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

V-Rod
VRSCDX
10th A. E.
V-Rod
VRSCDX
Night Rod
V-Rod
VRSCF
Muscle

S-H5SO4-HRC/1

SM-H6SO7T

S-H6SO12-HZC

S-H6R12-HAFT

S-H6R11-AFT

S-H6R14HEGEHT

P-KAT-063/1

P-KAT-063/1

S-H6R14HEGEHT

S-H6R11-AFT

S-H10SO5T-HWC

S-H10SO6T-TC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium) CB 600F
HORNET

Slip-On Line (Carbon) CB 600F
HORNET

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB 500 F

2016

2022

€

721

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 600F
HORNET

2007

2013

€

436

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CB 600F
HORNET

2007

2013

€

823

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CB 650 F

2014

2016

€

1 435

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 650 F

2014

2018

€

1 222

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CB 650 F

2014

2018

€

1 572

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades
you’re used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems. The
catalytic converter is a honeycomb metal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and
platinum) into its surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Honda

CB 650 F

2014

2018

€

661

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades
you’re used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems. The
catalytic converter is a honeycomb metal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and
platinum) into its surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Honda

CB 650 R

2019

2020

€

661

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CB 650 R

2019

2020

€

1 572

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CB 650 R

2019

2022

€

1 222

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2006

2007

€

1 092

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same race-proven material. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2008

2013

€

1 061

RC - Racing

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-H10R7-TC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also
be mounted on "SP" models.Warning: When fitting exhaust
system on 2014-2015 models, please make sure appropriate
distance between header pipe and stock lower left side fairing
is obtained to avoid possible heat damage to stock fairing!
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2012

2016

€

1 865

Fits only on USA and Japan model 2014!Slip-Ons represent
the first step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they
offer a great balance between price and performance. Change
the nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance , and the unique Akrapovič sound.
Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same race-proven material.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2014

2014

€

1 061

S-H10SO6T-TC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) USA&JP

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV158

Noise damper

OP - Optional
part

S-H10SO11-T

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2014

2016

€

60

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.Exhaust
can also be mounted on "SP" models.USA&amp;Japan:
Exhaust system can not be mounted on 2014-2015 CBR 1000
RR US model. Please use S-H10SO6T-TT. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2014

2016

€

814

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

1 545

S-H10SO17HAPXLT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Styled and designed directly from the WorldSBK exhaust, this
muffler is constructed from race-proven materials using
lightweight titanium and finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to exhaust tuning
already provides that unique Akrapovič sound. The muffler
valve housing is made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and
ECE-compliant. Optional headers are available for enhanced
EC Type Approval, ECE
power. If used with optional headers, remapping is
Type Approval
required. For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. The
exhaust system also fits on SP and SP2 model. If passenger
footrests are removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket is
needed (as shown on the product image).

P-MBH10SO1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line exhaust system when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

201

P-MBH10E1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
Evolution Line and Racing Line exhaust systems when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

201

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium with a
weight savings of 70% over the stock muffler, the Grand
Prix–inspired design has a smaller sportier appearance and
that exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the senses. It is
made from race-proven materials and is a simple plug-and-play
installation with remapping needed, and is designed for track
use and markets where EC/ECE-type approval is not required.
There are optional headers for improved torque and power from
the mid-range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping is required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

855

RC - Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight titanium muffler
and stainless steel headers, providing a weight savings of over
20% alongside increased power and torque gains. The
stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally suited to the bike’s
racing culture. It is styled on the current Red Bull Honda World
Superbike Team system as used in competition worldwide and
has easy installation. ECU remapping is required.The exhaust
system also fits on SP and SP2 model. If passenger footrests
are removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket is needed (as
shown on the product image).For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

2 173

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line muffler to a
full, complete system. It is made from perfectly welded
stainless-steel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved through the entire rpm range. When mounting the
optional headers to the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type approval is no
longer valid. With optional headers, ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR

2017

2019

€

1 250

S-H10SO18-CBT

S-H10R8-APLT

E-H10R6

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

S-H10SO6T-TC

S-H10R7-TC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) CBR 1000
RR ABS

Racing Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same race-proven material. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2009

2013

€

1 061

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also
be mounted on "SP" models.Warning: When fitting exhaust
system on 2014-2015 models, please make sure appropriate
distance between header pipe and stock lower left side fairing
is obtained to avoid possible heat damage to stock fairing!
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2009

2016

€

1 865

Fits only on USA and Japan model 2014!Slip-Ons represent
the first step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they
offer a great balance between price and performance. Change
the nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance , and the unique Akrapovič sound.
Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same race-proven material.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2014

2014

€

1 061

S-H10SO6T-TC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) USA&JP

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV158

Noise damper

OP - Optional
part

S-H10SO11-T

E-H10R6

S-H10R8-APLT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2014

2016

€

60

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.Exhaust
can also be mounted on "SP" models.USA&amp;Japan:
Exhaust system can not be mounted on 2014-2015 CBR 1000
RR US model. Please use S-H10SO6T-TT. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2014

2016

€

814

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line muffler to a
full, complete system. It is made from perfectly welded
stainless-steel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved through the entire rpm range. When mounting the
optional headers to the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type approval is no
longer valid. With optional headers, ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

1 250

RC - Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight titanium muffler
and stainless steel headers, providing a weight savings of over
20% alongside increased power and torque gains. The
stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally suited to the bike’s
racing culture. It is styled on the current Red Bull Honda World
Superbike Team system as used in competition worldwide and
has easy installation. ECU remapping is required.The exhaust
system also fits on SP and SP2 model. If passenger footrests
are removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket is needed (as
shown on the product image).For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

2 173

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

855

S-H10SO18-CBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium with a
weight savings of 70% over the stock muffler, the Grand
Prix–inspired design has a smaller sportier appearance and
that exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the senses. It is
made from race-proven materials and is a simple plug-and-play
installation with remapping needed, and is designed for track
use and markets where EC/ECE-type approval is not required.
There are optional headers for improved torque and power from
the mid-range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping is required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-MBH10E1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
Evolution Line and Racing Line exhaust systems when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

201

P-MBH10SO1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line exhaust system when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

201

S-H10SO17HAPXLT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Styled and designed directly from the WorldSBK exhaust, this
muffler is constructed from race-proven materials using
lightweight titanium and finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to exhaust tuning
already provides that unique Akrapovič sound. The muffler
valve housing is made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and
ECE-compliant. Optional headers are available for enhanced
EC Type Approval, ECE
power. If used with optional headers, remapping is
Type Approval
required. For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. The
exhaust system also fits on SP and SP2 model. If passenger
footrests are removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket is
needed (as shown on the product image).

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR ABS

2017

2019

€

1 545

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

1 545

S-H10SO17HAPXLT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Styled and designed directly from the WorldSBK exhaust, this
muffler is constructed from race-proven materials using
lightweight titanium and finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to exhaust tuning
already provides that unique Akrapovič sound. The muffler
valve housing is made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully EC- and
EC Type Approval, ECE ECE-compliant. Optional headers are available for enhanced
Type Approval
power. If used with optional headers, remapping is
required. For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. If
passenger footrests are not installed carbon fibre muffler
bracket is mandatory (as shown on the product image).

P-MBH10SO1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line exhaust system when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

201

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

2 173

S-H10R8-APLT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight titanium muffler
and stainless steel headers, providing a weight savings of over
20% alongside increased power and torque gains. The
stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally suited to the bike’s
racing culture. It is styled on the current Red Bull Honda World
Superbike Team system as used in competition worldwide and
has easy installation. ECU remapping is required.If passenger
footrests are not installed carbon fibre muffler bracket is
mandatory (as shown on the product image).For perfect
performance, throttle response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-MBH10E1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be used with the
Evolution Line and Racing Line exhaust systems when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted and a stunning
addition to the bike’s and exhaust’s appearance.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

201

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium with a
weight savings of 70% over the stock muffler, the Grand
Prix–inspired design has a smaller sportier appearance and
that exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the senses. It is
made from race-proven materials and is a simple plug-and-play
installation with remapping needed, and is designed for track
use and markets where EC/ECE-type approval is not required.
There are optional headers for improved torque and power from
the mid-range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping is required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

855

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line muffler to a
full, complete system. It is made from perfectly welded
stainless-steel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved through the entire rpm range. When mounting the
optional headers to the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type approval is no
longer valid. With optional headers, ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 1000
RR SP / SP2

2017

2019

€

1 250

EV - Evolution

This top-of-the-range full system is made from lightweight
titanium, all designed to aid performance and handling. With a
deep, sporty sound with improved power and torque through
the whole range, this is simply the best option for the Honda
CBR1000RR-R Fireblade. Race-tested materials give the bike
a true racing feel, with design, performance, and sound straight
from the track. Static noise level with noise insert: 101,6
dB@5500 rpmStatic noise level without noise insert: 106,5
dB@5500 rpmOptional Track day Link pipe/Collector (Stainless
steel) lowers the noise levels for use on racetracks where lower
noise levels are required.Carbon fibre muffler bracket (needed
for mounting if passenger footrests are removed) is already
included within the system.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

2 842

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line muffler to a
full, complete system. It is made from perfectly welded
lightweight titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound when
used in conjunction with the Slip-On Line, delivering a powerful
racing sound that complements the bike’s performance and
racing pedigree. Power and torque are improved, especially
from the mid-range upwards.Optional headers fit also with
Akrapovič standard (first fit) silencer.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability, ECU remapping is
mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

2 098

S-H10SO18-CBT

E-H10R6

S-H10E3-APLT

E-H10E2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Optional header (Titanium)

S-H10R9-APLT

S-H10SO24-APC

L-H10R12/TD

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Track day Link pipe/Collector (SS)

RC - Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight titanium muffler
and stainless steel headers, providing a weight savings
alongside increased power and torque gains. The stunning
sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally suited to the bike’s racing
culture. Static noise level with noise insert: 101,6 dB@5500
rpmStatic noise level without noise insert: 106,5 dB@5500
rpmOptional Track day Link pipe/Collector (Stainless steel)
lowers the noise levels for use on racetracks where lower noise
levels are required.Carbon fibre muffler bracket (needed for
mounting if passenger footrests are removed) is already
included within the system.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

2 180

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from race-proven materials: carbon fibre for the
muffler sleeve and titanium for the end cap and link pipe,the
racing–inspired design has a smaller sportier appearance and
that exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the senses. It is a
simple plug-and-play installation with no remapping needed,
and is designed for track use and markets where EC/ECE-type
approval is not required. There are optional headers for
improved torque and power, especially from the mid-range
upwards.If passenger footrests are removed optional aluminium
or carbon fibre muffler bracket is needed.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

1 048

OP - Optional
part

Optional stainless steel link pipe with resonator for mounting
with the muffler and header set from the Evolution Line SH10E3-APLT or Racing Line S-H10R9-APLT. It lowers the
noise levels for use on racetracks where lower noise levels are
required.Static noise level with noise insert: 97,1 dB@5500
rpmStatic noise level without noise insert: 100, dB@5500
rpmFor perfect performance, throttle response and durability,
ECU remapping is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

409

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

1 011

S-H10SO25APLT/TD

Slip-On Line (Titanium) Track Day

SO - Slip-On

The Track Day Slip-On Line for the Honda CBR1000RR-R
Fireblade was specially developed for use on racetracks where
lower noise levels are required. It is made from race-proven
materials: titanium for the muffler and stainless steel for the link
pipe with resonator. There are optional headers for improved
torque and power, especially from the mid-range upwards.If
passenger footrests are removed optional aluminium or carbon
fibre muffler bracket is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-X257

Muffler bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with Slip-On Line (Carbon), Slip-On Line (Titanium) Track Day,
Evolution Line (Titanium) and Racing Line (Titanium) exhaust
systems when the passenger foot-pegs are removed.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

92

P-MBH10SO2

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

The optional carbon muffler bracket is designed to be used with
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line (Titanium) Track Day
exhaust systems when the passenger foot-pegs are removed.
It is already included within the Evolution Line (Titanium) and
Racing Line (Titanium).

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

201

P-HSB10R8/1H

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Evolution / Racing Line exhaust with
this perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.
This optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the
Honda CBR1000RR-R Fireblade.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade /
SP

2020

2022

€

129

EV - Evolution

Aimed exclusively at race riders and racing teams using a HRC
Race Kit, this full system is constructed from lightweight
titanium alloys, with complex parts cast in the Akrapovič inhouse foundry. This race-inspired design, with a reliefimprinted muffler, is exclusively deigned for the machine, and
its specific routing and construction meets the demands of
racing. Weighing less than 5 kg, the system provides optimum
performance through the rev range with perfect throttle control,
and its light weight aids handling and on-track behaviour. All
tailor-made fitments offer a perfect installation between the
bike’s engine and the exhaust, all with a standard of finish
befitting an Akrapovič system.The R&amp;D department of
Honda Motor Corporation recommends the Evolution Line Kit
(Titanium) exhaust for the Honda CBR1000RR-R Fireblade
with the official HRC Race Kit. It is available for ordering
through the Akrapovič sales network. For availability date
please contact your area sales manager.Evolution and Racing
Line systems for standard Honda CBR1000RR-R Fireblade /
SP models are in developement and will be announced in the
upcoming months.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR
1000RR-R
Fireblade SP
race-based
model (HRC)

2020

2021

€

5 042

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 125 R

2011

2016

€

721

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 150 R

2011

2016

€

721

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 250 RR

2017

2022

€

544

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 250 RR

2017

2022

€

433

S-H10E2-APLT

S-H125R10-ZC

S-H125R10-ZC

S-H2SO6-APC

E-H2R3

Evolution Line Kit (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

S-H3SO3-RC

S-H5SO2-HRC

S-H5SO3-HRSS

S-H5SO4-HRC/1

S-H6SO12-HZC

SM-H6SO7T

S-H6SO11-HACT

S-H6SO13-HACT

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon) CBR 600 F

Slip-On Line (Titanium) CBR 600 F

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.The
system fits also on Honda CBR 250R 2014-2015 that is sold in
Japan. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 300 R

2014

2016

€

659

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR
400/500 R

2013

2015

€

707

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
EC Type Approval, ECE
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
Type Approval
unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR
400/500 R

2016

2018

€

668

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR
400/500 R

2016

2022

€

721

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 F

2007

2013

€

823

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 F

2007

2013

€

436

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 RR

2007

2008

€

1 005

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 RR

2009

2012

€

975

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 RR

2013

2018

€

1 024

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-H6SO16-HACT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-H6R8

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 600 RR

2013

2018

€

1 202

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations. EC type-approval is valid only when
optional catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 F

2014

2016

€

1 435

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 F

2014

2018

€

1 222

RC - Racing

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades
you’re used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems. The
catalytic converter is a honeycomb metal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and
platinum) into its surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 F

2014

2018

€

661

S-H6R12-HAFT

S-H6R11-AFT

P-KAT-063/1

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

EC Type Approval

S-H6R14HEGEHT

S-H6R14HEGEHT

P-KAT-063/1

S-H6R11-AFT

S-H10SO22-HWT

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 F

2014

2018

€

1 572

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 R

2019

2020

€

1 572

RC - Racing

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades
you’re used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems. The
catalytic converter is a honeycomb metal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and
platinum) into its surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 R

2019

2020

€

661

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CBR 650 R

2019

2022

€

1 222

SO - Slip-On

With a design inspired by Akrapovič-equipped cross-country
rally-winning motorcycles – including rallies in Africa, the
continent that gave birth to Honda’s iconic machine – the SlipOn Line is every bit an exhaust that has been developed under
the harshest and most gruelling of conditions. The double-flow
muffler is a unique combination of a hexagonal shape and a
more classic rear endcap, finished with a durable titanium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler sleeve and robust carbon-fibre clamp. This EC/ECE
Type Approval
type-approved exhaust provides a performance increase at
lower and higher revs. A deeper more enriching sound is
achieved by using the best characteristics of the Honda’s 270°
twin-cylinder engine and delivering a pulsating beat. The plugand-play exhaust is simple to install without any need for
remapping and comes with full instructions.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin

2016

2019

€

961

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin

2016

2019

€

814

EC Type Approval

E-H10R5/1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Designed for riders that want to get the most from their
Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped Africa Twins. Made from
perfectly finished stainless steel, these optional headers are an
easy-to-fit performance upgrade that will provide power gains
right through the rev range, especially when fitted to the open
version, where the increases are very impressive. When
combined with either Slip-On Line exhaust, the complete
system delivers an enhanced sound that makes the beating
heart of the Africa Twin sound superb.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-SA022SET

Spark Arrester Set

SO - Slip-On

To comply with North American off-road regulations, a set
of spark arresters is available for the US market.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin

2016

2019

€

115

SO - Slip-On

This Slip-On Line exhaust is manufactured to withstand the
harshest of conditions and has been developed from
Akrapovič’s winning involvement in cross-country rallies.
Offered alongside the EC/ECE type-approved system for the
Africa Twin, this superbly designed and finished exhaust has
an even deeper sound that creates a stunning sound as the
throttle opens and the revs rise. Manufactured with a unique
combination of a hexagonal shape and a more classic rear
endcap, this double-flow muffler is finished in durable titanium
and supplied with a robust carbon-fibre clamp to cope with the
extreme conditions it is designed to face. Delivering
performance increases throughout the entire rev range this
exhaust makes the most of the Honda’s thumping twin-cylinder
engine. An even greater power increase can also be achieved
with the addition of the optional stainless-steel headers to take
the performance to higher levels.&#65279;Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central stand.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin

2016

2019

€

814

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2018

2019

€

814

S-H10SO16-WT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-H10SO16-WT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This Slip-On Line exhaust is manufactured to withstand the
harshest of conditions and has been developed from
Akrapovič’s winning involvement in cross-country rallies.
Offered alongside the EC/ECE type-approved system for the
Africa Twin, this superbly designed and finished exhaust has
an even deeper sound that creates a stunning sound as the
throttle opens and the revs rise. Manufactured with a unique
combination of a hexagonal shape and a more classic rear
endcap, this double-flow muffler is finished in durable titanium
and supplied with a robust carbon-fibre clamp to cope with the
extreme conditions it is designed to face. Delivering
performance increases throughout the entire rev range this
exhaust makes the most of the Honda’s thumping twin-cylinder
engine. An even greater power increase can also be achieved
with the addition of the optional stainless-steel headers to take
the performance to higher levels.&#65279;Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central stand.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-SA022SET

Spark Arrester Set

SO - Slip-On

To comply with North American off-road regulations, a set
of spark arresters is available for the US market.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2018

2019

€

115

OP - Optional
part

Designed for riders that want to get the most from their
Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped Africa Twins. Made from
perfectly finished stainless steel, these optional headers are an
easy-to-fit performance upgrade that will provide power gains
right through the rev range, especially when fitted to the open
version, where the increases are very impressive. When
combined with either Slip-On Line exhaust, the complete
system delivers an enhanced sound that makes the beating
heart of the Africa Twin sound superb.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2018

2019

€

814

E-H10R5/1

Optional Header (SS)

S-H10SO22-HWT

S-H11R1-WT/2

E-H10R9/1

S-H11SO2-HGJT

S-H11SO2-HGJT

E-H10R10/1

S-H11R2-WT/2

S-H3SO10-BNTA

E-H3SO1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS) - for
Adventure Sports

Racing Line (Titanium) - for
Adventure Sports

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

SO - Slip-On

With a design inspired by Akrapovič-equipped cross-country
rally-winning motorcycles – including rallies in Africa, the
continent that gave birth to Honda’s iconic machine – the SlipOn Line is every bit an exhaust that has been developed under
the harshest and most gruelling of conditions. The double-flow
muffler is a unique combination of a hexagonal shape and a
more classic rear endcap, finished with a durable titanium
EC Type Approval, ECE
muffler sleeve and robust carbon-fibre clamp. This EC/ECE
Type Approval
type-approved exhaust provides a performance increase at
lower and higher revs. A deeper more enriching sound is
achieved by using the best characteristics of the Honda’s 270°
twin-cylinder engine and delivering a pulsating beat. The plugand-play exhaust is simple to install without any need for
remapping and comes with full instructions.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

CRF1000L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2018

2019

€

961

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.
The double-flow muffler is a unique combination of a hexagonal
shape and a more classic rear endcap, finished with a durable
titanium muffler sleeve and robust carbon-fibre clamp.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is recommended.FITMENT NOTICE: This product
is compatible with original Honda center stand, engine guard
and pannier stays.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin

2020

2022

€

1 346

RC - Racing

Designed for riders that want to get the most from their
Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped Africa Twins. Made from
perfectly finished stainless steel, these optional headers are an
easy-to-fit performance upgrade that will provide power gains
right through the rev range. When combined with the Slip-On
Line exhaust, the complete system delivers an enhanced sound
that makes the beating heart of the Africa Twin sound
superb.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability, ECU remapping is recommended.This product is
compatible with original Honda central stand and front side pipe
kit.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin

2020

2022

€

814

SO - Slip-On

Part of the new ʼDurability Reimagined rangeʼ, with increased
durability and the latest evolution of muffler design and shape.
Constructed from lightweight titanium and finished with a
handmade newly designed carbon fibre heat shield and end
cap, with an imprinted muffler to add to the visual impact. 24%
less weight than the standard stock version, with complex parts
EC Type Approval, ECE
cast in the in-house foundry. EC/ECE type approved and a
Type Approval
simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed.
Created using special parts, including a double-flow muffler that
features an integrated exhaust valve, designed to deliver a
unique sound, which switches noticeably between the higher
revs from the pulsing beat of the parallel-twin engine to a deep
fuller sound as the revs drop.Exhaust system is compatible
with Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin

2020

2022

€

1 626

SO - Slip-On

Part of the new ʼDurability Reimagined rangeʼ, with increased
durability and the latest evolution of muffler design and shape.
Constructed from lightweight titanium and finished with a
handmade newly designed carbon fibre heat shield and end
cap, with an imprinted muffler to add to the visual impact. 24%
less weight than the standard stock version, with complex parts
EC Type Approval, ECE
cast in the in-house foundry. EC/ECE type approved and a
Type Approval
simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed.
Created using special parts, including a double-flow muffler that
features an integrated exhaust valve, designed to deliver a
unique sound, which switches noticeably between the higher
revs from the pulsing beat of the parallel-twin engine to a deep
fuller sound as the revs drop.Exhaust system is compatible
with Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2020

2022

€

1 626

RC - Racing

Designed for riders that want to get the most from their
Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped Africa Twins Adventure
Sports. Made from perfectly finished stainless steel, these
optional headers are an easy-to-fit performance upgrade that
will provide power gains right through the rev range. When
combined with either Slip-On Line exhaust, the complete
system delivers an enhanced sound that makes the beating
heart of the Africa Twin sound superb.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability, ECU remapping is
recommended.This product is compatible with original Honda
central stand and front side pipe kit.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2020

2022

€

814

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.
The double-flow muffler is a unique combination of a hexagonal
shape and a more classic rear endcap, finished with a durable
titanium muffler sleeve and robust carbon-fibre clamp.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is recommended.FITMENT NOTICE: This product
is compatible with original Honda center stand, engine guard
and pannier stays.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF1100L
Africa Twin
Adventure
Sports

2020

2022

€

1 346

SO - Slip-On

Featuring a new design, perfectly sculpted to follow the lines of
the bike and offer a racing look. Produced using race-proven
materials, the end cap and the outer sleeve are lightweight
titanium, and high-grade stainless steel is utilized for the link
pipe, giving the exhaust a weight savings of over 49%
compared to the standard stock version. A clear enhancement
in performance is achieved through the exhaust, with perfect
throttle response across the rev range and power gains of 1,3
hp at 5,100 rpm, with torque increased by 1.8 Nm at 5,100 rpm
when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a Honda CRF300L
with a standard stock exhaust. All of this is allied with the
distinctive deep Akrapovič sound. It features easy plug-andplay installation, and no remapping is required. This exhaust is
meant for racetrack and closed course use only.An optional
stainless-steel header is also available.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF300L /
Rally

2021

2022

€

761

OP - Optional
part

This optional header provides increased tuning potential when
used with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust. It is constructed
using high-grade stainless steel, has a thread for the lambda
sensor for those planning to tune the engine electronics, and
has no catalytic converter. Power is increased by 1.5 hp at
7,650 rpm, when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a
Honda CRF300L with a standard stock exhaust. This adds a
distinctive deep and sporty sound. It features easy plug-andplay installation, and no remapping is required. This product is
meant for racetrack and closed course use only.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

CRF300L /
Rally

2021

2022

€

349

P-KAT-038

S-H7SO2-HRC

S-H7SO2-HRT

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (Carbon) Integra

Slip-On Line (Titanium) Integra

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Honda

Forza 125

2015

2016

€

124

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases
and central stand.

Road

Honda

Integra

2012

2020

€

859

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases and
central stand.

Road

Honda

Integra

2012

2020

€

823

Road

Honda

Monkey

2019

2022

€

711

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

S-H125SO5-FFT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully shaped exhaust perfectly matches the
Monkey’s unique character. The twin conical mufflers are
constructed from stainless steel, featuring muffler sleeves in
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust system offers
power gains through the entire rpm range and reduced weight,
and it delivers a deep, rewarding sound. The sporty but classic
appearance can be further enhanced by adding the specially
designed carbon-fibre heat shield. An optional header in
stainless steel is available for an upgrade to a full system.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-H125R3

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available header from the finest stainless steel offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

Monkey

2019

2022

€

312

P-HSH125R1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is available as an option
to replace the stock version. It will add to the overall
appearance of the exhaust and the bike.

Road

Honda

Monkey

2019

2022

€

198

E-H125E1

Optional Header (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2013

2015

€

339

S-H125SO1-HAPC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2013

2015

€

554

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2016

2020

€

881

OP - Optional
part

Offering an impressive increase in power of over 10% and a
huge weight savings of 48% over the stock item, the header
provides increased tuning potential when used with the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) exhaust. It is constructed using high-grade
stainless steel, has a thread for the lambda sensor for those
planning to tune the engine electronics, and has no catalytic
converter. Power is increased by 13.6% at 8,600 rpm, with
torque increased by 14.7% at 8,700 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a Honda MSX 125 with a standard
stock exhaust. This adds a distinctive deep and sporty sound.
It features easy plug-and-play installation, and no remapping is
required. This exhaust is meant for racetrack and closed
course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2021

2022

€

198

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2021

2022

€

709

S-H125R6-ASZT/1

E-H125R2

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-H125SO4ASZTBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Featuring a new design, perfectly sculpted to follow the lines of
the bike and offer a racing look, the Slip-On Line’s innovative
conical muffler is black and has a laser-engraved logo for
increased visual effect. Produced using race-proven materials,
the end cap and the outer sleeve are lightweight titanium, and
high-grade stainless steel is utilized for the link pipe, giving the
exhaust a weight savings of over 36% compared to the
standard stock version. A clear enhancement in performance is
achieved through the exhaust, with perfect throttle response
across the rev range and power gains of 5.8% at 8,500 rpm,
with torque increased by 4.3% at 5,350 rpm when tested on
the Akrapovič dyno against a Honda MSX 125 with a standard
stock exhaust. All of this is allied with the distinctive deep
Akrapovič sound. It features easy plug-and-play installation,
and no remapping is required. This exhaust is meant for
racetrack and closed course use only. An optional stainlesssteel header and carbon-fibre heatshield are also
available.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSH125SO1

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra adds a further touch of personalization to the
MSX 125 / Grom.

Road

Honda

MSX 125 /
Grom

2021

2022

€

116

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases and
central stand.

Road

Honda

NC
700/750S

2012

2020

€

823

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases
and central stand.

Road

Honda

NC
700/750S

2012

2020

€

859

S-H7SO2-HRT

S-H7SO2-HRC

Slip-On Line (Titanium) S

Slip-On Line (Carbon) S

S-H7SO2-HRT

S-H7SO2-HRC

S-H12SO1-HRT

S-H12SO3-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases and
central stand.

Road

Honda

NC
700/750X

2012

2020

€

823

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your motorcycle that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. Exhaust system is compatible with Honda side cases
and central stand.

Road

Honda

NC
700/750X

2012

2020

€

859

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

VFR 1200F

2010

2015

€

1 171

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

Road

Honda

VFR 1200X
Crosstourer

2012

2015

€

938

Road

Honda

VFR 1200X
Crosstourer

2016

2020

€

1 008

SO - Slip-On

S-H12SO4-HZAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda side cases and central stand.

S-H8SO3-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.Akrapovic
exhaust is also compatible with Honda aftermarket side cases.

Road

Honda

VFR 800F

2014

2016

€

861

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

VFR 800F

2017

2020

€

824

Road

Honda

VFR 800X
Crossrunner

2011

2014

€

919

Road

Honda

VFR 800X
Crossrunner

2015

2016

€

861

S-H8SO4-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-H8SO2-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.

S-H8SO3-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda side cases and central stand.

Road

Honda

VFR 800X
Crossrunner

2017

2020

€

824

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest titanium offer an
upgrade to a full system when used with either the stock
muffler or Akrapovič low and high mount exhaust systems that
come as standard or original accessory by Indian Motorcycles.
Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful design, and
the unique Akrapovič sound.Stock heat shield or optional
available carbon heat shield can be used. &#65279;THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Indian

FTR 1200 /
S

2019

2020

€

1 298

Road

Indian

FTR 1200 /
S

2019

2020

€

259

Road

Indian

FTR 1200 /
S

2019

2020

€

182

Road

Kawasaki

1400 GTR

2008

2017

€

1 135

S-H8SO4-HRT

E-IN12E1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (Titanium)

L-IN12R1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

P-HSIN12E1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

This optional stainless steel link pipe will transform the exhaust
and take the FTR 1200 to a higher performance level. Providing
more power and increased torque, the link pipe makes full use
of the machine’s potential. Designed to fit with the stock muffler
or Akrapovič low and high mount exhaust systems that come
as standard or original Indian Motorcycles
accessory.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.
Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield is designed to replace the
stock heat shield. It can be used on Akrapovič or stock
headers.

S-K14SO5-HZAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

S-K14SO5-HZAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Kawasaki

CONCOUR
S 14

2008

2017

€

1 135

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre for the
end cap give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC typeapproval is valid only catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

ER-6 N/F

2012

2016

€

1 030

S-K6R7-HT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

P-KAT-036

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

ER-6 N/F

2012

2016

€

219

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja
1000SX

2020

2022

€

916

E-K10R5

Optional Header (SS)

RC - Racing

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, ECU remapping
is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HSK10SO4

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the Ninja
1000SX.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja
1000SX

2020

2022

€

131

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.On the
product image, the system is shown together with optional
carbon heat shield P-HSK10SO4.Exhaust system is
compatible with Kawasaki side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja
1000SX

2020

2022

€

950

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts. Race-proven
materials.On the product image, the system is shown together
with optional carbon heat shield P-HSK10SO4.Exhaust system
is compatible with Kawasaki side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja
1000SX

2020

2022

€

929

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.Fitment
notice: The system does not fit on Z 125 / PRO model (mini
naked).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 125 /
Z125
(11kW)

2019

2022

€

437

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 250

2018

2019

€

581

S-K10SO24-HRC

S-K10SO24-HRT

S-K2SO8-CUBT

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-K4SO6-APC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.In
combination with optional headers, we recommend to use the
noise insert that comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-K4R1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 250

2018

2019

€

429

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end cap is made of
carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 250

2018

2019

€

683

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 250R

2013

2016

€

615

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.Fitment
notice: The system does not fit on Z 125 / PRO model (mini
naked).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 250SL

2015

2017

€

437

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 300

2013

2016

€

615

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 400

2018

2020

€

683

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 400

2018

2020

€

429

S-K4SO5-HRT

S-K3SO1-ZC

S-K2SO8-CUBT

S-K3SO1-ZC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

S-K4SO5-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end cap is made of
carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.

E-K4R1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-K4SO6-APC

P-KAT-036

S-K6R7-HT

P-KAT-076

S-K6R12HEGEHT

S-K6R13-AFCRT

S-K6R14HEGEHT

S-K6R13-AFCRT

S-K6R14HEGEHT/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Catalytic converter

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.In
combination with optional headers, we recommend to use the
noise insert that comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 400

2018

2020

€

581

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2012

2016

€

219

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre for the
end cap give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC typeapproval is valid only catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2012

2016

€

1 030

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2017

2020

€

259

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2017

2020

€

1 353

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2017

2020

€

1 090

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2021

2021

€

1 883

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2021

2022

€

1 090

RC - Racing

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE
the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja 650

2021

2022

€

1 939

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja H2

2015

2020

€

1 658

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja H2

2017

2020

€

63

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja H2 SX

2018

2020

€

1 296

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line represents a full
step in exhaust tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer sleeve with stainlesssteel headers to provide a weight savings over the stock
system and improve handling. It delivers a deeper and sportier
sound for enhanced enjoyment. The simple plug-and-play
installation requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE
the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.Catalytic converter is included within the system.
Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line represents a full
step in exhaust tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer sleeve with stainlesssteel headers to provide a weight savings over the stock
system and improve handling. It delivers a deeper and sportier
sound for enhanced enjoyment. The simple plug-and-play
installation requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-K10SO15-HX2C

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Developed from the&nbsp;(r)evolutionary&nbsp;Akrapovič
concept system first seen at the 2014 Intermot show, the allnew Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is constructed from
light-weight carbon-fiber and titanium to give this innovative
design a noticeable weight saving.
This&nbsp;stunning&nbsp;exhaust has been perfectly matched
to the contours of the high-performance Kawasaki Ninja H2
and the machine can be further enhanced with the addition of
the Akrapovič exhaust. Making the most of the Ninja H2’s
power, this unique system will deliver&nbsp;optimal
performance&nbsp;from the bike and add even greater appeal
through its innovative design. The Slip-On exhaust system is
supplied with a light-weight carbon-fiber bracket and an easy-tofollow mounting manual. This plug-and-play system needs no
remapping or other parts to make the Kawasaki Ninja H2 an
even greater machine.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-X188

Shock absorber bracket

EV - Evolution

Shock absorber bracket is mandatory for mounting the
Evolution Line Carbon) - S-K10E3-HX2C on 2017 model year
Kawasaki Ninja H2 and H2R.

S-K10SO21HRAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Presented at EICMA 2017 when the bike was first launched,
this exhaust has been uniquely designed to match the
Kawasaki Ninja H2 SX’s lines. With relief imprints on the
handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield, the Slip-On
Line follows the bike’s shape seamlessly. It is constructed from
high-grade stainless steel with a lightweight titanium outer
EC Type Approval, ECE sleeve for the muffler, which is then coated in black for a more
Type Approval
sporty and eye-catching look. Weight savings are in excess of
33% over stock system. The sound of the exhaust has been
perfectly tuned to give a deeper and full motorcycle tone from
the supercharged engine. Power increases at the top of the rev
range. It is easy to fit, and EC- and ECE-compliant with no
need for remapping. It is compatible with the Kawasaki’s side
cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja H2 SX

2021

2022

€

1 328

Shock absorber bracket is mandatory for mounting the
Evolution Line Carbon) - S-K10E3-HX2C on 2017 model year
Kawasaki Ninja H2 and H2R.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja H2R

2017

2020

€

63

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2004

2005

€

854

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2008

2010

€

268

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2011

2015

€

273

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and plenty of carbon fibre parts. Race-proven
materials.The exhaust system modification results in a major
boost in performance and weight reduction.When Slip-On
System is combined with optional link pipe, optional heat shield
can not be mounted.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2011

2015

€

950

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system with link pipe is
developed for the race track.It will replace stock muffler, stock
valve and stock catalytic converter link pipe.The Slip-On
exhaust delivers increased performance and reduces the
weight substantial. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2011

2015

€

887

If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket with different carbon muffler clamp is needed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

331

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with a carbonfibre endcap, this exhaust is aimed directly at markets where
EC-ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an increase in
power and torque with a weight savings. Designed with a short
conical muffler, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is also available,
designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the next step.
When used with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

897

OP - Optional
part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with both the Slip-On Line (Carbon) and
Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved linear curve across
the entire rev range, coupled with weight savings. When
installed on the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder to boost to the senses, and when added to the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) the unique sound is further increased,
displaying the exhaust’s true racing spirit. When fitting the link
pipe to the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must be
remapped. The optional noise insert should be used when the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) and optional link-pipe are used in
conjunction with each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

377

EV - Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-grade and raceproven lightweight titanium alloy that provides an impressive
increase in power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is decreased by over 5
kg. The system is finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre
hexagonal muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired by
Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World Superbike–winning
machine. A power increase in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and
a unique deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s sporty
heritage. An optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket is available to
further complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU must be
remapped when the Evolution Line system is installed.For
perfect performance, throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration
with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used.
Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/,
where you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

2 856

RC - Racing

This is a full stainless-steel exhaust system with a beautifully
finished carbon-fibre muffler sleeve and endcap. The Racing
Line provides a great increase in power and torque, coupled
with more linear delivery right across the entire rev range. It
comes with a hexagonal muffler – including titanium inner parts
to reduce weight – and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is also available to
complement the beautiful finish of this impressive system. The
bike’s ECU must be remapped when the Racing Line system is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

2 124

S-K10SO30-HGIT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-X188

Shock absorber bracket

EV - Evolution

S-K10SO2-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

L-K10SO4/1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

L-K10SO5/1

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO7T-HASZ

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

S-K10SO13-ZT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-MBK10E2

Muffler bracket with Muffler clamp
(Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO17-ASZ

L-K10SO7T

S-K10E9-ZC

S-K10R9-ZC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Constructed from race-inspired materials and consisting of a
high-grade lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve, a stylish
handmade carbon-fibre heat shield, and an end cap with twin
exhaust ports, this product is completed with a stainless-steel
link pipe. Featuring a catalytic converter to comply with Euro 5
regulations, this Slip-On Line (Titanium) weighs in at 2.2 kg
lighter than the standard stock system, for a weight savings of
EC Type Approval, ECE
28.9%. It is fully compatible with the Kawasaki OEM side
Type Approval
cases. A simple plug and play installation, with no need for
remapping, the system provides a perfect throttle response,
with power increased by 1.4 kW (1.9 hp) at 10,100 rpm and a
torque elevation of 1.8 Nm at 5,500 rpm when tested on the inhouse dyno against a Ninja H2 SX with a standard stock
exhaust. All of this is allied with a deep, distinctive Akrapovič
sound.

EC Type Approval

Optional link pipe can be combined with our Slip-On system.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.
Optional titanium link pipe can be combined with our Slip-On
system.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommanderTHIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

EC Type Approval

W/O Approval

S-K10SO16-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV109/1

Optional Noise Damper

SO - Slip-On

P-MBK10SO2

Muffler Bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

P-MBK10E3

Muffler bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

L-K10SO9

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

Optional header (Titanium)

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2016

2020

€

60

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

356

OP - Optional
part

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

377

Optional stainless steel link pipe with resonator for mounting
with the muffler and header set from the Evolution Line SK10E10-RC or Racing Line S-K10R10-RC. It lowers the noise
levels for use on racetracks where lower noise levels are
required.Static noise level with Track Day link pipe: 97,4
dB@5500 rpmStatic noise level with Track Day link pipe and
optional noise dumper: 95 dB@5500 rpmFor perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, ECU remapping
is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

441

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

60

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

62

SO - Slip-On

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler is made from beautifully
crafted carbon fibre while the updated end cap is now made out
of light-weight titanium. The EC-ECE type-approved exhaust
delivers an increase in both power and torque across the rev
EC Type Approval, ECE
range. The use of titanium for the pipes and muffler inner parts
Type Approval
creates an additional reduction in weight. An optional link-pipe
is available to improve performance and an optional carbonfibre muffler bracket to enhance the appearance. When used
with the link pipe, the ECU must be remapped.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

1 167

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, this exhaust
is aimed directly at markets where EC-ECE type approval is
not valid. It offers an increase in power and torque with a
weight savings. Designed with a short conical muffler, the SlipOn Line (Titanium) produces a unique sharper racing sound.
An optional header set and an optional link-pipe are also
available, designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the
next step. When used with the header set or the link pipe, the
ECU must be remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

936

EV - Evolution

This is a complete system constructed from high-grade, raceproven lightweight titanium alloys. It provides an impressive
increase in power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is decreased by over 6
kg. The system is finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre
hexagonal muffler – inspired by Jonathan Rea's (Kawasaki
Racing Team) World Superbike–winning machine. The power
level has been increased with an extra 8.2 kW (11 HP),
recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno with back-to-back tests
of the Kawasaki with an Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust and
a Ninja ZX-10RR with a standard stock exhaust system. The
exhaust delivers a unique, deep, sporty sound that enhances
the system’s sporty heritage. An optional aluminium muffler
bracket is available to further complement the entire system.
The bike’s ECU must be remapped when the Evolution Line
system is installed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

2 856

RC - Racing

This is a complete stainless-steel exhaust system with a
beautifully finished carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve and highgrade titanium endcap. With the Racing Line, power and torque
levels have been increased by an extra 8.2 Kw (11.1 HP) and
13.4 Nm, recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno with back-toback tests of the Kawasaki with a Racing Line (Titanium)
exhaust and a Ninja ZX-10RR with a standard stock exhaust
system. Coupled with linear delivery right across the entire rev
range, it comes with a hexagonal muffler – including titanium
inner parts to reduce weight – and a deep sporty sound. An
option to add an aluminium muffler bracket is also available to
complement the beautiful finish of this system. The bike’s ECU
must be remapped when the Racing Line system is
installed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

2 160

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line to a full,
complete system. It is made from perfectly welded high-grade
titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved, especially from the mid-range upwards.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

2 054

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R

2021

2022

€

1 305

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

60

OP - Optional
part

E-K10E2

Road

108

Optional noise dumper

Racing Line (Carbon)

1 092

€

V-TUV316

S-K10R10-RC

€

2022

OP - Optional
part

Evolution Line (Carbon)

2020

2021

Optional Noise dumper

S-K10E10-RC

2016

Ninja ZX10R

V-TUV309

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Ninja ZX10R

Kawasaki

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO28ASZTBL

Kawasaki

Road

Track Day Link Pipe/Collector (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Road

Made from high-grade titanium, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with both the Slip-On Line (Carbon) and
Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved linear curve across
the entire rev range, coupled with weight savings. When
installed on the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder to boost to the senses, and when added to the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) the unique sound is further increased,
displaying the exhaust’s true racing spirit. When fitting the link
pipe to the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must be
remapped. The optional noise insert should be used when the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) and optional link-pipe are used in
conjunction with each other.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-K10R12/TD

S-K10SO27-HRC

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and endcap are made
from beautifully crafted carbon fibre. The EC-ECE typeapproved exhaust delivers an increase in both power and
torque across the rev range. The use of titanium for the pipes
EC Type Approval, ECE
and muffler inner parts creates an additional reduction in
Type Approval
weight. An optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket to
enhance the appearance. When used with the link pipe, the
ECU must be remapped.
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO17-ASZ (Slip-On
W/O Approval
Line Titanium).
The optional carbon muffler bracket is designed to be used with
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
systems when the passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is
already included within the Evolution Line (Carbon) and Racing
Line (Carbon).
The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with Evolution Line (Carbon) S-K10E10-RC and Racing Line
(Carbon) S-K10R10-RC.

E-K10R7

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV109/1

Optional Noise Damper

SO - Slip-On

The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO28-ASZTBL - SlipOn Line (Titanium). for Kawasaki ZX-10RR 2021 and also on SK10SO29-ASZTBL - Slip-On Line (Titanium) for Kawasaki Z
H2 2020-2021.
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10E10-RC (Evolution
Line) and S-K10R10-RC (Racing Line).Static noise level with
Track Day link pipe and optional noise dumper: 95 dB@5500
rpm

W/O Approval

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line to a full,
complete system. It is made from perfectly welded stainlesssteel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved, especially from the mid-range upwards.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO17-ASZ (Slip-On
Line Titanium).

S-K10SO16-HZC

S-K10R9-ZC

S-K10E9-ZC

L-K10SO7T

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and endcap are made
from beautifully crafted carbon fibre. The EC-ECE typeapproved exhaust delivers an increase in both power and
torque across the rev range. The use of titanium for the pipes
and muffler inner parts creates an additional reduction in
weight. An optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket to
enhance the appearance. When used with the link pipe, the
ECU must be remapped.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

1 092

RC - Racing

This is a full stainless-steel exhaust system with a beautifully
finished carbon-fibre muffler sleeve and endcap. The Racing
Line provides a great increase in power and torque, coupled
with more linear delivery right across the entire rev range. It
comes with a hexagonal muffler – including titanium inner parts
to reduce weight – and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is also available to
complement the beautiful finish of this impressive system. The
bike’s ECU must be remapped when the Racing Line system is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

2 124

EV - Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-grade and raceproven lightweight titanium alloy that provides an impressive
increase in power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is decreased by over 5
kg. The system is finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre
hexagonal muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired by
Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World Superbike–winning
machine. A power increase in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and
a unique deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s sporty
heritage. An optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket is available to
further complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU must be
remapped when the Evolution Line system is installed.For
perfect performance, throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration
with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used.
Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/,
where you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

2 856

OP - Optional
part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with both the Slip-On Line (Carbon) and
Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved linear curve across
the entire rev range, coupled with weight savings. When
installed on the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder to boost to the senses, and when added to the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) the unique sound is further increased,
displaying the exhaust’s true racing spirit. When fitting the link
pipe to the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must be
remapped. The optional noise insert should be used when the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) and optional link-pipe are used in
conjunction with each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

377

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with a carbonfibre endcap, this exhaust is aimed directly at markets where
EC-ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an increase in
power and torque with a weight savings. Designed with a short
conical muffler, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is also available,
designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the next step.
When used with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

897

W/O Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket with different carbon muffler clamp is needed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10R SE

2018

2020

€

331

W/O Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket with different carbon muffler clamp is needed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

331

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with a carbonfibre endcap, this exhaust is aimed directly at markets where
EC-ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an increase in
power and torque with a weight savings. Designed with a short
conical muffler, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is also available,
designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the next step.
When used with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

897

OP - Optional
part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with both the Slip-On Line (Carbon) and
Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved linear curve across
the entire rev range, coupled with weight savings. When
installed on the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder to boost to the senses, and when added to the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) the unique sound is further increased,
displaying the exhaust’s true racing spirit. When fitting the link
pipe to the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must be
remapped. The optional noise insert should be used when the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) and optional link-pipe are used in
conjunction with each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

377

SO - Slip-On

S-K10SO17-ASZ

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-MBK10E2

Muffler bracket with Muffler clamp
(Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

P-MBK10E2

Muffler bracket with Muffler clamp
(Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO17-ASZ

L-K10SO7T

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-K10E9-ZC

S-K10R9-ZC

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-grade and raceproven lightweight titanium alloy that provides an impressive
increase in power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is decreased by over 5
kg. The system is finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre
hexagonal muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired by
Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World Superbike–winning
machine. A power increase in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and
a unique deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s sporty
heritage. An optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket is available to
further complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU must be
remapped when the Evolution Line system is installed.For
perfect performance, throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration
with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used.
Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/,
where you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

2 856

RC - Racing

This is a full stainless-steel exhaust system with a beautifully
finished carbon-fibre muffler sleeve and endcap. The Racing
Line provides a great increase in power and torque, coupled
with more linear delivery right across the entire rev range. It
comes with a hexagonal muffler – including titanium inner parts
to reduce weight – and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is also available to
complement the beautiful finish of this impressive system. The
bike’s ECU must be remapped when the Racing Line system is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D
in collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to
be used. Please visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/, where you can download the mapping. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

2 124

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

1 092

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2017

2020

€

60

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

1 305

OP - Optional
part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line to a full,
complete system. It is made from perfectly welded high-grade
titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved, especially from the mid-range upwards.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

2 054

RC - Racing

This is a complete stainless-steel exhaust system with a
beautifully finished carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve and highgrade titanium endcap. With the Racing Line, power and torque
levels have been increased by an extra 8.2 Kw (11.1 HP) and
13.4 Nm, recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno with back-toback tests of the Kawasaki with a Racing Line (Titanium)
exhaust and a Ninja ZX-10RR with a standard stock exhaust
system. Coupled with linear delivery right across the entire rev
range, it comes with a hexagonal muffler – including titanium
inner parts to reduce weight – and a deep sporty sound. An
option to add an aluminium muffler bracket is also available to
complement the beautiful finish of this system. The bike’s ECU
must be remapped when the Racing Line system is
installed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

2 160

EV - Evolution

This is a complete system constructed from high-grade, raceproven lightweight titanium alloys. It provides an impressive
increase in power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is decreased by over 6
kg. The system is finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre
hexagonal muffler – inspired by Jonathan Rea's (Kawasaki
Racing Team) World Superbike–winning machine. The power
level has been increased with an extra 8.2 kW (11 HP),
recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno with back-to-back tests
of the Kawasaki with an Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust and
a Ninja ZX-10RR with a standard stock exhaust system. The
exhaust delivers a unique, deep, sporty sound that enhances
the system’s sporty heritage. An optional aluminium muffler
bracket is available to further complement the entire system.
The bike’s ECU must be remapped when the Evolution Line
system is installed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

2 856

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, this exhaust
is aimed directly at markets where EC-ECE type approval is
not valid. It offers an increase in power and torque with a
weight savings. Designed with a short conical muffler, the SlipOn Line (Titanium) produces a unique sharper racing sound.
An optional header set and an optional link-pipe are also
available, designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the
next step. When used with the header set or the link pipe, the
ECU must be remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

936

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler is made from beautifully
crafted carbon fibre while the updated end cap is now made out
of light-weight titanium. The EC-ECE type-approved exhaust
delivers an increase in both power and torque across the rev
EC Type Approval, ECE
range. The use of titanium for the pipes and muffler inner parts
Type Approval
creates an additional reduction in weight. An optional link-pipe
is available to improve performance and an optional carbonfibre muffler bracket to enhance the appearance. When used
with the link pipe, the ECU must be remapped.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

1 167

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

62

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

60

S-K10SO16-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

V-TUV109/1

Optional Noise Damper

SO - Slip-On

W/O Approval

E-K10R7

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

E-K10E2

S-K10R10-RC

S-K10E10-RC

S-K10SO28ASZTBL

Optional header (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Evolution Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-K10SO27-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV316

Optional noise dumper

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV309

Optional Noise dumper

OP - Optional
part

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and endcap are made
from beautifully crafted carbon fibre. The EC-ECE typeapproved exhaust delivers an increase in both power and
torque across the rev range. The use of titanium for the pipes
and muffler inner parts creates an additional reduction in
weight. An optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre muffler bracket to
enhance the appearance. When used with the link pipe, the
ECU must be remapped.
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO17-ASZ (Slip-On
Line Titanium).
This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On Line to a full,
complete system. It is made from perfectly welded stainlesssteel tubes. It delivers improved sound when used in
conjunction with the Slip-On Line, which gives it a racing note
that will certainly be heard and appreciated. Power and torque
are improved, especially from the mid-range upwards.For
perfect performance, throttle response and durability, ECU
remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10E10-RC (Evolution
Line) and S-K10R10-RC (Racing Line).Static noise level with
Track Day link pipe and optional noise dumper: 95 dB@5500
rpm
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO28-ASZTBL - SlipOn Line (Titanium). for Kawasaki ZX-10RR 2021 and also on SK10SO29-ASZTBL - Slip-On Line (Titanium) for Kawasaki Z
H2 2020-2021.

OP - Optional
part

Optional stainless steel link pipe with resonator for mounting
with the muffler and header set from the Evolution Line SK10E10-RC or Racing Line S-K10R10-RC. It lowers the noise
levels for use on racetracks where lower noise levels are
required.Static noise level with Track Day link pipe: 97,4
dB@5500 rpmStatic noise level with Track Day link pipe and
optional noise dumper: 95 dB@5500 rpmFor perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, ECU remapping
is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

441

Made from high-grade titanium, the optional link-pipe is
designed to be used with both the Slip-On Line (Carbon) and
Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved linear curve across
the entire rev range, coupled with weight savings. When
installed on the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder to boost to the senses, and when added to the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) the unique sound is further increased,
displaying the exhaust’s true racing spirit. When fitting the link
pipe to the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must be
remapped. The optional noise insert should be used when the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) and optional link-pipe are used in
conjunction with each other.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

377

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

108

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX10RR

2021

2022

€

356

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX25R

2020

2021

€

777

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX25R

2020

2022

€

1 626

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX25R

2020

2022

€

1 900

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2007

2008

€

995

L-K6SO8/1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional link pipe can be combined with our Slip-On system.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET: The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2020

€

273

P-MBK6R2/A1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Needed if passenger foot rest should be removed.

L-K10R12/TD

Track Day Link Pipe/Collector (SS)

L-K10SO9

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

P-MBK10E3

Muffler bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

P-MBK10SO2

Muffler Bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-081

S-K2R1-APC

S-K2R2-HAPC

S-K6SO5-HACT

S-K6SO7-HZC

S-K6R11-RC

S-K6SO7-ZC

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with Evolution Line (Carbon) S-K10E10-RC and Racing Line
(Carbon) S-K10R10-RC.
The optional carbon muffler bracket is designed to be used with
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
systems when the passenger foot-pegs are removed. It is
already included within the Evolution Line (Carbon) and Racing
Line (Carbon).

EC Type Approval

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2020

€

199

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials. EC/ECE type approved.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2020

€

1 199

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2020

€

1 866

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R

2009

2020

€

929

W/O Approval

S-K6SO7-ZC

S-K6R11-RC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R
636

2013

2020

€

929

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R
636

2013

2020

€

1 866

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials. EC/ECE type approved.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R
636

2013

2020

€

1 199

S-K6SO7-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

P-MBK6R2/A1

Muffler bracket (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Needed if passenger foot rest should be removed.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R
636

2013

2020

€

199

Optional link pipe can be combined with our Slip-On system.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET: The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Ninja ZX-6R
636

2013

2020

€

273

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys 1000

2012

2018

€

166

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and the
EC Type Approval, ECE unique Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in stylishly
Type Approval
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a beautifully crafted exhaust system with
plenty of carbon fibre parts.&nbsp;Raceproven&nbsp;materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Kawasaki side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys 1000

2012

2018

€

778

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.Exhaust system is compatible with Kawasaki central stand
and side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys 1000

2019

2022

€

970

RC - Racing

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys 650

2017

2020

€

1 353

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys 650

2017

2020

€

203

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Kawasaki

Versys-X
250/300

2017

2020

€

131

Road

Kawasaki

Versys-X
250/300

2017

2020

€

675

L-K6SO8/1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

P-HSK10R4

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO20-HZC

S-K10SO22-HWT

S-K6R10HEGEHT

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

P-KAT-061

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

P-HSK3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-K3SO2-HZT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV201

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

E-K10R6

S-K10SO25HGITBL

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system
tuning process, and they offer a great balance between price
and performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding
more power , improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič sound . Everything packed in stylishly designed SlipEC Type Approval, ECE
On exhaust systems. The result of taking design very seriously
Type Approval
is two different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All
Slip-Ons come with a carbon fibre end cap. A raceproven material.The system is compatible with Kawasaki side
cases.
The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO26-ASZSSBL (SlipOn Line Titanium).

Road

Kawasaki

Z H2

2020

2020

€

60

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability, ECU remapping
is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z H2

2020

2022

€

1 157

SO - Slip-On

This is the first Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust born from the
latest concepts first revealed at the 2019 EICMA motorcycle
show. Created for better durability under all conditions, the new
muffler is an evolution and future direction in exhaust design,
heralding a new era in an ever-expanding market. The
progression of the legendary hexagonal shape by Akrapovič,
which revolutionized exhaust-system design in 2005, sees the
design adapting to modern trends and fresh ideas while
following the legacy associated with this iconic muffler. The
EC Type Approval, ECE lines of the system fit perfectly within the bike’s profile and the
Type Approval
muffler appears smaller to the eye – seemingly counter to strict
type-approval rules because mufflers are becoming larger –
fully demonstrating the progression in the design. The system
is EC/ECE-type approved. A black-coated muffler with an
engraved logo, a titanium outer sleeve, and carbon-fibre parts
all add to the appeal. With power optimized for the machine,
perfect workmanship, a high-quality finish, and more than 40%
savings in weight, it is as much a piece of art as it is a
performance part.&#65279;Catalytic converter is included
within the system.

Road

Kawasaki

Z H2

2020

2022

€

1 353

V-TUV309

Optional Noise dumper

OP - Optional
part

S-K10SO29ASZTBL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

S-K10SO6-HZC

SM-K10SO1T

E-K10R3

SM-K10SO2T

E-K10R4

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

The optional noise dumper fits on S-K10SO28-ASZTBL - SlipOn Line (Titanium). for Kawasaki ZX-10RR 2021 and also on SK10SO29-ASZTBL - Slip-On Line (Titanium) for Kawasaki Z
H2 2020-2021.
Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, this exhaust
is aimed directly at markets where EC-ECE type approval is
not valid. It offers an increase in power and torque with a
weight savings. Designed with a short conical muffler, the SlipOn Line (Titanium) produces a unique sharper racing sound.
An optional header set and an optional link-pipe are also
available, designed to take the exhaust tuning process to the
next step. When used with the header set, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

EC Type Approval

Road

Kawasaki

Z H2

2020

2022

€

60

Road

Kawasaki

Z H2

2020

2022

€

984

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.SlipOn systems are compatible with Kawasaki side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2010

2013

€

1 517

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2010

2013

€

734

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2010

2013

€

922

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction. System does not fit with sidecases.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2014

2020

€

822

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2014

2020

€

923

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust system is
not compatible with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2014

2020

€

1 669

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2014

2020

€

279

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000

2014

2020

€

1 585

S-K10R8-ZC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

P-HSK10R5

Heat shield set (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

S-K10SO18-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials.&nbsp;System does not fit with
sidecases.

E-K10R3

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2010

2013

€

922

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2010

2013

€

734

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.SlipOn systems are compatible with Kawasaki side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2010

2013

€

1 517

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust system is
not compatible with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2014

2020

€

1 669

SM-K10SO1T

S-K10SO6-HZC

S-K10R8-ZC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

E-K10R4

SM-K10SO2T

S-K10SO19-HZC

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2014

2020

€

923

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction. System does not fit with sidecases.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2014

2020

€

822

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
Type Approval
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven
materials.&nbsp;Slip-On system is compatible with Kawasaki
side cases.

Road

Kawasaki

Z1000SX /
Ninja 1000

2014

2020

€

1 585

Road

Kawasaki

Z250

2013

2016

€

615

S-K3SO1-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) Z

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-K2SO8-CUBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) Z

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z250SL

2015

2017

€

437

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z300

2015

2016

€

615

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z400

2019

2020

€

429

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.In
combination with optional headers, we recommend to use the
noise insert that comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z400

2019

2020

€

581

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
Type Approval
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end cap is made of
carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.The product is developed
and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z400

2019

2020

€

683

RC - Racing

Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line represents a full
step in exhaust tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer sleeve with stainlesssteel headers to provide a weight savings over the stock
system and improve handling. It delivers a deeper and sportier
sound for enhanced enjoyment. The simple plug-and-play
installation requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2017

2020

€

1 090

RC - Racing

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2017

2020

€

1 353

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2017

2020

€

259

S-K3SO1-ZC

E-K4R1

S-K4SO6-APC

S-K4SO5-HRT

S-K6R13-AFCRT

S-K6R12HEGEHT

P-KAT-076

Slip-On Line (Carbon) Z

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

EC Type Approval

S-K6R14HEGEHT

S-K6R13-AFCRT

S-K6R14HEGEHT/1

S-K6SO8-HCQT

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE
the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2021

2021

€

1 883

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2021

2022

€

1 090

RC - Racing

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless-steel headers, and finished with a
beautifully handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers increased
performance across the rev-range and a weight decrease over
EC Type Approval, ECE
the stock system, which will aid handling, and is also EC/ECE
Type Approval
type approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that adds to
desirability. With easy-to-follow installation instructions, the
Racing Line is a simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650

2021

2022

€

1 939

SO - Slip-On

Constructed using a high-grade sandblasted and lightweight
titanium muffler outer sleeve with a black-coated stainless-steel
end cap, combined with a stainless-steel link pipe and premuffler, this system is finished with a stylish Akrapovič
monochrome sticker on the muffler. Replacing the exhaust
system has a strong impact on the overall appearance of the
motorcycle, as well as on its weight and performance. It weighs
in at 1.7 kg lighter (a weight saving of 29.2%) compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE standard stock system, producing an increase in power of 1.1
Type Approval
kW (1.5 hp) at 5,300 rpm and a torque rise of +1.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič in-house dyno against
a Z650RS with a standard stock exhaust. Providing an
impeccable throttle response allied to a deep Akrapovič sound,
this plug-and-play installation system requires no remapping to
the ECU and meets Euro 5 standards.When fitting the Slip-On
Line (Titanium), the existing stock exhaust system requires
cutting, and so the easy-to-follow instruction manual must be
consulted thoroughly before and during installation.

Road

Kawasaki

Z650 RS

2022

2022

€

977

Road

Kawasaki

Z750 /
Z750R

2007

2012

€

924

RC - Racing

Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line represents a full
step in exhaust tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer sleeve with stainlesssteel headers to provide a weight savings over the stock
system and improve handling. It delivers a deeper and sportier
sound for enhanced enjoyment. The simple plug-and-play
installation requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

RC - Racing

S-K7SO2-ZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon fibre
parts. Race-proven materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-K8R1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z800

2013

2016

€

855

SO - Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type approvals are not
required, or for track-day use, this titanium exhaust offers a
weight savings over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a carbon-fibre endcap
to improve looks and features a new conical muffler design that
fits perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-On Line
(Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper, and even crisper sound.
Simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed,
makes this an easy performance upgrade for the Z900.Optional
headers do not fit on Z900 A2 model.The product is developed
and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2019

€

829

OP - Optional
part

The performance of the Slip-On Line exhausts can be further
enhanced with the addition of the optional stainless-steel
header. When this beautifully finished header is added to any
Slip-On Line exhaust for the Z900, it turns the muffler into a
complete racing system and increases power to even greater
levels of enjoyment. The addition of the header will also
improve the sound of the exhaust, giving it a crisper racing
tone.Optional headers do not fit on Z900 A2 model.The product
is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU
fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and different
vehicle specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2019

€

881

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more compact shape
to fit with the bike’s naked and sporty appearance. It is
constructed using hand-crafted carbon fibre parts and finished
with an end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-proven
material. Power and torque increases throughout the range and
a weight savings over the stock system all add to improved
EC Type Approval, ECE
performance. It serves up an enriched tone for added aural
Type Approval
enjoyment and is EC/ECE type approved. Easy-to-follow plugand-play instructions with no remapping makes this a simple
upgrade to improve the Z900.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2019

€

966

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more compact shape
to fit with the bike’s naked and sporty appearance. It is
constructed using hand-crafted carbon fibre parts and finished
with an end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-proven
material. Power and torque increases throughout the range and
a weight savings over the stock system all add to improved
EC Type Approval, ECE
performance. It serves up an enriched tone for added aural
Type Approval
enjoyment and is EC/ECE type approved. Easy-to-follow plugand-play instructions with no remapping makes this a simple
upgrade to improve the Z900.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2019

€

936

P-HSK9SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the Z900.The
carbon-fibre heatshield can be used when mounting every SlipOn system for the Kawasaki Z900 A2 (when the optional
header is not used).

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2022

€

144

V-TUV201

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-K9SO4-ASZT and SK9SO7-ASZT (Slip-On Line Titanium).

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2017

2022

€

60

S-K9SO4-ASZT

E-K9R2

S-K9SO8-HZC/1

S-K9SO8-HZT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

W/O Approval

S-K9SO6-HZT

S-K9SO6-HZC

S-K9SO7-ASZT

E-K9R4

E-K9R5

S-K9SO8-HZT/1

S-K9SO8-HZC/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Optional header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On Line represents the first step in exhaust tuning and
gives a performance increase to the Z900. It has a smaller,
shorter, conical design, all aimed at improving the bike’s
appearance. It is manufactured from high-grade lightweight
titanium, offering a big weight savings over the stock muffler,
and is finished with a hand-built carbon-fibre endcap to add to
EC Type Approval, ECE
the looks and desirability. It delivers an enriched sound for
Type Approval
enhanced enjoyment. Meeting EC/ECE type approval with
simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed,
this exhaust is an easy upgrade designed to improve the bike’s
performance.The product is developed and tested on EU
vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2020

2022

€

936

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more compact shape
to fit with the bike’s naked and sporty appearance. It is
constructed using hand-crafted carbon fibre parts and finished
with an end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-proven
material. Power and torque increases throughout the range and
a weight savings over the stock system all add to improved
EC Type Approval, ECE
performance. It serves up an enriched tone for added aural
Type Approval
enjoyment and is EC/ECE type approved. Easy-to-follow plugand-play instructions with no remapping makes this a simple
upgrade to improve the Z900.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2020

2022

€

948

SO - Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type approvals are not
required, or for track-day use, this titanium exhaust offers a
weight savings over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a carbon-fibre endcap
to improve looks and features a new conical muffler design that
fits perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-On Line
(Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper, and even crisper sound.
Simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed,
makes this an easy performance upgrade for the Z900.The
product is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification.
Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and
different vehicle specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2020

2022

€

829

OP - Optional
part

The performance of the Slip-On Line exhausts can be further
enhanced with the addition of the optional stainless-steel
header. When this beautifully finished header is added to any
Slip-On Line exhaust for the Z900, it turns the muffler into a
complete racing system and increases power to even greater
levels of enjoyment. The addition of the header will also
improve the sound of the exhaust, giving it a crisper racing
tone.The product is developed and tested on EU vehicle
specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by
marketplace and different vehicle specification.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900

2020

2022

€

881

OP - Optional
part

The performance of the Slip-On Line exhausts can be further
enhanced with the addition of the optional stainless-steel
header. When this beautifully finished header is added to any
Slip-On Line exhaust for the Z900 A2, it turns the muffler into a
complete racing system and increases power to even greater
levels of enjoyment. The addition of the header will also
improve the sound of the exhaust, giving it a crisper racing
tone.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

873

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Slip-On Line represents the first step in exhaust tuning
and gives a performance increase to the Z900 A2. It has a
smaller, shorter, conical design, all aimed at improving the
bike’s appearance. It is manufactured from high-grade
lightweight titanium, offering a big weight savings over the
stock muffler, and is finished with a hand-built carbonfibreendcap to add to the looks and desirability. It delivers an
enriched sound for enhanced enjoyment. Meeting EC/ECE
type approval with simple plug-and-play installation, with no
remapping needed, this exhaust is an easy upgrade designed
to improve the bike’s performance.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

936

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more compact shape
to fit with the bike’s naked and sporty appearance. It is
constructed using hand-crafted carbon fibre parts and finished
with an end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-proven
EC Type Approval, ECE material. Power and torque increases throughout the range and
Type Approval
a weight savings over the stock system all add to improved
performance. It serves up an enriched tone for added aural
enjoyment and is EC/ECE type approved. Easy-to-follow plugand-play instructions with no remapping makes this a simple
upgrade to improve the Z900 A2.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

966

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

829

S-K9SO4-ASZT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type approvals are not
required, or for track-day use, this titanium exhaust offers a
weight savings over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a carbon-fibre endcap
to improve looks and features a new conical muffler design that
fits perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-On Line
(Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper, and even crisper sound.
Simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed,
makes this an easy performance upgrade for the Z900.Optional
headers do not fit on Z900 A2 model.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

V-TUV201

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-K9SO4-ASZT and SK9SO7-ASZT (Slip-On Line Titanium).

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

60

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra adds a further touch of prestige to the Z900.The
carbon-fibre heatshield can be used when mounting every SlipOn system for the Kawasaki Z900 A2 (when the optional
header is not used).

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 (A2)

2018

2022

€

144

OP - Optional
part

Built from perfectly welded, high-grade stainless-steel tubes,
these headers convert the Slip-On Line muffler to upgrade it to
a full system. They give the bike a true Akrapovič sporty and
deep sound, and increase power and torque levels throughout
the entire rev range.Exhaust system is compatible with
Kawasaki central stand.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/ , where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 RS /
Cafe

2018

2022

€

879

SO - Slip-On

Perfectly designed to fit within the lines of the RS, this Slip-On
Line has a classic retro racing-style muffler with a modern
adaptation. It is finished in a beautiful black coating and
constructed from lightweight titanium. EC/ECE type approved
EC Type Approval, ECE
and with a simple-to-fit installation, this exhaust offers an
Type Approval
immediate upgrade to the bike’s performance potential, which
can be further enhanced by the addition of the optional header,
which will increase power and torque levels and deliver a
deeper sound.

Road

Kawasaki

Z900 RS /
Cafe

2018

2022

€

936

P-HSK9SO1

E-K9R3

S-K9SO5HBAVTBL

Heat shield (Carbon)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-035
contains 2 pieces of P-KAT-033.

Road

Kawasaki

ZZR 1400,
ZX14R

2012

2015

€

369

P-KAT-035

Catalytic converter Set

OP - Optional
part

E-K14R1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Kawasaki

ZZR 1400,
ZX14R

2012

2020

€

855

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.EC
Type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.&nbsp;

Road

Kawasaki

ZZR 1400,
ZX14R

2012

2020

€

2 211

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-054
contains 2 pieces of P-KAT-052.

Road

Kawasaki

ZZR 1400,
ZX14R

2016

2020

€

715

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. This slip-on system is lighter than stock, which is
Type Approval
achieved with various materials and construction, with the
titanium outer sleeve with a monochrome logo sticker, finished
with black-coated titanium end cap. Featuring carbon fiber
muffler clamp and heat shield.It has a simple plug-and-play
installation, and is fully EC- and ECE-compliant.

Road

Moto Guzzi

V85 TT

2019

2020

€

943

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
EC Type Approval, ECE
systems. This slip-on system is lighter than stock, which is
Type Approval
achieved with various materials and construction, with the
titanium outer sleeve with a monochrome logo sticker, finished
with black-coated titanium end cap. Featuring carbon fiber
muffler clamp and heat shield.It has a simple plug-and-play
installation, and is fully EC- and ECE-compliant.The exhaust
system is compatible with Moto Guzzi Urban cases.

Road

Moto Guzzi

V85 TT

2021

2022

€

943

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Piaggio

LIBERTY
125/150 3V

2013

2015

€

124

OP - Optional
part

The collector with interference crossover tubes is entirely made
of special titanium, which gives a special hi-tech touch to this
upgrade of the Slip-On Line exhaust system. The collector
features additional weight savings and a performance upgrade
compared to the stock system. The greatest improvement can
be heard because the upgraded Slip-On exhaust system has a
unique sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Star
Motorcycles

VMAX

2009

2016

€

1 113

Road

Star
Motorcycles

VMAX

2009

2016

€

1 614

S-K14SO6-HZAAT

P-KAT-054

S-MG8SO1-HFTT

S-MG8SO2-HFTT

P-KAT-038

C-Y17SO1T/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter Set

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter S

Optional Collector (Titanium)

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-Y17SO1-HBAV

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match. Titanium mufflers with CNC
machined aluminum end caps, fit the exterior line of the V-MAX
perfectly and add a clean powerful image. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance
the sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.
Installation is a snap.

V-TUV104SET

Optional Noise Damper Set

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

A simple solution to lower noise emissions from the exhaust
system (from 102 dB to 100 dB).

Road

Star
Motorcycles

VMAX

2009

2016

€

121

S-S12SO3-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSF 1250
BANDIT

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSF 1250
BANDIT

2007

2015

€

871

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSF 650
BANDIT

2007

2008

€

871

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSR 750

2011

2016

€

436

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX 650 F

2008

2016

€

871

S-S12SO3-HRC

SM-S7SO1T

S-S12SO3-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSF 650
BANDIT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX 650 F

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

S-S13R2-RC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-1300R
Hayabusa

2008

2017

€

1 746

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-1300R
Hayabusa

2008

2017

€

1 663

S-S13SO2-HRC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV315

Optional Noise Damper

SO - Slip-On

The optional noise dumper fits on S-S13R1-APLT (Racing Line
Titanium).The product is developed and tested on EU vehicle
specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may vary by
marketplace and different vehicle specification.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-1300R
Hayabusa

2021

2022

€

62

SO - Slip-On

Two innovative and aero-efficient mufflers – with a catalytic
converter in each to fully comply with Euro 5 EC/ECE type
approval – perfectly match the design of the bike. Constructed
from a black-coated lightweight titanium outer sleeve on the
mufflers and high-grade stainless steel link pipes, along with
carbon-fibre end caps and carbon-fibre heat shields, the
exhaust weighs in at 31.6% lighter than stock. This system
with a laser-engraved Akrapovič logo has great throttle
EC Type Approval, ECE
response to give the rider the feel of the bike’s engine and
Type Approval
performance, while also adding 1.2 kW (1.6 hp) at 8,700 rpm
and 1.9 Nm of torque at 8,400 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a Hayabusa with a standard stock
exhaust. A vivid, sporty, and deep soundtrack adds another
dimension to the exhaust and further thrills the senses. It is a
simple plug-and-play product with no need for
remapping.&#65279;The product is developed and tested on
EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and performance may
vary by marketplace and different vehicle specification.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-1300R
Hayabusa

2021

2022

€

2 856

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The system is lighter by 68,2%
compared to the stock exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and pure racing output combined with
increased engine performance by an extra 6.5 kW (8.8 HP)
and 5.7 Nm, recorded on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno against a
Hayabusa with a standard stock exhaust. A combination of
racing materials like high-grade titanium for the muffler outer
sleeve give these exhaust systems a racing touch.The product
is developed and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU
fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and different
vehicle specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-1300R
Hayabusa

2021

2022

€

2 037

EV - Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like titanium and carbon fibre.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2009

2011

€

3 778

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2009

2011

€

752

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2012

2016

€

1 777

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2012

2016

€

950

This is a hexagonal muffler design constructed from lightweight
titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, endcap, and
heatshield. The distinctive Akrapovič sound has a deeper tone.
The entry level in exhaust tuning offers improved torque and
power throughout the whole rev range. The muffler is smaller
EC Type Approval, ECE than stock to offer a more striking and sporty appearance, and
Type Approval
it weighs approximately 40% less than the standard exhaust. It
is EC- and ECE-compliant, there is no need for remapping, and
it has a simple plug-and-play installation.There are optional
headers for improved torque and power in the mid range and
high end of the power curve. If used with optional headers,
remapping is needed.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2017

2022

€

1 004

S-S13SO4HRAATBL

S-S13R1-APLT

S-S10RFT7T-XT

SM-S10SO1T

S-S10R10-RC

S-S10SO8-HRC

S-S10SO12-HRC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-S10E3-APLT

S-S10R11-APLT

S-S10SO13-CUBT

E-S10R6

S-S6SO3-HZC

S-S6SO5-TC

S-S6SO6-HZC

SM-S6S01T

SM-S6S02T

S-S6SO8-HZC

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 600

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 600

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 600

Slip-On Line (Titanium) GSX-R 600

Slip-On Line (Titanium) GSX-R 600
11-

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 600
11-

EV - Evolution

This is a top-of-the-range full system beautifully crafted from
high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium. It is the lightest Akrapovič
complete exhaust system, weighing just 4.4 kg – which is over
57% lighter than the stock system. The muffler and headers
are constructed entirely from titanium. Its distinctive shape was
developed especially for the Suzuki GSX-R1000 based on
Akrapovič’s vast racing experience. Increased power and
torque through the whole rpm range, especially in the mid
range and top end, add over 10 hp at 9,000 rpm and more than
9 Nm at 7,600 rpm, making this the best Akrapovič exhaust
upgrade for performance. The deep, true racing sound is
perfectly tuned to match the increased performance. It offers
easy-to-fit installation.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2017

2022

€

2 748

RC - Racing

This full racing system is constructed with a titanium muffler
and stainless-steel headers for a second full-system option.
The new shape is modelled on the design being raced in many
championships. The increased power and torque through the
whole rpm range, especially in mid range and top end, add over
10 hp at 9,000 rpm and more than 9 Nm at 7,600 rpm. It
weighs over 40% less than the standard exhaust and offers
easy-to-fit installation. The deep racing sound perfectly
matches the bike’s sporting abilities.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please visit
https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where you
can download the mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2017

2022

€

2 037

SO - Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium, this
system provides an over 70% weight savings compared to the
stock muffler. It is small and sporty, with a Grand Prix–inspired
design, delivering increases in power and torque throughout the
rpm curve. The stunning sound gives a real sense of racing
and total exhilaration. The simple plug-and-play installation
means there is no need for remapping. It is designed for track
use and markets where EC/ECE type approval is not
required.There are optional headers for improved torque and
power in mid and high rev range. If used with optional headers,
remapping is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2017

2022

€

850

RC - Racing

This option upgrades the Slip-On Line muffler to a full,
complete system. It is made from perfectly welded stainless
steel tubes. It improves sound when used in conjunction with
the Slip-On Line (Carbon) to produce a true sporty tone, and
when fitted to the Slip-On Line (Titanium) it delivers a racing
sound that will certainly be noticed and appreciated. Power and
torque are improved through the whole rev range.When
mounting the optional headers to the EC/ECE type-approved
Slip-On Line (Carbon) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type
approval is no longer valid. For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner Rapid
Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please visit
&#65279;https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapidbike/akrapovic/&#65279; , where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 1000

2017

2022

€

1 212

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.Warning!EC Type
approval is valid only for model years until 2006.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2006

2007

€

871

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
&#65279;REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY
USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2006

2007

€

677

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2008

2010

€

897

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2008

2010

€

428

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2011

2017

€

449

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2011

2017

€

924

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

E-S6R6

S-S6SO5-TC

S-S6SO3-HZC

S-S6SO6-HZC

SM-S6S01T

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 750

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 750

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 750

Slip-On Line (Titanium) GSX-R 750

RC - Racing

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 600

2011

2017

€

1 156

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2006

2007

€

677

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.Warning!EC Type
approval is valid only for model years until 2006.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2006

2007

€

871

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2008

2010

€

897

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2008

2010

€

428

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2011

2017

€

449

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2011

2017

€

924

SO - Slip-On

SM-S6S02T

Slip-On Line (Titanium) GSX-R 750
11-

S-S6SO8-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX-R 750
11-

SO - Slip-On

E-S6R6

Optional Header (SS)

RC - Racing

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-R 750

2011

2017

€

1 156

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque while lowing weight
over the stock system. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is
manufactured from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing look. The muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE assembly has been optimised to produce the best performance
Type Approval
to meet EC/ECE-type approval without compromising the
improved and sporty sound. The carbon-fibre heatshield and
end cap give the exhaust extra visual appeal. Simple plug-andplay installation, without any need for other parts or remapping.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-S 1000
/ 1000 GT /
950

2015

2020

€

943

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque while lowing weight
over the stock system. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is
manufactured from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing look. The muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE assembly has been optimised to produce the best performance
Type Approval
to meet EC/ECE-type approval without compromising the
improved and sporty sound. The carbon-fibre heatshield and
end cap give the exhaust extra visual appeal. Simple plug-andplay installation, without any need for other parts or remapping.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-S 1000
/ 1000 GT /
950

2015

2020

€

943

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque while lowing weight
over the stock system. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is
manufactured from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing look. The muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE assembly has been optimised to produce the best performance
Type Approval
to meet EC/ECE-type approval without compromising the
improved and sporty sound. The carbon-fibre heatshield and
end cap give the exhaust extra visual appeal. Simple plug-andplay installation, without any need for other parts or remapping.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-S 1000
/ 1000 GT /
950

2021

2022

€

957

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-S 750

2015

2016

€

436

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

GSX-S 750

2017

2020

€

884

S-S10SO11-HASZ

S-S10SO15HAPT/1

S-S10SO17-HAPT

SM-S7SO1T

S-S7SO2-HRC

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

EC Type Approval

S-S10SO15HAPT/1

S-S10SO17-HAPT

S-S6SO9-HRC/1

S-S6SO9-HRC/1

S-S10SO16-HAFT

S-S10SO16-HAFT

S-S65SO2-RT

S-S6R9-WT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque while lowing weight
over the stock system. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is
manufactured from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing look. The muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE assembly has been optimised to produce the best performance
Type Approval
to meet EC/ECE-type approval without compromising the
improved and sporty sound. The carbon-fibre heatshield and
end cap give the exhaust extra visual appeal. Simple plug-andplay installation, without any need for other parts or remapping.

Road

Suzuki

Katana

2019

2020

€

943

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque while lowing weight
over the stock system. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust is
manufactured from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing look. The muffler
EC Type Approval, ECE assembly has been optimised to produce the best performance
Type Approval
to meet EC/ECE-type approval without compromising the
improved and sporty sound. The carbon-fibre heatshield and
end cap give the exhaust extra visual appeal. Simple plug-andplay installation, without any need for other parts or remapping.

Road

Suzuki

Katana

2021

2022

€

957

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

SV 650

2016

2022

€

738

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Suzuki

SV 650 X

2018

2022

€

738

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.Exhaust system is compatible with Suzuki side cases and
central stand.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom
1000

2014

2019

€

1 080

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.Exhaust system is compatible with Suzuki side cases and
central stand.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom
1050

2020

2022

€

1 080

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.Exhaust system can't be
mounted with side cases. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom 650

2004

2011

€

1 024

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.This exhaust system is compatible with
Suzuki side cases and central stand. This product can be fitted
on Suzuki V-Strom 650 XT version. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Suzuki

V-Strom 650

2017

2022

€

1 032

Road

Triumph

Bonneville
T100

2017

2020

€

1 257

S-T12SO4-HCQT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.Mandatory heat shield should be
ordered separately. Use P-HST12SO3 for T120 model and PHST12SO4 for T100 model.

P-HST12SO4

Heat shield (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Mandatory heat shield for Boneville T100. To be used with slipon system S-T12SO4-HCQT.

Road

Triumph

Bonneville
T100

2017

2020

€

97

Road

Triumph

Bonneville
T120

2016

2020

€

1 257

S-T12SO4-HCQT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.Mandatory heat shield should be
ordered separately. Use P-HST12SO3 for T120 model and PHST12SO4 for T100 model.

P-HST12SO3

Heat shield (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Mandatory heat shield for Boneville T120. To be used with slipon system S-T12SO4-HCQT.

Road

Triumph

Bonneville
T120

2016

2020

€

97

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Daytona 675

2006

2008

€

995

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Daytona 675

2009

2012

€

995

S-T675SO3-HACT

S-T675SO3-HACT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 06-08

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 09-

SO - Slip-On

S-T675SO3-HACT

S-T12SO3-HCQT

S-T12SO2HCQTBL

S-T7SO2-APC

S-T7SO1-HAPC

S-T7SO3-APC

S-T9SO2HCQTBL

S-T12SO2HCQTBL

S-T12SO1HAFTBL

S-T800SO1HZAAT

S-T9SO3-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 09-

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Daytona
675R

2011

2012

€

995

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.The system features insulated
link pipes to reduce the heat on the side of the bike near the
rider's leg.

Road

Triumph

Scrambler
1200

2019

2020

€

1 353

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.EC/ECE type-approval is not
valid on Thruxton RS model.

Road

Triumph

Speed Twin

2019

2020

€

1 435

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Triumph

Street Triple
765 S / R /
RS

2017

2019

€

868

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Street Triple
765 S / R /
RS

2017

2019

€

1 060

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve and end cap. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Triumph

Street Triple
765 S / R /
RS

2020

2022

€

868

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
EC Type Approval, ECE
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Street Twin

2016

2020

€

1 435

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. Race-proven materials.EC/ECE type-approval is not
valid on Thruxton RS model.

Road

Triumph

Thruxton
1200 / R /
RS

2016

2020

€

1 435

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.
Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Triumph side cases.

Road

Triumph

Tiger 1200
XR/XRx/XRT
/XCx/XCA

2018

2020

€

1 141

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.

Road

Triumph

Tiger 800
XC/XR/XRx/
XCx/XRT/XC
A

2011

2016

€

1 092

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium and finished with a carbon fibre end cap and
heat shield.Exhaust system is fully compatible with the Triumph
OEM side cases.

Road

Triumph

Tiger 850 /
900

2020

2022

€

1 069

Full system consisting of a black-coated, high-grade titanium
muffler outer sleeve, with other parts fabricated from stainless
steel. Innovative technology has created an exceptional design
for the bushes and flanges to meet the oval shaped header
inlets: the header tubes have been tapered from oval to
cylindrical form using hydroforming machinery.With a huge 3.3
kg (41%) weight saving over the stock system and impressive
power gains of 2.6 kW (3.5 hp) at 10,000 rpm and torque
increase of +2.5 Nm at 10,000 rpm when measured on the
Akrapovič dyno against a Trident 660 with a standard stock
exhaust system, all combined with a flawless throttle response.
A deep, full, and vivid sound is achieved through a specially
tuned resonator in the link pipe to create a unique sound
experience. Plug-and-play installation with no remapping
needed for a system that has been developed to be used on
racing tracks and closed courses.Optional black-coated
stainless-steel heat shield available. Installation of this product
does not fit with the Triumph paddock stand bobbins and does
fit with the Triumph belly pan, both of which are original
accessories.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Triumph

Trident 660

2021

2022

€

1 515

Finish off the look of the Racing Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed black coated stainless steel heatshield
with Akrapovič logo engravement. This optional extra adds a
further touch of prestige to the Triumph Trident 660.

Road

Triumph

Trident 660

2021

2022

€

92

SO - Slip-On

S-T6R1-CQTBL

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

P-HST6R1

Heat Shield (SS)

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

W/O Approval

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-038

P-KAT-035

S-Y13SO3-HT

S-Y10SO7-HRC

S-Y8SO1-HRC

S-Y3R1-APC

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

LX/LXV
125ie 3V

2013

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

LX/LXV
150ie 3V

2013

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

Primavera
125ie 3V

2014

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

Primavera
150ie 3V

2014

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

Sprint 125ie
3V

2014

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Vespa

Sprint 150ie
3V

2014

2016

€

124

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-035
contains 2 pieces of P-KAT-033.

Road

Yamaha

FJR 1300

2006

2012

€

369

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;tuning process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the nature of your
bike by adding more power, improved performance, and
EC Type Approval, ECE the&nbsp;unique&nbsp;Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in
Type Approval
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The result of
taking design very seriously is a&nbsp;beautifully
crafted&nbsp;exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is made
of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.Mounting
is also possible with original side cases.

Road

Yamaha

FJR 1300

2013

2020

€

1 693

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.Warning! EC Type
approval is valid only for model years until 2006.

Road

Yamaha

FZ 1 FAZER

2006

2015

€

848

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a model with either
a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or titanium one. All Slip-Ons
come with a carbon fibre end cap. A race-proven material.

Road

Yamaha

FZ 8, FZ8
FAZER

2010

2015

€

799

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this system.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2016

2019

€

945

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.The system fits only
if the belly pan is removed! THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2016

2019

€

724

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2016

2019

€

589

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2016

2021

€

377

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter Set

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon) MT-03

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

S-Y2R1-CUBSS

Racing Line (SS) MT-03

RC - Racing

S-Y2SO16HAPC/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

S-Y2SO11AHCSS

Slip-On Line (SS) MT-03

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

P-X179

Muffler bracket (SS)

EV - Evolution

W/O Approval

If the passenger footrests are removed, this optional stainless
steel muffler bracket is needed. With the use of this optional
muffler bracket, the position of the muffler is approximately 30
mm higher.Optional product to S-Y3R1-APC - Racing Line
(Carbon).

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2016

2022

€

69

S-Y2SO16HAPC/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2020

2021

€

589

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this system.Fitment notice for
MT-03 2020 model year: For installing the racing system, the
stock belly pan has to be cut. Please read the instructions
carefully before the start of the installation.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2020

2022

€

945

This product is exquisitely constructed from lightweight carbonfibre and offers a weight saving of 38.8% (1.1 kg) against the
standard stock system. The muffler consists of a handmade
carbon-fibre outer sleeve and an inner structure from stainless
steel attached to a stainless-steel link pipe. The exhaust is
EC Type Approval, ECE
completed with an imprinted carbon-fibre end-cap and heat
Type Approval
shield for an outstanding finish to its striking
appearance.EC/ECE- and Euro 5-approved, this exhaust is a
simple plug-and-play installation with no remapping of the ECU
necessary. Its dedicated sound tuning delivers a deep and vivid
exhaust tone, perfectly synchronized for a parallel twin engine.

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2022

2022

€

614

Road

Yamaha

MT-03

2022

2022

€

415

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2014

2016

€

1 181

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2014

2020

€

1 005

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2014

2020

€

632

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a handmade
carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power and midEC Type Approval, ECE
range torque levels, with improved engine response for
Type Approval
enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 23% on
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2014

2020

€

1 253

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a handmade
carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power and midrange torque levels, with improved engine response for
EC Type Approval, ECE enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 26% on
Type Approval
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.Catalytic converter is included
within the system.FITMENT NOTICE: This product can not be
mounted in combination with optional Yamaha engine
protectors.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2021

2022

€

1 854

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2021

2022

€

1 005

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations. EC type-approval is valid only when
optional catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2014

2016

€

1 373

S-Y3R1-APC

Racing Line (Carbon) MT-03

S-Y3SO5-HAPC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

S-Y3SO6-IVOSS

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

S-Y7R1-HAFT

S-Y7R2-AFC

P-KAT-051

S-Y7R5-HEGEH

S-Y7R8-HEGEHT

S-Y7R2-AFC

S-Y9R3-HAFT

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium) MT-07

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Titanium)

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

EC Type Approval

S-Y9R2-AFC

S-Y9R8-HEGEHT

P-KAT-057

S-Y9R2-AFC

S-Y9R12-APC

S-Y10R14-HX2T

L-Y10SO15T

S-Y10SO15-HAPT

S-Y10SO20HAPLT

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Link Pipe/Collector
(Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.Racing Line system can't be mounted if
motorcycle's central stand is used. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2014

2016

€

1 111

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems
are lighter compared to the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.
A combination of racing materials like titanium for the muffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also be mounted on MT09 SP model.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2014

2020

€

1 373

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2014

2020

€

503

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also be mounted on MT09 SP model.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability, ECU remapping is recommended.Racing Line
system can't be mounted if motorcycle's central stand is used.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2017

2020

€

1 111

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust system is compatible with side
cases.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2021

2022

€

1 160

RC - Racing

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič concept and the
company’s experience in top-level motorcycle racing, the allnew Akrapovič Racing Line exhaust system for the
Yamaha MT-10 is aimed at riders that want to go all the way in
the exhaust-tuning process. It offers a great balance between
optimum performance and affordability. The latest muffler
design is crafted from lightweight titanium and carbon-fibre,
with the rest of the system built from high-grade stainless steel,
making it lighter than the stock system. The design is perfectly
matched to the contours of the high-performance MT-10. The
Racing Line exhaust provides improved performance, higher
torque output and that unique Akrapovič racing sound to make
the bike look and sound as well as it performs.Exhaust can also
be mounted on MT-10 SP and MT-10 Tourer Edition
models.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2016

2021

€

2 242

OP - Optional
part

Designed exclusively for use with the titanium Slip-On Line
muffler, this optional lightweight titanium link pipe will transform
the exhaust and take the Yamaha MT-10 to a higher
performance level. Providing more power and increased torque,
the link pipe makes full use of the machine’s potential.Optional
Link Pipe/Collector can also be mounted on MT-10 SP and MT10 Tourer Edition models.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2016

2021

€

784

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the
exhaust system tuning process, and this all-new product for the
Yamaha MT-10 is no exception. Featuring a completely newshape muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s involvement
with top-class race teams—and made entirely of titanium, the
Slip-On Line exhaust will give the bike that “Grand Prix” look
EC Type Approval, ECE
and also totally transform the bike by adding more power,
Type Approval
improving performance, and giving it that unique sporty
Akrapovič sound. This beautifully crafted muffler is
manufactured with race-proven materials and comes with a
carbon fibre heat shield to further enhance the look.Exhaust
can also be mounted on MT-10 SP and MT-10 Tourer Edition
models.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2016

2021

€

974

SO - Slip-On

Designed with a striking resemblance to the Akrapovič exhaust
for the Yamaha R1 Superbike, this new version of the EC/ECE
type-approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) system is constructed
from high-grade lightweight titanium for the link pipe, end cap,
and muffler outer sleeve, which is sandblasted for an enhanced
EC Type Approval, ECE appearance. The package also includes a forged carbon-fibre
Type Approval
heat shield, which is Akrapovič’s first use of this technology in
the motorcycle sector. Producing a deep, full, and vivid sound,
the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers ideal throttle response from
its simple plug-and-play installation, which requires no
remapping.Exhaust can also be mounted on MT-10 SP and MT10 Tourer Edition models.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2022

2022

€

1 005

OP - Optional
part

L-Y10SO19

Optional Link Pipe/Collector
(Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Designed as an optional accompaniment for further exhausttuning capabilities for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, this fully titanium link pipe removes the stock premuffler. Installed with the Slip-On Line (Titanium), it provides
the bike with power and torque gains of 1.4 kW (3.2 hp) at
10,700 rpm and 4.8 Nm at 5,700 rpm when measured on the
Akrapovič dyno against a Yamaha MT-10 with a standard stock
exhaust system. Along with a deep racing sound, this item
delivers a huge weight savings of 88.3% (7.3 kg) over the
stock part. It has been developed for use on closed-course
competition circuits, meaning that installation of this trackoriented system will invalidate the EC/ECE type-approval
certificate of the Slip-On Line (Titanium). ECU remapping is
mandatory during installation to obtain optimal
functionality.Exhaust can also be mounted on MT-10 SP and
MT-10 Tourer Edition models.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2022

2022

€

905

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This
optional extra adds a further touch of personalization to the MT10.A fully carbon-fibre heat shield replaces the stock aluminium
version in this first use of forged carbon fibre in an Akrapovič
product for the motorcycle sector. Reducing weight on the
standard part by more than 54%, this simple-to-install upgrade
offers a new dimension to the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system when mounted. It is simple to fit, and it creates a
distinctive and integrated look for the bike and the entire
system.

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2022

2022

€

157

Road

Yamaha

MT-10/FZ10

2022

2022

€

62

Road

Yamaha

MT-125

2014

2016

€

124

Road

Yamaha

MT-125

2014

2016

€

775

Road

Yamaha

MT-125

2014

2019

€

803

Road

Yamaha

MT-125

2020

2020

€

793

Road

Yamaha

MT-125

2021

2022

€

1 009

P-HSY10SO6

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

V-TUV050/4

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-038

Catalytic converter R

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

S-Y125R2-HRT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y125R4-HRT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y125R6-HZT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y125R8-HZT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

Niken

2019

2020

€

1 435

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

Niken

2019

2020

€

503

OP - Optional
part

The Y-connecting tube replaces the stock Y- connecting tube
where the catalytic converter is located. The catalytic converter
cannot be mounted in the Akrapovic Y- connecting tube. The
link pipes and the Y-connecting tube are attached with sleeve
joints secured with metal tensioning springs, as is the joint
between the Y-connecting tube and the collector. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2004

2006

€

260

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2004

2006

€

1 544

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2007

2008

€

1 590

S-Y9R10HEGEHT

P-KAT-057

L-Y10SO6

S-Y10SO6HDTC/1

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

EC Type Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on Slip-On Line (Titanium) SY10SO20-HAPLT.
Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed. The exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.

S-Y10SO8-HDTC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

L-Y10SO8

Optional Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional
part

Optional link pipe can be combined with Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2007

2008

€

372

Road

Yamaha

R1

2009

2014

€

3 634

Road

Yamaha

R1

2009

2014

€

692

S-Y10RFT10-ZC/2

Evolution Line KIT (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are designed for riders
that demand maximum performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to the stock exhaust
system and feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output. Perfect welds and a
combination of racing materials like carbon fibre.Difference to
our standard Evolution system: Headers with
crossoverHeaders with different layout for bigger race
radiatorLink pipe without fixing points for stock heat
shieldMufflers without db killersHeat shields on the mufflers are
made for racing and you can’t fit stock one THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-Y10SO9L

Optional Link Pipe (Titanium)

OP - Optional
part

Optional link pipe can be combined with Akrapovič Slip-On
exhaust system. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-Y10SO10-HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

V-TUV169Y

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO13-HHX2C - SlipOn Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium)
and S-Y10SO14-HHX2T - Slip-On Line (Titanium).

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2016

€

96

V-TUV227

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO16-HAPT (Slip-On
Line Titanium). It was developed to use in combination with
optional link pipe L-Y10SO11T. Notice: Optional noise damper
is primarly developed for reducing noise. It is possible that it
may negatively affect the performance of the bike.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2019

€

60

EV - Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting with the header set
from the S-Y10E3-APT Evolution Line kit, Evolution Line SY10E6-APT or Racing Line S-Y10R15-APLT (the collector and
headers with associated fitting material (flanges, springs, inner
sleeves and lambda plugs - please refer to schematics of the
mentioned systems).Static noise level for Evolution/Racing Line
headers + Evo Kit Track Day link pipe + Track Day Muffler is
97,5 dB @ 5500 rpm. For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, ECU remapping is
recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

273

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

819

L-Y10E5/TD

EVO KIT Track day Link pipe
(Titanium)

Road

Yamaha

R1

2009

2014

€

1 661

L-Y10SO11T/TD

Slip-On Track day Link
pipe/Collector (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting the Track Day Muffler
with stock headers.Static noise level for stock headers + SlipOn Track Day link pipe/collector + Track Day Muffler is 97,4 dB
@ 5500 rpm.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability, ECU remapping is recommended.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-MBY10E2

Track Day Fitting Kit

EV - Evolution

The mandatory P-MBY10E2 fitting kit, including the muffler
bracket and clamp, must be ordered.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

251

EV - Evolution

This is a top-of-the-range full system beautifully crafted from
high-grade ultra-lightweight titanium. It is the lightest Akrapovič
complete exhaust system, weighing just 5.2 kg – which is over
50% lighter than the stock system. The muffler and headers
are constructed entirely from titanium. Its distinctive shape was
developed especially for the Yamaha YZF-R1 based on
Akrapovič’s vast racing experience. Increased power and
torque through the whole rpm range, especially in the mid
range and top end,making this the best Akrapovič exhaust
upgrade for performance. The deep, true racing sound is
perfectly tuned to match the increased performance. It offers
easy-to-fit installation.The system can also be mounted on YZFR1M model.For perfect performance, throttle response and
durability, ECU remapping is recommended.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

2 856

RC - Racing

This full racing system is constructed with a titanium muffler
and stainless-steel headers for a second full-system option.
The new shape is modelled on the design being raced in many
championships. The increased power and torque through the
whole rpm range, especially in mid range and top end. It
weighs over 40% less than the standard exhaust and offers
easy-to-fit installation. The deep racing sound perfectly
matches the bike’s sporting abilities.The system can also be
mounted on YZF-R1M model.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, ECU remapping is
recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

2 173

OP - Optional
part

Designed exclusively for use with the titanium Slip-On Line
muffler, this optional lightweight titanium link pipe will transform
the exhaust and take the Yamaha R1 to a higher performance
level. Providing more power and increased torque, the link pipe
makes full use of the machine’s potential.Link pipe/collector
can also be mounted on YZF-R1M model.For perfect
performance, throttle response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

905

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the
exhaust system tuning process, and this all-new product for the
Yamaha YZF-R1 is no exception. Featuring a completely
titanium muffler with design inspired by Akrapovič’s
involvement with top-class race teams, the Slip-On Line
EC Type Approval, ECE exhaust will give the bike that “Grand Prix” look and also totally
Type Approval
transform the bike by adding more power, improving
performance, and giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič sound.
This beautifully crafted muffler is manufactured with raceproven materials and comes with a carbon fibre heat shield to
further enhance the look.Exhaust can also be mounted on YZFR1M model.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

977

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

929

S-Y10E6-APLT

S-Y10R15-APLT

L-Y10SO17

S-Y10SO18HAPLT

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Link Pipe/Collector
(Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-Y10SO19RT/TD

Slip-On Line (Titanium) Track Day

SO - Slip-On

The Track Day Slip-On Line for the Yamaha YZF-R1 was
specially developed for use on racetracks where lower noise
levels are required. It is made from race-proven materials:
titanium for the outer sleeve and carbon fibre for the end cap
and the muffler bracket and clamp. The slip-on must be
combined with either the L-Y10SO11T/TD link pipe for
mounting on stock headers or the L-Y10E5/TD link pipe for
mounting on the header set from the S-Y10E3-APT Evolution
Line kit, Evolution Line S-Y10E6-APT or Racing Line SY10R15-APLT (the collector and headers with associated fitting
material (flanges, springs, inner sleeves and lambda plugs please refer to schematics of the mentioned systems).
Information about noise levels are found under product
description of mandatory link pipes.The mandatory PMBY10E2 fitting kit, including the muffler bracket and clamp,
must be ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

V-TUV231/1

Optional Noise Damper

RC - Racing

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO18-HAPLT (Slip-On
Line Titanium). It was developed to use in combination with
optional link pipe L-Y10SO17.Notice: Optional noise damper is
primarly developed for reducing noise. It is possible that it may
negatively affect the performance of the bike.

Road

Yamaha

R1

2015

2022

€

62

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R125

2008

2013

€

768

S-Y125R1-ZC

Racing Line (Carbon)

S-Y125R2-HRT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

P-KAT-038

Catalytic converter R

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

S-Y125R4-HRT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y125R6-HZT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y125R8-HZT

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

S-Y2SO12-HAPC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

S-Y2R1-CUBSS

S-Y2SO11AHCSS

Racing Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed. The exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.
Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.
The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.EC/ECE type approval is valid only for YZF-R125
model.

Road

Yamaha

R125

2014

2016

€

775

Road

Yamaha

R125

2014

2016

€

124

Road

Yamaha

R125

2014

2018

€

803

Road

Yamaha

R125

2019

2020

€

793

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.

Road

Yamaha

R125

2021

2022

€

1 009

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
EC Type Approval, ECE exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
Type Approval
looks as well as increased performance for the bike. The noise
insert is removable.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2016

€

571

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2018

€

724

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2018

€

377

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this system.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2018

€

945

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2018

€

589

S-Y3R1-APC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

S-Y2SO16HAPC/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSY3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.
It can be used with Slip-On Line (SS) - S-Y2SO11-AHCSS and
Slip-On Line (Carbon) - S-Y2SO16-HAPC, S-Y2SO12-HAPC.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2021

€

139

EV - Evolution

If the passenger footrests are removed, this optional stainless
steel muffler bracket is needed. With the use of this optional
muffler bracket, the position of the muffler is approximately 30
mm higher.Optional product to S-Y3R1-APC - Racing Line
(Carbon).

Road

Yamaha

R3

2015

2022

€

69

Road

Yamaha

R3

2019

2021

€

724

P-X179

Muffler bracket (SS)

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

W/O Approval

S-Y2R1-CUBSS

Racing Line (SS)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-Y2SO11AHCSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2019

2021

€

377

S-Y2SO16HAPC/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2019

2021

€

589

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this system.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2019

2022

€

945

S-Y3R1-APC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Road

Yamaha

R3

2022

2022

€

614

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R3

2022

2022

€

415

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2006

2007

€

621

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2006

2016

€

350

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance.Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2006

2016

€

460

S-Y3SO5-HAPC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

S-Y3SO6-IVOSS

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

S-Y6SO6-HTT

SM-Y6SO6T

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-Y6SO10-AHBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV158

Noise damper

OP - Optional
part

S-Y6SO7-HZC

L-Y6SO4/TD

S-Y6E9-APT

S-Y6R9-APT

E-Y6R5

S-Y6SO9-ASZ

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Track Day Link Pipe/Collector (SS)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

This product is exquisitely constructed from lightweight carbonfibre and offers a weight saving of 38.8% (1.1 kg) against the
standard stock system. The muffler consists of a handmade
carbon-fibre outer sleeve and an inner structure from stainless
steel attached to a stainless-steel link pipe. The exhaust is
EC Type Approval, ECE
completed with an imprinted carbon-fibre end-cap and heat
Type Approval
shield for an outstanding finish to its striking
appearance.EC/ECE- and Euro 5-approved, this exhaust is a
simple plug-and-play installation with no remapping of the ECU
necessary. Its dedicated sound tuning delivers a deep and vivid
exhaust tone, perfectly synchronized for a parallel twin engine.

EC Type Approval

Road

Yamaha

R6

2006

2022

€

60

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre muffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2008

2009

€

735

OP - Optional
part

Optional stainless steel link pipe with resonator for mounting
with the muffler and header set from the Evolution Line S-Y6E9APT or Racing Line S-Y6R9-APT. It lowers the noise levels for
use on racetracks where lower noise levels are required. This
optional Track Day Link Pipe comes with an additional noise
insert.Static noise level with Evolution/Racing noise insert: 96,6
dB at 5500 rpmStatic noise level with Track Day Link Pipe
noise insert: 99,4 dB at 5500 rpmStatic noise level without
noise dumper: 100,7 dB at 5500 rpmFor perfect performance,
throttle response and durability, ECU remapping is
recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2008

2022

€

496

EV - Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorsport racing. It is
simply the finest performance exhaust system available. Each
model is unique and dedicated to maximizing the performance
of an engine, while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. Featuring a completely newshape muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s involvement
with top-class race teams —and made entirely of titanium, the
Evolution Line exhaust will give the bike that “Grand Prix” look
and also totally transform the bike by adding more power,
improving performance, and giving it that unique sporty
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance, throttle response
and durability special developed mapping from Dynojet has to
be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2008

2022

€

2 433

RC - Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.
Featuring a completely new-shape muffler design—inspired by
Akrapovič’s involvement with top-class race teams, the Racing
Line exhaust will give the bike that “Grand Prix” look and also
totally transform the bike by adding more power, improving
performance, and giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič
sound.For perfect performance, throttle response and durability
special developed mapping from Dynojet has to be used.
Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2008

2022

€

1 736

RC - Racing

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2008

2022

€

1 037

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2010

2016

€

704

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Road

Yamaha

R6

2010

2016

€

776

S-Y6SO9-HASZ

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

V-TUV227

Optional Noise Damper

OP - Optional
part

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y6SO12-HAPT (Slip-On
Line Titanium).

Road

Yamaha

R6

2017

2022

€

60

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Megaphone Slip-On Line system is a
high-performance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in performance and weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2017

2022

€

350

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2017

2022

€

704

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance.Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styled Slip-On Line system is a highperformance system for race-oriented riders. Made from
titanium, a race-proven material.The exhaust system
modification results in a boost in performance and noticeable
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2017

2022

€

460

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the
exhaust system tuning process, and this all-new product for the
Yamaha YZF-R6 is no exception. Featuring a completely newshape muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s involvement
with top-class race teams—and made entirely of titanium, the
EC Type Approval, ECE
Slip-On Line exhaust will give the bike that “Grand Prix” look
Type Approval
and also totally transform the bike by adding more power,
improving performance, and giving it that unique sporty
Akrapovič sound. This beautifully crafted muffler is
manufactured with race-proven materials and comes with a
carbon fibre heat shield to further enhance the look.

Road

Yamaha

R6

2017

2022

€

888

SM-Y6SO6T

S-Y6SO9-ASZ

S-Y6SO10-AHBT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.

S-Y6SO12-HAPT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-MBY7R4

Muffler Bracket (Aluminium)

OP - Optional
part

The optional aluminium muffler bracket is designed to be used
with S-Y7R12-APT - Racing Line (Titanium) and S-Y7R11HAPT - Racing Line (Titanium) exhaust systems when the
passenger foot-pegs are removed.

Road

Yamaha

R7

2021

2022

€

103

RC - Racing

This complete exhaust system is constructed with a highgrade, lightweight titanium outer sleeve and end-cap for
muffler, with a stainless-steel link pipe and headers. It weighs
in at 3.0 kg lighter than the standard stock exhaust. A noise
insert is included in the package because the open version of
the system has no catalytic converter and was developed for
use on racetracks or closed courses only. Designed to
integrate with the lines of the bike, the resonator is located
under the body, hidden by the lower fairings, and the muffler
exits on the right side of the bike. It is finished with an eyecatching heatshield, inspired by those on the Yamaha R6 and
R1. Impressive performance increases of 4.3 kW (5.9 hp) at
9,700 rpm and an added +2.9 Nm at 5,500 rpm have been
achieved when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a
standard stock exhaust. The racing sound matches the bike’s
sporting credentials. A black-coated aluminium muffler bracket
for the R7 without the passenger foot-pegs is available as an
option.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

R7

2021

2022

€

1 275

RC - Racing

This is an EC/ECE type-approved complete exhaust system
constructed with a high-grade, lightweight titanium outer sleeve
and end-cap for the muffler, with a stainless steel link pipe and
headers, weighing in at 0.7 kg lighter than the standard stock
exhaust. A catalytic converter is included in the package,
complying with the current Euro5 approvals. There are
performance increases of 1.5 kW (2.0 hp) at 9,200 rpm and an
added +1.1 Nm at 5,000 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
dyno against a standard stock exhaust. The deep, vivid sound
Type Approval
complements the bike’s sporting credentials. Designed to
match the bike’s lines, the pre-muffler is located under the
main body and is hidden by the fairing, leaving the muffler to
exit on the right side of the machine. The system is finished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. An optional blackcoated aluminium muffler bracket is available for the R7 without
the passenger foot-pegs.Catalytic converter is included within
the system.

Road

Yamaha

R7

2021

2022

€

1 916

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

SCR950

2017

2020

€

203

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer sleeve
and end cap are made of titanium. Featuring carbon fiber
muffler clamp and heat shield.It has a simple plug-and-play
installation, and is fully EC- and ECE-compliant.

Road

Yamaha

Ténéré 700

2019

2020

€

902

OP - Optional
part

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.For perfect
performance, throttle response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-bike/akrapovic/, where
you can download the mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

Ténéré 700

2019

2022

€

826

S-Y7R12-APT

S-Y7R11-HAPT

P-KAT-061

S-Y7SO2-HFTT

E-Y7R2

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Header (SS)

EC Type Approval

S-Y7SO3-HGJT

S-Y7R8-HEGEHT

S-Y7R2-AFC

S-Y7R2-AFC

S-Y7R5-HEGEH

P-KAT-051

S-Y9R14-APC

S-Y9R13-HAPT

S-Y9R3-HAFT

S-Y9R8-HEGEHT

P-KAT-057

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon) Tracer 700

Racing Line (Carbon) Tracer 700

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Titanium) Tracer 900

Catalytic converter

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Part of the new ʼDurability Reimagined rangeʼ, with increased
durability and an evolution of muffler design and shape.
Constructed from lightweight titanium and finished with a
handmade newly designed carbon fibre heat shield and end
cap, with an imprinted muffler to add to the visual impact.
33,3% less weight than the standard stock version. EC/ECE
type approved and a simple plug-and-play installation, with no
remapping needed.Exhaust system fits on Ténéré World Raid
version.

Road

Yamaha

Ténéré 700

2019

2022

€

1 039

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a handmade
carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power and midrange torque levels, with improved engine response for
EC Type Approval, ECE enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 26% on
Type Approval
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.Catalytic converter is included
within the system.FITMENT NOTICE: This product can not be
mounted in combination with optional Yamaha engine
protectors.

Road

Yamaha

Tracer 7 /
GT

2020

2022

€

1 854

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

Tracer 7 /
GT

2020

2022

€

1 005

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
700 / GT

2016

2019

€

1 005

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power
EC Type Approval, ECE and mid-range torque levels, with improved engine response for
Type Approval
enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 23% on
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
700 / GT

2016

2019

€

1 253

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
700 / GT

2016

2019

€

632

RC - Racing

This exhaust has a lightweight carbon-fibre muffler outer sleeve
and heatshield, combined with stainless steel link pipes and
headers and finished with a titanium end cap, to produce a
system that is 2.2 kg (31%) lighter than stock. The new design
features a shorter muffler for an enhanced sporty look, which
exits on the side of the bike for visual impact. Power is
increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 9,600 rpm when compared in
back-to-back tests on a Tracer 9 with a Racing Line (Carbon)
exhaust and a standard stock exhaust system. The sporty
racing sound is perfectly tuned to the engine. It is designed for
use on tracks and closed-course competition circuits. The plugand-play fitting means no remapping is needed.The exhaust
system is compatible with Yamaha hard cases and centre
stand accessories.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

Tracer 9 /
GT

2021

2022

€

1 168

RC - Racing

This system is constructed using race-proven materials. The
high-grade titanium muffler outer sleeve is coupled with
stainless-steel link pipes and headers and is finished with a
hand-crafted carbon-fibre end cap and a double heatshield. The
new design features a shorter muffler for an enhanced sporty
look, which exits on the side of the bike for visual impact.
Power is increased by 1.5 kW (2.0 hp) at 10,000 rpm and
EC Type Approval, ECE torque is up by 1.3 Nm at 9,700 rpm when compared in backType Approval
to-back tests on a Tracer 9 with a Racing Line (Titanium)
exhaust and with a standard stock exhaust system. It creates a
deep and intense sound. A catalytic converter is included in the
package to meet Euro5 approval, and it is EC/ECE type
approved. The plug-and-play fitting means no remapping is
needed. The Racing Line (Titanium) is fully compatible with
Yamaha accessories, including hard cases and the centre
stand.

Road

Yamaha

Tracer 9 /
GT

2021

2022

€

2 033

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
900/900
GT/FJ-09

2015

2016

€

1 373

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems
are lighter compared to the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound output.
A combination of racing materials like titanium for the muffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.This product is compatible with
Yamaha original centre stand.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
900/900
GT/FJ-09

2015

2020

€

1 373

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

TRACER
900/900
GT/FJ-09

2015

2020

€

503

RC - Racing

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

V-TUV104SET

S-Y17SO1-HBAV

C-Y17SO1T/1

P-KAT-051

P-KAT-051

S-Y125R10HBFGT

S-Y7R2-AFC

S-Y7R5-HEGEH

P-KAT-051

S-Y7R2-AFC

S-Y7R8-HEGEHT

P-KAT-051

S-Y9R2-AFC

Optional Noise Damper Set

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Optional Collector (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium)

Racing Line (Carbon) XSR 700

Racing Line (Titanium) XSR 700

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon)

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Carbon) XSR 900

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

A simple solution to lower noise emissions from the exhaust
system (from 102 dB to 100 dB).

Road

Yamaha

VMAX

2009

2016

€

121

EC Type Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match. Titanium mufflers with CNC
machined aluminum end caps, fit the exterior line of the V-MAX
perfectly and add a clean powerful image. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also enhance
the sound. Let your bike stand out with more power, beautiful
design, and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.
Installation is a snap.

Road

Yamaha

VMAX

2009

2016

€

1 614

OP - Optional
part

The collector with interference crossover tubes is entirely made
of special titanium, which gives a special hi-tech touch to this
upgrade of the Slip-On Line exhaust system. The collector
features additional weight savings and a performance upgrade
compared to the stock system. The greatest improvement can
be heard because the upgraded Slip-On exhaust system has a
unique sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

VMAX

2009

2016

€

1 113

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

X-MAX 125

2017

2020

€

632

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

X-MAX 125
ABS

2017

2020

€

632

RC - Racing

This complete system is constructed with high-grade stainless
steel and is finished with a lightweight titanium muffler outer
sleeve for a weight savings of 41.6% (2.2 kg) over the standard
stock system. It is fitted with a 600 cpsi catalytic converter in
the middle of the perfectly formed link pipe to ensure the
EC Type Approval, ECE
system meets EC/ECE and Euro 5 approval. The conical
Type Approval
shape of the muffler, with its compact shape, follows the lines
of the bike’s heritage design. The exhaust system has been
tuned to facilitate a flawless throttle response from the fullpower 125 cc engine while supplying a deep sound, completely
harmonized with the bike’s single-cylinder configuration. It has
a simple plug-and-play installation, with no remapping needed.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 125

2021

2022

€

989

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 700 /
XTribute

2016

2020

€

1 005

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power
EC Type Approval, ECE and mid-range torque levels, with improved engine response for
Type Approval
enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 23% on
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 700 /
XTribute

2016

2020

€

1 253

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 700 /
XTribute

2016

2020

€

632

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 700 /
XTribute

2021

2022

€

1 005

RC - Racing

The Racing Line is a complete system with a new muffler
shape made from lightweight high-grade titanium. It has
headers constructed from stainless steel and a handmade
carbon-fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power and midrange torque levels, with improved engine response for
EC Type Approval, ECE enhanced rideability and a huge weight saving of over 26% on
Type Approval
stock. A deeper, sportier sound enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
required and it is easy to fit.Catalytic converter is included
within the system.FITMENT NOTICE: This product can not be
mounted in combination with optional Yamaha engine
protectors.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 700 /
XTribute

2021

2022

€

1 854

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycomb metal structure that incorporates
precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into nontoxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 900

2016

2021

€

632

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 900

2016

2021

€

1 111

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

P-KAT-057

S-Y9R8-HEGEHT

S-Y9R16-HDT

S-Y12SO2-HAAT

P-KAT-061

S-Y125R6-HZT

S-Y2SO12-HAPC

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium) XSR 900

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter

Racing Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 900

2016

2021

€

503

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand&nbsp;maximum
performance&nbsp;from their motorcycle. The systems
are&nbsp;lighter&nbsp;compared to the stock exhaust system
EC Type Approval, ECE
and feature exceptional production quality and increased
Type Approval
engine&nbsp;performance&nbsp;combined with&nbsp;pure
racing sound&nbsp;output. A combination of racing materials
like&nbsp;titanium&nbsp;for the muffler outer sleeve
and&nbsp;carbon fibre&nbsp;end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 900

2016

2021

€

1 373

RC - Racing

This neo-retro exhaust shape utilizes a heritage design first
used by Akrapovič 30 years ago, now updated for today’s
market with the use of modern technology, state-of-the-art
solutions, and innovative materials. The complete system is
EC/ECE-type approved, with a catalytic converter incorporated
into the layout to make it a Euro 5 product. The muffler outer
sleeve is constructed from high-grade titanium, with stainless
steel for every other component, and the pre-muffler and
muffler are sandblasted for a perfect finish. A black-coated
EC Type Approval, ECE muffler bracket and two heat shields, designed to protect the
Type Approval
riding gear, are included in the package. The muffler exits on
right side of the bike (standard is underneath), emphasizing the
racing and retro look of the machine. The system delivers a
deep, full, and vivid sound allied to a perfect throttle response,
and it adds 1.4 kW (1.9 hp) of power at 9,100 rpm and
increases torque by 1.4 Nm at 9,800 rpm when measured on
the Akrapovič dyno against a Yamaha XSR900 with a standard
stock exhaust system. It has plug-and-play installation, with no
remapping needed.This system is not compatible with the
Yamaha original saddlebags.

Road

Yamaha

XSR 900

2022

2022

€

1 775

SO - Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning
process, and they offer a great balance between price and
performance. Change the nature of your bike by adding more
power, improved performance, and the unique Akrapovič
EC Type Approval, ECE
sound. Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
Type Approval
systems. The result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer sleeve is
made of titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon fibre.The
system is compatible with Yamaha side cases.

Road

Yamaha

XT1200Z/E

2010

2020

€

1 090

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Road

Yamaha

XV950/R/Ra
cer

2017

2020

€

203

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for riders who
demand maximum performance. Racing system is lighter if
compared to stock exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of course increased
engine performance combined with pure racing sound
output.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.EC/ECE type approval is valid only for YZF-R125
model.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R15

2019

2020

€

793

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
EC Type Approval, ECE exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
Type Approval
looks as well as increased performance for the bike. The noise
insert is removable.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3 regulations.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2016

€

571

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2021

€

724

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

S-Y2R1-CUBSS

Racing Line (SS)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-Y2SO11AHCSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2021

€

377

P-HSY3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace stock heat shield.
It can be used with Slip-On Line (SS) - S-Y2SO11-AHCSS and
Slip-On Line (Carbon) - S-Y2SO16-HAPC, S-Y2SO12-HAPC.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2021

€

139

S-Y2SO16HAPC/1

Slip-On Line (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is designed for riders
who do not want to make major modifications to their stock
exhaust system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers great
looks as well as increased performance for the bike.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2021

€

589

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this system.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2022

€

945

W/O Approval

If the passenger footrests are removed, this optional stainless
steel muffler bracket is needed. With the use of this optional
muffler bracket, the position of the muffler is approximately 30
mm higher.Optional product to S-Y3R1-APC - Racing Line
(Carbon).

Road

Yamaha

YZF-R25

2014

2022

€

69

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Aprilia

SPORTCITY
125/200/250i
e

2007

2008

€

198

S-Y3R1-APC

Racing Line (Carbon)

RC - Racing

P-X179

Muffler bracket (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

SCOOTER

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-A8SO2-HWSS

P-KAT-073

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Aprilia

SPORTCITY
CUBE
125/200/300

2009

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Aprilia

SR MAX 125

2012

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Aprilia

SR MAX 300

2012

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

Aprilia

SRV 850

2012

2016

€

667

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

BMW

C 400 GT

2019

2020

€

252

Scooter

BMW

C 400 GT

2019

2020

€

881

S-B4SO2-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. With an outer sleeve made from high-quality
special titanium alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
EC Type Approval, ECE
and heat shield. With a deep, resonant, and unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound to enhance the scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE type
approved, and simple plug-and-play installation.EC typeapproval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

S-B4SO2-HRT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Designed to increase power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. With an outer sleeve made from high-quality
special titanium alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
EC Type Approval, ECE
and heat shield. With a deep, resonant, and unique Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound to enhance the scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE type
approved, and simple plug-and-play installation.EC typeapproval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

BMW

C 400 X

2018

2020

€

881

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

BMW

C 400 X

2018

2020

€

252

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

BMW

C 600 Sport

2012

2015

€

672

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

BMW

C 650 GT

2012

2015

€

672

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. With an outer sleeve made from high-quality
special titanium alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield. Weight is reduced by 44.9% over the stock
system. With a deep, resonant, and unique Akrapovič sound to
enhance the scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE type approved,
and simple plug-and-play installation.

Scooter

BMW

C 650 GT

2016

2020

€

1 025

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. With an outer sleeve made from high-quality
special titanium alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield. Weight is reduced by 44.9% over the stock
system. With a deep, resonant, and unique Akrapovič sound to
enhance the scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE type approved,
and simple plug-and-play installation.

Scooter

BMW

C 650 Sport

2016

2020

€

1 025

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Derbi

GP1 250

2006

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Derbi

Rambla 125

2009

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Derbi

Rambla 250

2009

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Derbi

Rambla 300i

2010

2014

€

198

P-KAT-073

S-B6SO2-HZSS

S-B6SO1-HZSS

S-B6SO8-HZAAT

S-B6SO7-HZAAT

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-A8SO2-HWSS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS) Gilera

Slip-On Line (SS) Gilera

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Gilera

Fuoco 500

2007

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Gilera

Fuoco 500

2007

2016

€

756

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Gilera

Fuoco 500

2007

2016

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

Gilera

GP 800

2008

2015

€

667

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Gilera

Nexus 125

2008

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Gilera

Nexus 250

2006

2008

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Gilera

Nexus 300

2008

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Gilera

Runner 125
ST

2008

2016

€

198

Scooter

Gilera

Runner 200
ST

2008

2014

€

198

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

P-HSH3SO1

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield.

Scooter

Honda

ADV350

2022

2022

€

157

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval, ECE
Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

Honda

ADV350

2022

2022

€

1 131

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

CB 650 F

2014

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

CBR 125 R

2011

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

CBR 150 R

2011

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

CBR 250 R

2011

2016

€

198

S-H3SO8HRSSBL

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter R

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter R

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter R

Catalytic converter R

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-040

S-H125R3-HRSS

S-H125R5-HRSS

P-KAT-062/1

S-H3SO5-HRSS

S-H3SO5-HRSS

P-KAT-071

Catalytic converter R

Racing Line (SS)

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

CBR 650 F

2014

2016

€

198

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Adding the catalytic converter makes the exhaust
system EC Type approved.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 125

2015

2016

€

633

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Adding the catalytic converter makes the exhaust
system EC Type approved.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 125

2017

2020

€

676

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 125

2017

2020

€

191

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.
Adding the catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
system EC Type approved.EC/ECE type approval is valid only
for Forza 300 model.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 250

2018

2020

€

724

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.
Adding the catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
system EC Type approved.EC/ECE type approval is valid only
for Forza 300 model.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 300

2018

2020

€

724

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 300

2018

2020

€

335

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
EC Type Approval, ECE
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
Type Approval
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 350

2021

2022

€

1 131

Scooter

Honda

Forza 350

2021

2022

€

157

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed Slip-On Line exhaust with its titanium
outer sleeve, perfectly finished with a carbon-fibre endcap and
heatshield, adds a stylish touch to this new form of crossover
machine and enhances the bike’s striking looks. The sound is
EC Type Approval, ECE
enriched with a deeper Akrapovič tone to match the sporty
Type Approval
good looks. Torque and power outputs are improved
throughout the entire rpm range. It is lighter than the standard
exhaust and needs no remapping.This exhaust is EC- and ECEcompliant, and is fully compatible with Honda's side cases.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 750

2021

2022

€

881

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed Slip-On Line exhaust with its titanium
outer sleeve, perfectly finished with a carbon-fibre endcap and
heatshield, adds a stylish touch to this new form of crossover
machine and enhances the bike’s striking looks. The sound is
EC Type Approval, ECE
enriched with a deeper Akrapovič tone to match the sporty
Type Approval
good looks. Torque and power outputs are improved
throughout the entire rpm range. It is lighter than the standard
exhaust and needs no remapping.This exhaust is EC- and ECEcompliant, and is fully compatible with Honda's side cases.

Scooter

Honda

Forza 750

2021

2022

€

940

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

PCX
125/150

2014

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

PS 125i/150i

2006

2012

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

SH 125i

2006

2016

€

198

OP - Optional
part

S-H3SO8HRSSBL

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSH3SO1

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-H7SO4-HRT

S-H7SO4-HRTBL

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

W/O Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield.

S-H125R2-HRSS

P-KAT-040

S-H125R2-HRSS

P-KAT-040

S-H3SO4-HRSS

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Adding the catalytic converter makes the exhaust
system EC Type approved.

Scooter

Honda

SH 125i

2013

2016

€

650

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

SH 150i

2005

2016

€

198

RC - Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price and
optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust systems
are designed for riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared to the
EC Type Approval, ECE
stock exhaust system and feature exceptional production
Type Approval
quality and increased engine performance combined with pure
racing sound output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Adding the catalytic converter makes the exhaust
system EC Type approved.

Scooter

Honda

SH 150i

2013

2016

€

650

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

SH 300i

2007

2015

€

198

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.
Adding the catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
system EC Type approved.

Scooter

Honda

SH 300i

2016

2020

€

649

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Honda

SH 300i

2016

2020

€

198

Optional available headers from the finest stainless steel offer
an upgrade to a full system when used with the Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Let your bike stand out with more power,
beautiful design, and the unique Akrapovič sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Scooter

Honda

X-ADV

2017

2022

€

402

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed Slip-On Line exhaust with its titanium
outer sleeve, perfectly finished with a carbon-fibre endcap and
heatshield, adds a stylish touch to this new form of crossover
machine and enhances the bike’s striking looks. The sound is
EC Type Approval, ECE
enriched with a deeper Akrapovič tone to match the sporty
Type Approval
good looks. Torque and power outputs are improved
throughout the entire rpm range. It is lighter than the standard
exhaust and needs no remapping.This exhaust is EC- and ECEcompliant, and is fully compatible with Honda's side cases.

Scooter

Honda

X-ADV

2017

2022

€

881

SO - Slip-On

This beautifully designed Slip-On Line exhaust with its titanium
outer sleeve, perfectly finished with a carbon-fibre endcap and
heatshield, adds a stylish touch to this new form of crossover
machine and enhances the bike’s striking looks. The sound is
EC Type Approval, ECE
enriched with a deeper Akrapovič tone to match the sporty
Type Approval
good looks. Torque and power outputs are improved
throughout the entire rpm range. It is lighter than the standard
exhaust and needs no remapping.This exhaust is EC- and ECEcompliant, and is fully compatible with Honda's side cases.

Scooter

Honda

X-ADV

2017

2022

€

940

SO - Slip-On

Beautifully designed fully EC/ECE type-approved exhaust with
a titanium muffler outer sleeve that is painted black and finished
with an engraved Akrapovič logo. A stainless-steel link pipe and
a handmade carbon-fibre end cap complete the construction to
provide a sporty look in keeping with the futuristic lines of this
“urban superbike”. Impeccable throttle response and a 35.6%
(1.8 kg) weight savings over the stock system add to the
performance of the exhaust. It delivers a power gain of + 0.7
EC Type Approval, ECE
kW (1.0 hp) at 10,200 rpm and a torque increase of +0.7 Nm
Type Approval
at 10,200 rpm when measured on the Akrapovič dyno against a
Dragster 200cc with a standard stock exhaust system. This is
an exhaust that performs as good as it looks and sounds. It is
easy to install, and there is no need for any remapping. An
optional carbon-fibre heatshield is also available to add the
finishing touch.The catalytic converter is included in the
product and the EC/ECE type-approval is valid only when the
catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Italjet

Dragster 125
/ 200

2021

2022

€

1 030

SO - Slip-On

Using a design usually found in the superbike world, this
exhaust has a lightweight titanium muffler outer sleeve and an
end cap that provides a real racing appearance to the lines of
the “urban superbike” – as this scooter is known. A stainlesssteel link pipe finishes the system, which offers a huge weight
savings of 67.1% (3.9 kg) over the stock exhaust. Performance
is increased by an increase of 1.0 kW (1.3 hp) of power at
9,900 rpm and a torque gain of +1.0 Nm at 9,400 rpm when
measured on the Akrapovič dyno against a Dragster 200cc
with a standard stock exhaust system. Part of the stunning
racing design is the distinctive feature of a hidden muffler
bracket, which is welded to the inner side of the exhaust for an
even cleaner and more integrated appearance within the bike’s
lines. Developed for use on closed-course competition circuits,
this track-oriented system has a deep racing sound and
requires no remapping due to its simple plug-and-play
installation.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Scooter

Italjet

Dragster 125
/ 200

2021

2022

€

824

OP - Optional
part

This hand-made carbon-fibre heatshield has been exclusively
designed for the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system. This easily installed optional
product gives a racing look to the exhaust by covering the front
rosette that houses the catalytic converter, providing a smooth
and sporty appearance to the design and the look of the entire
package.

Scooter

Italjet

Dragster 125
/ 200

2021

2022

€

114

P-KAT-053

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

E-H7R1

Optional Header (SS)

OP - Optional
part

S-H7SO4-HRT

S-H7SO4-HRTBL

S-IT125SO1HRTBL

S-IT125SO2-APT

P-HSIT125SO1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Heat Shield (Carbon)

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

W/O Approval

P-KAT-068

S-KY5SO1HRAASSBL

P-KAT-040

S-Y125SO3-HRSS

S-Y4SO10HZAASS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-Y125SO3-HRSS

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS) MBK

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS) MBK

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Kymco

AK 550

2017

2020

€

777

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Kymco

AK 550

2017

2020

€

955

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

MBK

Cityliner 125

2008

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be used for ABS
Version.

Scooter

MBK

Cityliner 125

2008

2011

€

610

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

MBK

Evolis 400

2013

2016

€

667

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

MBK

Evolis 400

2013

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

MBK

Skycruiser
125

2008

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be used for ABS
Version.

Scooter

MBK

Skycruiser
125

2008

2011

€

610

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

MBK

Skycruiser
125 ABS

2011

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 400

2008

2011

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 400

2008

2011

€

756

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 400

2008

2011

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 500

2008

2011

€

198

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS) Beverly 500

Slip-On Line (SS) Beverly 500

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 500

2008

2011

€

756

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Peugeot

Satelis 500

2008

2011

€

782

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 125

2009

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 300

2009

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 350
Sport
Touring

2012

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 400

2008

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 400

2008

2013

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 400

2008

2013

€

756

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 500

2007

2013

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 500

2007

2013

€

756

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Beverly 500

2007

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

Carnaby
Cruiser 300

2009

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3 125

2008

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
250/250 LT

2008

2013

€

198

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

S-PI5SO1HRAASSBL

P-KAT-069

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

Slip-On Line (SS) MP3

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
300/300 LT

2008

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3 400
RST

2008

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3 400
RST

2008

2013

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3 400
RST

2008

2013

€

756

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
400/400 LT

2008

2013

€

756

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
400/400 LT

2008

2013

€

782

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
400/400 LT

2008

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
500/500 LT /
HPE

2008

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
500/500 LT /
HPE

2008

2016

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
500/500 LT /
HPE

2008

2016

€

756

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
500/500 LT /
HPE

2008

2020

€

955

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps.EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed. The exhaust fits and is homologated also
for HPE model.

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
500/500 LT /
HPE

2008

2020

€

281

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3 Hybrid
300/300 LT

2008

2014

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

MP3
Yourban
300/300 LT

2011

2016

€

198

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-PI4SO3HRSSBL

S-PI4SO3-HRSS

P-KAT-040

S-SY5R1-RC

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

X10 125

2012

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

X10 350

2012

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Piaggio

XEvo 400

2007

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

XEvo 400

2007

2013

€

782

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Piaggio

XEvo 400

2007

2013

€

756

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Star
Motorcycles

Bolt

2014

2016

€

198

RC - Racing

A complete high-quality stainless steel exhaust system with a
carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve and end cap is made with
precision handcrafting and real attention to detail. It’s simply the
finest exhaust system available for scooters. The design
enables the maximum performance output while reducing
overall weight (62,0 % lighter than stock) for enhanced and
useable performance. The system delivers that unmistakable
deep resonant Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Scooter

Sym

Maxsym TL

2020

2020

€

1 086

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS 250

2005

2013

€

689

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter C

Racing Line (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

OP - Optional
part

S-VE3SO9-HRSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSVE3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-VE3SO9HRSSBL

P-KAT-051/1

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-051/1

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS 250

2005

2013

€

118

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS 250

2005

2013

€

731

Catalytic converter

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS 250

2005

2013

€

632

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS 250

2005

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2009

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2009

2016

€

632

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

RC - Racing

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2009

2016

€

731

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2009

2016

€

118

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2009

2016

€

689

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed. This product fits also on 150 i.e. version.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2017

2020

€

648

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2017

2020

€

352

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
Type Approval
sound. Special black muffler dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon
fibre end caps. Exhaust meets all the current Euro 5 EC/ECE
type-approval legislation. The simple plug-and-play installation
means no remapping is needed.The catalytic converter is
included within the system.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
125 / Sport /
Tech

2021

2022

€

983

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2008

2016

€

198

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2008

2020

€

689

S-VE3SO9HRSSBL

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSVE3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-VE3SO9-HRSS

S-VE125SO1HZBL

P-KAT-067

S-VE125SO2HZBL

P-KAT-040

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.

EC Type Approval

S-VE3SO9-HRSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSVE3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2008

2020

€

118

RC - Racing

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2008

2020

€

632

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2008

2020

€

731

SO - Slip-On

This is a completely new and original design, created
specifically to follow the lines of the scooter. The embossed
muffler and the link pipe, are constructed from high-grade
stainless steel, finished with a race-proven handmade carbonfibre end cap and heat shield to provide a sporty finish. Its deep
and vivid sound offers a pure and exhilarating soundtrack, and
the optimum throttle response adds to the ease of use of this
twist-and-go machine. The simple plug-and-play installation
means no remapping is needed.The product is developed and
tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU fitment and
performance may vary by marketplace and different vehicle
specification.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2021

2022

€

895

P-KAT-051/1

S-VE3SO9HRSSBL

S-VE3SO11ZDFSS

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

EC Type Approval

S-VE3SO10HZDFBL

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSVE3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-VE3SO9-HRSS

S-VE3SO9HRSSBL

P-KAT-051/1

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-051/1

S-VE3SO9HRSSBL

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

This is a completely new and original design, created
specifically to follow the lines of the scooter. The embossed
muffler with its engraved logo, like the link pipe, is constructed
from high-grade stainless steel, finished with a race-proven
handmade carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield to provide a
sporty finish. Its deep and vivid sound offers a pure and
exhilarating soundtrack, and the optimum throttle response
EC Type Approval, ECE
adds to the ease of use of this twist-and-go machine. It weighs
Type Approval
1.5 kg (23.7%) lighter than the stock exhaust and meets all the
current Euro 5 EC/ECE type-approval legislation. The simple
plug-and-play installation means no remapping is needed.The
catalytic converter is included within the system. The product is
developed and tested on EU vehicle specification. Non-EU
fitment and performance may vary by marketplace and different
vehicle specification.
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.

Scooter

Vespa

GTS Super
300 / Sei
Giorni / Tech

2021

2022

€

1 367

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 250

2006

2013

€

118

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 250

2006

2013

€

689

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 250

2006

2013

€

731

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 250

2006

2013

€

632

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 250

2006

2013

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 300

2010

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 300

2010

2017

€

632

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 300

2010

2017

€

731

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
EC Type Approval, ECE your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
Type Approval
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not compatible for
combination with the Vespa original chrome kit or rear side
protection.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 300

2010

2017

€

689

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

RC - Racing

S-VE3SO9-HRSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSVE3SO1

Heat shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heatshield.

Scooter

Vespa

GTV 300

2010

2017

€

118

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;and
feature exceptional production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound output. A
combination of racing materials like carbon fibre for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding
the catalytic converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-HZBL fits on the Vespa
Primavera 125/150ie 3V, Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio
Liberty 125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet engines.

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
125ie 3V

2017

2020

€

697

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
125ie 3V

2017

2020

€

366

S-VE125R2-HZBL

P-KAT-064

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

RC - Racing

S-VE125SO3HZBL

S-VE125R2-HZBL

P-KAT-064

S-VE125SO3HZBL

S-VE125R2-HZBL

P-KAT-064

S-VE125SO3HZBL

S-VE125R2-HZBL

P-KAT-064

Slip-On Line (SS)

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Racing Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

SO - Slip-On

With a sporty, sleek design, this black-coated stainless-steel
muffler with an engraved logo is attached to a stainless-steel
link pipe, and the exhaust is completed with a handmade
carbon-fibre end-cap, perfectly suited to the motorcycle’s lines.
A weight savings of over 26% against the standard stock
exhaust and a deep, vivid sound, all with EC/ECE type
approval, make this a must-have exhaust. Plug-and-play
EC Type Approval, ECE installation means no remapping, and the package includes a
Type Approval
catalytic converter because it is a Euro 5 product.During
installation, the stock exhaust system must be cut to mount the
Slip-On Line (SS). This allows the stock catalytic converter in
the header to remain on the Vespa, meeting EC/ECE type
approval.Please read the instructions carefully before the start
of the installation.This exhaust does not fit on Vespa models
from these chassis numbers on:Vespa Primavera
ZAPMD110000011746Vespa Sprint ZAPCD010100003874

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
125ie 3V

2021

2022

€

940

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;and
feature exceptional production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound output. A
combination of racing materials like carbon fibre for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding
the catalytic converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-HZBL fits on the Vespa
Primavera 125/150ie 3V, Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio
Liberty 125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet engines.

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
150ie 3V

2017

2020

€

697

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
150ie 3V

2017

2020

€

366

SO - Slip-On

With a sporty, sleek design, this black-coated stainless-steel
muffler with an engraved logo is attached to a stainless-steel
link pipe, and the exhaust is completed with a handmade
carbon-fibre end-cap, perfectly suited to the motorcycle’s lines.
A weight savings of over 26% against the standard stock
exhaust and a deep, vivid sound, all with EC/ECE type
approval, make this a must-have exhaust. Plug-and-play
EC Type Approval, ECE installation means no remapping, and the package includes a
Type Approval
catalytic converter because it is a Euro 5 product.During
installation, the stock exhaust system must be cut to mount the
Slip-On Line (SS). This allows the stock catalytic converter in
the header to remain on the Vespa, meeting EC/ECE type
approval.Please read the instructions carefully before the start
of the installation.This exhaust does not fit on Vespa models
from these chassis numbers on:Vespa Primavera
ZAPMD110000011746Vespa Sprint ZAPCD010100003874

Scooter

Vespa

Primavera
150ie 3V

2021

2022

€

940

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;and
feature exceptional production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound output. A
combination of racing materials like carbon fibre for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding
the catalytic converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-HZBL fits on the Vespa
Primavera 125/150ie 3V, Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio
Liberty 125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet engines.

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 125ie
3V

2017

2020

€

697

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 125ie
3V

2017

2020

€

366

SO - Slip-On

With a sporty, sleek design, this black-coated stainless-steel
muffler with an engraved logo is attached to a stainless-steel
link pipe, and the exhaust is completed with a handmade
carbon-fibre end-cap, perfectly suited to the motorcycle’s lines.
A weight savings of over 26% against the standard stock
exhaust and a deep, vivid sound, all with EC/ECE type
approval, make this a must-have exhaust. Plug-and-play
EC Type Approval, ECE installation means no remapping, and the package includes a
Type Approval
catalytic converter because it is a Euro 5 product.During
installation, the stock exhaust system must be cut to mount the
Slip-On Line (SS). This allows the stock catalytic converter in
the header to remain on the Vespa, meeting EC/ECE type
approval.Please read the instructions carefully before the start
of the installation.This exhaust does not fit on Vespa models
from these chassis numbers on:Vespa Primavera
ZAPMD110000011746Vespa Sprint ZAPCD010100003874

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 125ie
3V

2021

2022

€

940

RC - Racing

EC Type Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the exhaust system
tuning process and offers a great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;and
feature exceptional production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound output. A
combination of racing materials like carbon fibre for the end cap
give these exhaust systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding
the catalytic converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-HZBL fits on the Vespa
Primavera 125/150ie 3V, Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio
Liberty 125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet engines.

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 150ie
3V

2017

2020

€

697

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 150ie
3V

2017

2020

€

366

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

S-VE125SO3HZBL

S-Y4SO10HZAASS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-064

P-KAT-064

S-Y5R2-RT

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Catalytic converter R

Catalytic converter R

Catalytic converter R

Catalytic converter R

Racing Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

With a sporty, sleek design, this black-coated stainless-steel
muffler with an engraved logo is attached to a stainless-steel
link pipe, and the exhaust is completed with a handmade
carbon-fibre end-cap, perfectly suited to the motorcycle’s lines.
A weight savings of over 26% against the standard stock
exhaust and a deep, vivid sound, all with EC/ECE type
approval, make this a must-have exhaust. Plug-and-play
EC Type Approval, ECE installation means no remapping, and the package includes a
Type Approval
catalytic converter because it is a Euro 5 product.During
installation, the stock exhaust system must be cut to mount the
Slip-On Line (SS). This allows the stock catalytic converter in
the header to remain on the Vespa, meeting EC/ECE type
approval.Please read the instructions carefully before the start
of the installation.This exhaust does not fit on Vespa models
from these chassis numbers on:Vespa Primavera
ZAPMD110000011746Vespa Sprint ZAPCD010100003874

Scooter

Vespa

Sprint 150ie
3V

2021

2022

€

940

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

Majesty 400

2007

2015

€

667

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

Majesty 400

2007

2015

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

MT-07/FZ07

2014

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

MT-09/FZ09

2014

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

MT-125

2014

2020

€

366

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

R125

2014

2020

€

366

A complete high-quality stainless steel exhaust system with a
titanium muffler outer sleeve is made with precision
handcrafting and real attention to detail. It’s simply the finest
exhaust system available for scooters. The design enables the
maximum output for each specific model of scooter while
reducing overall weight for enhanced and useable performance
in everyday riding.These products deliver that unmistakable
deep resonant Akrapovič sound. Each Racing exhaust system
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Scooter

Yamaha

TMAX

2008

2016

€

1 101

Scooter

Yamaha

TMAX

2017

2019

€

159

Scooter

Yamaha

TMAX

2017

2019

€

1 231

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

OP - Optional
part

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

RC - Racing

P-KAT-059

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

S-Y5R3-HZEMT/1

Racing Line (Titanium)

RC - Racing

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
EC Type Approval
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.
Developed from a concept that was first
aired at EICMA 2015, the Racing Line (Titanium) fits perfectly
within the
sporty lines of the Yamaha TMAX. This ultimate sports maxi
scooter already has
a presence on the road, and the addition of this stunningly
designed Akrapovič
exhaust system will take it to new aesthetic heights as it
perfectly enhances
the TMAX’s design. The unique shape of the muffler, with its
embossed Akrapovič
logo imprints that run all the way along the exhaust and blend in
seamlessly
with the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap, takes design to new
levels and
demonstrates that the Slovenian exhaust specialists are
EC Type Approval, ECE
constantly looking
Type Approval
towards the future with their innovative and high-tech exhaust
technology. To
compliment the stunning looks, the Racing Line exhaust
system also delivers more
power than the stock system, and the use of high-grade
lightweight material
means it also has a significant weight saving, which aids
handling. The
impressive visual appearances and improved performance are
further boosted by
an exclusive Akrapovič sound that is perfectly tuned to provide
ideal aural
desirability. With simple plug-and-play installation and
EC/ECE–compliant, this
is a system that takes the Yamaha TMAX to an unrivalled
position in the maxi

S-Y5R8-HILT

P-KAT-040

S-Y3SO2-HRSS

Racing Line (Titanium)

Catalytic converter R

Slip-On Line (SS)

RC - Racing

This latest version of the EC/ECE type-approved Racing Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is composed of a high-grade
titanium muffler outer sleeve – which is sandblasted for a
perfect finish – and a stainless-steel link-pipe and headers. It is
finished with a carbon-fibre end-cap – a distinctive design with
the Akrapovič logo embossed on it. Meeting Euro 5 approval,
EC Type Approval, ECE
this complete exhaust system with a new muffler design also
Type Approval
comes with a carbon-fibre heat shield, as well as a catalytic
converter. Weighing in at 1.9 kg (21.9%) lighter than the
standard stock system, the Racing Line (Titanium) offers
optimum throttle response and serves up a deep and vivid
Akrapovič sound, all from a simple plug-and-play installation
with no remapping required.

Scooter

Yamaha

TMAX

2020

2022

€

1 889

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

TRACER
900/900
GT/FJ-09

2015

2016

€

198

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

Tricity 300

2020

2020

€

708

Scooter

Yamaha

Tricity 300

2020

2020

€

661

EC Type Approval

P-KAT-063/2

Catalytic converter

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

P-HSY3SO2

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

W/O Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield.

S-Y3SO3-HRSS

P-KAT-040

S-Y125SO3-HRSS

S-Y2SO7-HRSS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-040

S-Y125SO3-HRSS

S-Y125SO5HRSS/1

P-KAT-040

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Scooter

Yamaha

Tricity 300

2021

2022

€

149

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Scooter

Yamaha

Tricity 300

2021

2022

€

1 157

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-CITY 125

2008

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be used for ABS
Version.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-CITY 125

2008

2016

€

610

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-CITY 250

2007

2016

€

616

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-CITY 250

2007

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 125

2008

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be used for ABS
Version.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 125

2008

2016

€

610

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.&nbsp;With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 125

2017

2020

€

653

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 125
ABS

2011

2016

€

198

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

S-Y125SO5HRSS/1

P-KAT-040

S-Y2SO7-HRSS

S-Y3SO1-HRSS/1

S-Y3SO1-HRSS/1

P-KAT-063

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter S

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.&nbsp;With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 125
ABS

2017

2020

€

653

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 250

2007

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 250

2007

2016

€

616

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.EC type-approval on X-MAX 250 is not valid.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 250

2017

2020

€

689

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance.With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.EC type-approval on X-MAX 250 is not valid.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 300

2017

2020

€

689

OP - Optional
part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades
you’re used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems. The
catalytic converter is a honeycomb metal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium, rhodium, and
platinum) into its surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 300

2017

2020

€

661

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get optimized power and
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight (-33%). The Akrapovič Slip-On system
Type Approval
gives your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual appearance.
Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 300

2021

2022

€

1 157

SO - Slip-On

S-Y3SO3-HRSS

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

P-HSY3SO2

Heat Shield (Carbon)

OP - Optional
part

S-Y4SO10HZAASS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-069

S-Y4SO18HRAASS

P-KAT-040

P-KAT-064

W/O Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust with this
perfectly constructed hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 300

2021

2022

€

149

EC Type Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound
and also dramatically changes its visual appearance. Each
product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 400

2013

2016

€

667

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 400

2013

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 400

2018

2020

€

281

SO - Slip-On

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust system tuning.
It is simple to install and replaces a stock muffler. It also offers
the best combination of price and performance. With the
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more power, more
EC Type Approval, ECE
torque, and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system gives
Type Approval
your scooter that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre
end caps. EC type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.

Scooter

Yamaha

X-MAX 400

2018

2020

€

896

OP - Optional
part

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

XV950/R/Ra
cer

2013

2016

€

198

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic converters that
give you all the sound and performance upgrades you’re used
to with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic converter is a
honeycomb metal structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert the poisonous carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

Scooter

Yamaha

YZF-R15

2019

2020

€

366

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Catalytic converter S

OP - Optional
part

Catalytic converter

Slip-On Line (SS)

Catalytic converter C

Catalytic converter R

EC Type Approval

OP - Optional
part

RC - Racing

